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   i3 creds call for purge, police digging, in 
VANCOUVER(CP)--Tbe thatttsprovinoe-wideprobo ,p remier '  s in ter -  MinistorPat McGeor. probe into fake letters to hours an announcement by ing the May 10 provincial Also on Thursday, the 
dirty tricks affair ~mtinued M the matter has been ex- governmental dviser and Attorney.General Allan election, party hierarchy disevowod 
Williams that there would be to bedevil Premier Bill .tended indefinitely, 
Bennett's government John Gilehrist, a former 
Thursday as party members SodalCredit party exsoutive 
called for a purge of senior dirsctor, eaidBeanettshould 
aides and RCMP unno/mced f i re  Dan Campbell, the 
RUPERT STEEL & 
SALVAGE LTD. 
Seal Cove H.. Pr, llueort 
624-5639 
WE DUY copper, brass, all iaetals, 
batteries, etc, Call us - Wo are 
open Hoe. throup Sat., 8 a.m.-5 p.m. 
campaign manager; Dave 
Brown, a senior aide, and 
Glen Mitchell, former 
caucus taff head and now 
assistant o Universities 
In Victoria, RCMP Imp. newspapers. 
Les Holmes said in a He did not give a reasm, 
prepared statement that the saying only : "We are unable 
force will not meet a to say at this time when our 
reviously.set Dec. 15 inquiry will be completed." 
adline for a report on the. The statement followed by 
h 
an internal investigation into 
almost $250,.000 in un- 
declared expeuses used by 
the Social Credit party dur. 
TER R A( :E-K ITI M AT 
20c 
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"The premier keeps 
hedging an the whole deal, 
The best thing he can do is 
come out and make some 
.kind of statsment:"_ . _ _~ 
Westend 
Food Mart 
Open 
6:30am -11pro 
7 days a week 
63S-5274 
involvement i  he campaign 
spending iasus and denied 
that failure to account for the 
funds breached the 
provincial Elections Act. 
Westend 
Chevron Service 
Chevron 
Open 
24 Hours 
635-7228 
"We Satisfy Tummy & Tank 
365 DAYS A YEAR" 
Tor ies  lose  on  budget  
Grits don't 
have leader 
Many were surprised 
VICTORIA (CP) -- The 
House of Commons vote that 
brought down the federal 
government Thursday 
caught many British 
Columbians, including 
Premier Bill Bennett, off 1 ~  
guard but a Pregre~Ive 
Conservative party official ~ .~t  
said be is ready for an ~ 
election battle. ~i~'~. ~ 
Bennett,: who Wednesday ~/ i i~ '  
blasted the federal budget 
for fullin~ to deal with h~ 
interest rates, said he was 
astounded by the vote which 
will mean a federal election 
that will create unccrtainty 
in Canada this winter. 
Dave Barrett, provincial 
leader of the New 
Democratic Party, said on 
the other hand he was not 
surprised because Prime 
Minister Clark's government 
was operating "too close to 
the pre¢lpies to e~tinue." 
P IERRE TRUDEAU... .... ......~I~9~ .~..~q~,~X~. 
...will he run vleeprulaent of the 
provincial Conservative 
G i a s _  party, eald he was prspared • tr~m ~the beginning for the 
• Second rational vote in less 
.~" than a year, 
o i l  "When you're a minerity government you have to be 
prepared," said Bevey. 
The Conservatives won an 
tax 
. . . . . . . . . . . . .  The Socreds abstained 
~enlj~hC~sd)aCl~kn t~d~. "From the first day, the such as the dismantl~g of opposition parties howed no Petro-coonda. 
interest in making He also accused Clark of 
Parliament work," he said. "reneging on a whole series 
solvedand a general election "Instead they have of promises," including a $2. 
1 .... called for Feb. 18, systematically obstructed its billion tax cut, Instead of the 
Clark made the announce, business, Now they have tax cat, his first budget had 
~ ~  merit in the Commons a few brought i to a complete raised taxes by t3.5 billion. 
~ ' ~ 1 ~  hours after returning from a halt." 
~ ~  visit with Gov.-Gen, Ed NDP Leader Ed Broad- The Liberals, faced with 
~ ~ { ~  Schreyer where he asked bent said it we Clark who the prospects ofa lame-duck 
~ ~ ~  that Parliament be bad caused the defeat by leader as they head into the 
~ ~  dissolved, attempting to govern as ff be. campaign, rallied around 
~ ~ - ~  Clark met with Schreyer bad a majority and yet in- Pierre Trudsau to convince 
~ ~ ~  for 50 minutes tarting at 8 sisting on pushing ahead him tolead the party through JOHN CROSBIE.,. 
~ ~ , ~ i  a,m. EDT, 10 hours after the with unpopular measures the campaign . . . . .  budget bombs 
C pagn -am  olo may government in the Com- ~ ~  mona. run ~ ~ ~  The 8n /~en i~t  was 
~ .  ~ " ~  greeted by loud cheers fro~ 
......................................................................................... MPa m beth sides of the 
overwhelming maJcrlty of 
B.C.'s 28 seats in the election 
last May 22 as the province 
played a crucial role in 
delivering Clark his man. 
date. 
Former prime minister 
Pierre Trudeau refused to 
concede defeat in that vote 
until the B.C. results came 
pouring in, proving to the 
country that the Con- 
servatives could form a 
minority governmnnt, 
Last May, the Con- 
anrvatives won 19 d B,C's 
seats, the New Democrats 
took eight and the Liberals 
had to be content with a 
squeaker in Vancouver 
Centre in which former 
Vancouver mayor Art 
Phillips edged Conservative 
economist Pat Carney. 
Phillips, regarded by some 
as a poto0tial national 
Liberal eddor until he ruled 
himself out recently, was 
declared the winner after a 
recount which established 
Fulton ready 
for  a fight 
cutting taxes which he said 
looked good to the voters, 
The Tories, Fulton said, 
reversed that position. ~ ,' 
• ~ '° ln~d~ -ord STlilllio~'h/k 
cut we see an increase Of 
over $2 billion. 
Fulton claimed the Tory 
out  
OTTAWA (CP) -- Prime 
Minister Clark said today an 
18-cent rise in the excise tax 
on gasoline and motor fuels 
imposed in Tuesday's budget 
will be rolled back. 
Government sources in- 
cheated the budget proposals 
may die because of the 
government 's  defeat 
Thursday night on a nm- 
confidence vote directed at 
the budget. 
While the past prectlca has 
been to let a budget stand, 
even with a government 
defeat, the precedent may 
not hold because the entire 
budget was subject to the 
vote of no confidence, 
OPEC 
JIM FULTON... 
,,.only choice 
Jim Fulton, the New 
Democratic Party member 
of Parliament for Skeena is 
on hisway hack to this riding 
to begin his second cam- 
paign is less than a year and 
he's confident of a win. 
"Fulton, who took this seat 
away from the Liberals May 
22, defended the opposition 
move to upset he govern- 
,meat. 
"The government painted 
the opposition i to a corner," 
Fulton said in a interview 
from Ottawa today. "It was 
clear th& vote was going to 
come On either the budget Or 
on interest rates or energy 
policy." 
Fulton said the 
Progressive Conservatives 
had run on a campaign of 
budget would mean 6O per 
cent inflation and called the 
impact on the North and on 
those with fixed and limited 
incomes "tragic." 
"We've seen so many flip 
flops and ineonsiste'nt 
leadership," Fulton said of 
the little more than seven 
months the Clark govern- 
ment has been in power. 
While he did express concern 
about he cost and timing of 
an election, Fulton.indicated 
that the NDP welcomed it. 
He agreed that hikes in the 
price of oil were needed but 
said they needn't come so 
fast. 
Fulton also expressed 
resentment that he majority 
of the increase in the cost of 
petroleum products would go 
to the oil companies, aying 
"only the tiniest fraction 
would go into the energy 
hank to look for solutions to 
the energy questions." 
Fulton accused the Tories 
ef not listening to the op- 
position parties and con- 
trasted his party to the 
Liberals by saying the nation 
press had noted the positive 
proposals put forward by the 
NDP. 
WASHINGTON iAP-CP) 
-- The latest S0-per-cant-plus 
increase in oilprices by 
Saudi Arabia, Venezuela and 
several other oll-exl~'ttng 
couhtries is the opening 
salvo in a price battle that 
will climax next week. 
If the increase stops at the 
new levels et Thursday, it 
will be a definite vtctory for 
the price moderates within 
the Organization of 
Petroleum Export ing 
Countries and one the indus- 
trial countries can cheer. 
OPEC holds its annual 
meeting Dec. 17 
Caracas, Venezuela. 
Moderates, led by Saudi 
Arabia, and hawks, such as 
Libya and Iran, are expected 
to clash over whether there 
should be a moderate in- 
crease or a larger increase 
that would create new 
problems for industrial 
nations. 
OPEC's current dual 
pricing system sets a 
maximum $33,50 U,S. a 
barrel. 
him as the only surviving 
' " "  - '  °' in ring looking Cous s conside 
Yukon also we~t con- 
for more g h gai Works Minister Erik r u n n l n  e re  a n 
Nielsen, who has ............................... 
• .. j ,  
,..considers it 
pointed o~the government's 
intention to halve the 
national deficit in four years. 
"That is necessary for a 
healthy economy, one which 
will create jobs," said the 
former Federal Business 
Development Bank.em- 
ployee here. 
Cousins did have some 
criticism of the government 
giving a good part of the gas 
and oil price increase to the 
oil companies. He said the 
government should have 
considered increasing taxes 
on the oil companies instead. 
represented the territory for 
years, 
But there have been wide 
swings of the election pen- 
dulum in B,C, in recent 
g ors, In the 1973 campaign, e NDP returned "11 
members to four for the 
Liberals and eight for the 
Conservatives. In 1974, the 
Liberak doubled their seats 
to eighi, NDP strength was 
reduced to two while the 
Conservatives climbed to 13. 
Bennett, who emerged 
from a staff Christmas party 
to talk to rep~tors, would 
not say which party he was 
becking on the federal scene. 
The B.C. premier had ac- 
cused federal Finance 
Minister John Cresble ef 
bringing down a budget 
which did nothing for the 
province. But last spring, 
some members of Bennett's 
Social Credit party had 
arsapged a mutual support 
agr&mont unmdsr which 
the Conservatives would' 
vacate the provincial field in 
favor of Bennett's party 
Rod Cousins, the 
Progressive Conservative 
candidate who ran third in 
the May 22 federal election, 
says he hasn't decided 
whether he will run for his 
party's nomination in 
Skcena but the local Tories 
will be meeting soon. 
Cousins, who was recently 
elected vice-president of the 
Skeena Progressive Con- 
servative Association, did 
hove some criticism of the 
opposition parties for forcing 
an election though. 
"They truly have 
misjudged the situation 
nationally," Cousins said. "I 
agree with the Prime 
Minister when he said that 
six months ago the Canadian 
people voted to change the 
status quo, change the 
situation, and move to a 
party which was prepared to 
solve our fundamental 
problems." 
Cousins aid he felt the 
Tory budget would have 
solved some of the problems 
this country is facing and 
Colnmons, 
Liberal MPa then met 
behind closed doors to 
discuss who will lead them 
through the winter cam. 
paign. 
Pierre Trudeau announced 
three weeks ago that he 
intends to resign as leader 
and a leadership ccavention 
has been planned for March 
28-30~4n Winnipeg. 
: :~ :~pured  to: be. a 
movement In the 
Parliamentary caucus to 
encourage Trndeau to lead 
the Liberal campaign, 
The Clark government, 
slightly less than seven 
months old~-was defeated 
139-133 in the Commons on 
Thursday night ca a motion 
sponsored by the New 
Democratic i Party con- 
damning the government for 
its first budget unveiled 
Tuesday. 
The campaign could start 
almost immediately. 
Party strateglsis met hur- 
riedly to ~ork out details of 
the 66-day campaign, in . .  
eluding such things as the 
ohertoring of aircraft to 
ferry the leaders across the 
country, the printing of 
campaign literature and the 
raising of money. 
A number of Liberals aid 
they are not ready for the 
campaign- that most of 
their efforts have been 
concerned with planning for 
the leadership c~ngeover-- 
while the Conservatives 
.have been kept on a cam- 
pelgn footing the last few 
months, , 
New Democratic Party 
officials said fund raisers 
are on the phone trying to 
find money to replenish 
coffers run low by the ex. 
peusea of.the last campaign, 
which ended May 22. 
The surprising defeat of 
the government Thursday 
n/ght brought pandemonium 
on the Comm~ floor as the 
results of the vote were 
announced. MPs roared and 
threw their papers into the 
air. 
Spectator galleries were 
Jammed with the carious 
who had come to witness a 
rare event -- the fall of a 
government. 
Clark, whose Con- 
esrvatlves won a minority 
May 22, attacked the OP. 
pesitca parties at a brief 
news conference following 
the vote for deciding to 
"disrupt the nation's 
I~inesS." 
ort the leadership 
perhaps not here 
Former Skeena MP Iona 
Campagnolo, who was 
defeated here by Jim Fulton 
in the May 22 federal elec- 
tion, is reluctant o run 
again: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ 
Campagnolo~ who is 
working in Vancouver for 
CBC television and travels 
once a week to Montreal to 
appear in a discussion 
program, said today she is 
happy with her new life. 
While not ruling out the 
possibility that she might 
run again and in Skeena for 
the Liberals, Campagnolo 
said she feels a "sense of 
having completed her time 
and service to the country." 
FrOm her Vancouver home 
Campagnolo said her plans 
would depend on who runs 
for the Liberal nomination i
this area. Still staunchly a
Northerner, Camp.ag.nolo 
said today she will consider 
running for the leadership of
her party ff there is no 
candidate to voice the 
concerns ofCanadians living 
in what she termed the "mid- 
North," 
Campagnolo, now 47 years 
old, commented that the 
northern riding takes a great 
deal of stamina nd requires 
considerable travelling, She 
said that while she gave her 
maximum effort to the 
riding when she was the 
representative, the demands 
of dealing with a riding this 
far from Ottawa were an 
influence. 
"Do I want all the travel?" 
she pondered. "I am content 
in my new life," she af- 
firmed. 
Campagnolo, who defeated 
long-time NDP "member 
Frank Howard in what was 
considered an upset, had no 
good words for the man who 
took her seat, tumbling one 
of the Liberals most high 
profile cabinet ministers, 
Campagnolo said the only 
things Jim Fulton has been 
seen doing are appearing in 
the House of Commons with 
a false nose'and trying to 
batter down the door of the 
Senate. She conceded, 
however, that Fulton had 
strong support in the riding. 
"H I don't run it won't be a 
priority riding," Cam- 
pagnolo said. "Skeena won't 
get the attention it did." 
In her analysis of the 
events-in .the House last 
~i~h,t,~f.~m~ojp.ob; ~.a~!,~., 
erals had no choice but to 
defeat he g0~ernment. 
"They had no alternative 
but to go," she said. "They 
could not have held up their 
heads." 
Campognoto, describing 
Finance Minister John 
Crosbie as abrasive, accused 
the government of trying to 
bulldoze the budget through. 
"They tried to play a game 
of chicken and failed," 
Campagnolo said of the 
Clark government. ': 
Transportation 
pushed costs up 
By JENNIFER 
LEWINGTON 
OTTAWA (CP) -- A sha~ 
rise in transportation cesta 
pushed consumer prices up 
one per cent in November 
from October, the largest 
monthly change since May, 
Statistics Canada reported 
today. 
The latest figures push the 
inflation rate for the 12 
months ending in November 
to 9.4 per cent, slightly ahead 
of the 0.3 per cent rate 
recorded for 12 months to 
October. 
Statistics Canada, which 
measures changes inthe cost 
of a basket of commonly- 
purchased goods and ser- 
vices, says higher tran- 
sportstion and housing costs 
accounted for twothirds of 
the over.all monthly rise. 
As a result, the consumer 
price index for all items 
stands at 197.5 for Novem. 
ber, up from 195.9 the 
previous month and 180.8 in 
November, 1978. 
That means that the 
standard basket of goods and 
services which cost $16O ill 
1971 -- the year the index 
base was set at 16O -- now 
c¢~ts $197.80. 
The purchasing power of a 
1971 dollar in November was 
about 51 cents, unchanged 
IONA CAMPAGNOLO.,. 
.,,better Job 
from October but down from 
55 cents a year ago. 
Mtsr making adjustments 
for quality change, 1980 
model cars jumped in price 
by 4.7 per cent in November 
compared to October prices 
for 1979 cars. 
That rise, and higher 
charges for operating and 
maintaining cars, were 
largely responsible for a 1,2- 
per-cent rise in all items in 
the index excluding food. 
Soviets say 
it's a crisis 
MOSCOW (AP) -- The 
Soviet news agency Tase 
reported today that "a 
political crisis has broken 
out in Canada." 
Tasa carried a brief Ot- 
tawadatelinod dispatch on 
the defeat of the Progressive 
Conservative government i  
a parliamentary no- 
confidence vote over the pro. 
posed 1960-51 budget. 
"As a result, the cabinet 
that has been in power for 
less than seven months had 
to resign, and early 
parliamentary elections ere 
to be held in the country," 
Tass said. 
TERRACE SKI HILL OPENS 
The Kitsumkalum Mountain Ski Hill opener 
this morning at 10 a.m., with all lifts running and 
free skiing for the general public. 
Jog Konst, ski hill manager, said yesterday 
that there were still a few bare spots on the hill, 
and that skiers should use caution as they should 
anywhere else at this time of the year, but that 75 
per cent of the runs are open, the T-bar is run. 
sing and that the skiing should be good on the 
mountain from now on. 
Konst said that by next weekend, he hopes to 
have the night lighting operating, so that the hill 
can open for night skiing as well, 
Konst said that passes are available at the 
Regional District of Kitimat.Stikine's office in 
Terrace, and that he invites everyone to come up 
to the hill and have a look at the new facility, 
i i 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  j 
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IN___QUEBEC 
New, bilingual laws passed 
Quebec's Charter of the 
French Language making 
French the official anguage 
of the national assembly and 
courts. 
It also gives quasi-judicial 
bodies, municipalities and 
school commissions the 
power to act in the same way 
to reenact their bylaws and 
regulations in French and 
English. 
Justice Minister Marc- 
Andre Bedard said these 
bodies could be affected by 
By KEV1N DOUGHERTY 
QUEBEC (CP) - -  A bill 
creating 311 new bilingual 
laws to replace retroactively 
311 laws passed in French 
only was adopted 
unanimously by the Quebec 
national assembly at 6:28 
a.m. EST today, following 
eight hours of debate. 
The bill was made 
necessary Thursday when 
the Supreme Court of 
Canada ruled uncon- 
stitutional sections of 
the Supreme Court's ruling 
and added that his step was 
taken as a measure of 
"prudence." 
They are not obliged to do 
so by the special aw, but 
Bedard said the court's 
ruling creates a doubt 
regarding their validity, 
adding that this could cause 
them "enormous difficulties 
end expenses." 
He did not nay how much it 
could coat o translate all the 
regulations and bylaws 
passed since Confederation 
in 1867. 
After the bill was adopted 
into law, government House 
Leader Claude Charron re- 
introduced all bills currently 
before thonatioual ssembly 
in both French and English, 
in conformity with the taw's 
terns. 
Henceforth, all Quebec, 
Prosecutor defends move 
aher woman's suicide 
NEW WESTMINSTER, 
B.C. (CP) -- The pronecutor 
who charged Camilla 
Slmonetto with the at- 
tempted murder of her in- 
fant son defended his acti~ 
Thursday at a coroner's 
inquest into the suicide of the 
Surrey, B.C. woman. 
Regional Crown counsel AI 
Hoem said that od the hads 
of police repuris he belleveyl 
Mrs. Simonetto, 33, tried to 
kill her child Sept. 31 when 
she jumped own the well in 
her back yard with her S½- 
month-old baby in her arms, 
so he bad no choice but to 
charge her. 
Honm said that it is for the 
courts, not his office, to 
decide if the woman was not 
guilty by reason of Insanity. 
Dr. John Scarfo, doctor of 
the woman, whose body was 
found hanging by a rope in a 
neighbor's barn Oct. 2t, 
earlier blamed a heavy- 
handed judicial system for 
driving Mrs. Sbmonetto in 
kill herself. 
Angelo Brenca, the lawyer 
representing Scarfo and the 
Simonetto family, suggested 
to Hnem during cross 
examination that Mrs. 
Simonetto's case was a 
been handled as such. 
Scarfo had also criticized 
Hoem for not dropping the 
charge when he had called 
the prosecutor and explained 
Mrs. Simonetto's mental 
condition. 
Hoem denied a claim by 
Scarfo that be said Mrs. 
Slmountto could be "thrown 
in the alan~mer." 
depression, a hazard of 
childbirth that can happen to 
any woman after pregnancy. 
He said it is difficult to 
determine how mentally.ill 
Mrs. Simenetto was when 
she jumped into the well and 
how much of her behavior 
was determined by the post- 
lmrtum depression. 
Bryce also supported 
"Ididnot ever say that she Scarfo's decision to tell 
would be~,e to go to Jail, but Shnonetto hat she faced an 
that it Would be up to a Judge attempted murder charge. 
whetbershewouldhavetogu "We couldn't do anything 
to Jail,. Hocm said. ' eke because we had already 
He said that reports from told her she was going to be 
Constable Bruce Duncan discharged and then we 
about Slmonotto's condition 
and the treatment she was 
receiving at Surrey 
Memorial Hospital con- 
vinced him not to arrest her. 
He said he obtained a 
warrant for her ap- 
prehension that was given to 
Duncan with the condition 
that it only be used it she was 
released from hospital. 
Dr. James Bryce, the pey- 
chintrkt who treated Mrs. 
Simonotto after her suicide 
attempt, agreed with Scarfo 
that his patient was ready to 
go home after Oct. 5. 
couldn't became of the legal 
problem" Bryce said, 
Lawyer Peter Butler, 
represent ing human 
resources, suggested 
Wednesday that Scarfo's 
decision to tell Simonetto 
about he attempted murder 
eharge while she was 
mentally W contributed to 
her suicide. • 
The inquest was adjourned 
until Jan. 17. 
CANADIAN LOCATIONS 
The town of Kenora, Ont., 
Great SlaVe Lake and the 
Winnipeg Market Square are 
featured settings in the 
Canadian film Silence of the 
laws must be adopted inboth 
French and English, as they. 
were before Aug, 28, 1977, 
when the language charter 
- -  better known as Bill 101 -- 
was passed, 
In striking down sections 
of the charter dealing with 
the courts and the national 
assembly, the high court did 
not rule on other sections of 
the law, aimed at making 
French the everyday 
working language ofQuebec, 
,The remedial law was pro. 
seated by Camille Laurin, 
cultural development 
minister and sponsor of Bill 
101. 
Laurin told the assembly 
that in adopting the law the 
government was going along 
with" the present rules of the 
game," even though the 
decision was "an insult in the 
patience, co,rage and pride 
of Quebeeers." 
"The Supreme Court 
judgement shows us that 
there Is no legalistic solution 
to the present situation," he 
said. "The solution can only 
come from the will of the 
Quebec people, for whom no 
judgment is an obstacle." 
"The solution is political 
and can only be put into force 
through a new deal, on an 
equal footing, between the 
Quebec people and the rest of 
Canada," he said, in a pitch 
for votes in next spring's 
sovereignty-association 
referendum. 
Laurin said that the 
British North America Act, 
setting up the present 
Confederation in 1867, 
"imposed English" on 
Quebec, but did not force 
French on the other three 
original provinces. 
ELECTION 
IN BRIEF 
OTTAWA (CP) -- The na- 
tional spotlight that shone on 
Social Credit Leader Fabipn 
Roy since the May ~;ele~- 
ties may have been ex- 
tinguished permanently 
Thursday night with the 
defeat of the minority 
Progressive Conservative 
government. 
Despite his tiny power 
base, Roy had been able to 
command considerable 
attention on Parliament Hill 
since the May 22 election b,, 
keeping the nation in 
suspense every time a non- 
conf idence  mot ion  
Or would Roy and his 
colleagues ~,ote with the 
opposition and pull the plug 
on Joe Clark's government? 
The nuances of every 
statement uttered by the 
ardent Quebec nationalist 
who speaks little English 
made headlines as each vote 
approached, The' Social 
Credit party had not wielded 
such a club since it propped 
up the minority government 
of John Dlefenbaker in1962. 
The short, thin man with 
the rsspy voice and tightly- 
parsed mouth appeared to 
take delight in playing the 
threatened the government, role of parliamentary 
Would the rump party mischief-maker and at- 
support the Conservatives tempting to win government 
and keep Parliament alive? concessions forhis support. 
Not the shortest gov't 
OTTAWA (CP) -- The Joe office during an election 
campaign as caretaker, 
ending only if defeated at the 
polls and replaced, 
The Conservat ive  
Clark government, defeated 
.Thursday night in the Com- 
mons, has been in power less 
than seven months. But two 
other federal governments 
bad shorter lives. 
Clark's Conservatives 
were elected 206 days ago 
today, on May 22, and his 
cabinet was sworn in 13 days 
later on June 4. The Clark 
government remains in 
government of Sir ChaHes 
'1'upper back in 1696 lasted 
only 68 days, from May I to 
July 8 that year. 
The administration f Con- 
servative Sir Arthur 
Meighen ran 89 days from 
June 28 to Sept, 25, 1926. 
Tories wanted is short 
OTTAWA (CP) -- Had the 
Progressive Conservative 
passed its amendments to 
the Canada Elections Act, 
the next federal election 
campaign might have lasted 
as few as 47 days, 
But, since those amend. 
meats weren't passed, the 
election campaign that most 
Monday in the month, which 
would mean a 57-day 
campaign -- not including 
election day -- if an election 
was called today. 
However, it is anticipated 
that campaign activity 
would be light during the 
Christmas vacation period, 
precedent and should have 
COME N' 
1974 VOLKSWAGEN BEETLE " 
1979 ZEPHYR 4 DOOR S.W. 
V8 auto, PS, PB, 11,000 kilos. 
$3495 
$6995 
1977 FORD F350 CREWCAB 
V8 automatic, 8 ft. box. 
i 
1978 FORD BRONCO 
V6 radio, 4 speed 
i l l  i 
1974 FORD BRONCO 
V8 automatic tran. 
i 
1977 FORD MAVERICK 
4 door, V8 auto, radio 
$8295 
$9995 
$1995 
$3995 
1979 MERCURY MARIIUIS 
Brougham St. Wagon. Air, stereo, loaded. $11,100 
1976 CHEVELLE CLASSIC 
2 door, V8, PS, Brakes, radio $3995 
Terrace Totem Ford 
Sales Ltd. 
4631 Keith 635-4984 
Dealer No. 5548A 
Bryce said Mrs. Simonetto . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . .  suft~ d t~m nm._t.._.._mm~. ..--..~"'*~" , .'x'ne high . . . . . . .  court necmmn re- Canadiansare expecting will effectively limiting the 
.. stores to ,'~nglisn Its run at least 54 days, perhaps campaign ,period as the 
~,- ~ ~,  . . . . .  ~ ~'1 "privileged status of 1867" as many as 60. proposed government 
m. . .  , . .  . . .  . .  ~ and reaffirms that Quebec Dates being bandied about legislation was intended to 
will "remain an internal include Feb. 11, the second do, . . . .  "" . n,verslae hum wrecking ,, 
L-~ LJ colony, headded, os t  $100 milti [q  - .  -- -- . . . M Liberal Leader Claude C about on 
n .~nn , :~r~ • . r ,e ,~ ~ Ryan said his party would OTTAWA (CP) -- In the isst election a $17- I d  vvvu  vMsv  ~m - - .uv - -v  II sunnor t,h elnu, h.*.o,.o.,~ 
H Read)l for the road at Reduced Prices, j the'" Libe'ral;"ha'd" "wa~e(~ Canadian taxpayers may million enumeration bill was 
• when the language charter end upspending $100 million the government's largest 
MLJ 7573 VOLKSWAGENINTERNATIONAL PICK-UP ~1} was heing debated that it on elections in less than a expense, It cost about $13 
H .,, t.u=~, n,rv .~ L~ could be declared unccn- year, million to set up polling 
. . . . . . . . . . .  " ' -  stitutional because of the Final figures for the May stations, $7 million to print 
72 FORD1 TON with STEEL FLATDECK LJ . . . . . . . . .  22 general election haven't enumeration lista and ballots 
N ..,~o .-..-~n~n . . .~  ~ ~ waYHemtookWmcnissueltwdhWaS. Laurinur ztea"s yet been tabulated but the and $6 million to hire re- 
[1  62 INTERNATIONAL $ TON with FLATDECK . . .  • chief electoral office tu rn ing  • of f i cers ,  
k[  U criuemm of the ruling, estimates the cost at $52 enumerators andpellclerks. 
M . | calling the courts "the million, The electoral office ran up 
[1  ea  unssn  vnmsum.  J"] guardians of the A winter election caused another $5 million and 
£, t  nuun IuwIN I I  ,. ~J  . . . . .  [~. democracy, and questloned by the Commons defeat miscellaneous expe .r~s nc, "~ 
~'  ' . . . .  " ~ ,; ~.~".~is contention that it is more Thursday of the minority counted fbr'the i'e~t': ........... 4129 Substation ROad ' important to protect, the ' Progressive Conservative Businesses, organizations 
M ne.P nn~. .  ,,,,.~ ~mnm ~ interests of the French- 
ueu-woe!  ~ ODD-weeD ~ speaking majority than the government would probably or individuals who con- 
cost taxpayers at least as tribute to political parties 
, • ~ ~-, - '~ ~ ,x~ . . . .  '!. English minority, much. will find party organizers 
• quickly beating paths to 
their doors. 
"~"  ........ JONI  
JEssY. ~(~EARECKSON 
BEV SHEA. AGAJANIAN 
~,RROWS ~ " ~  ~ - , ,  
Saturday on television you and your family can begin making this the most 
special Christmas of your lives. Billy Graham invites you to discover that the real 
Joy of Christmas I  not in getting, hut in giving. Come to Children's Hospital in 
Philadelphia where you'll share a live Christmas concert with beautiful kids who 
will celebrate Christmas in wheelchairs and in bed. Come to Memphis and meet 
men who will spend the birthday of the Prince of Peace in the bitterness of a 
federal prison. Saturday get into the real spirit of Christmas. Then Sunday reach 
out to those forgotten people in your own community who need you to remember. 
Featudns :  Billy Graham, Bey Shea, Erie, J on i  Eareckson, 
Dr .  C. Everet t  Koop,  Jess]: D/xon ,  Pelle Karlsson, Cliff Barrows 
Saturday 10:00 PM CFTK-TV c, 3 Cablevision Ch 6 
Three snewk 
first one 
OTTAWA (CP) -- Three 
MPs managed to sneak in 
their maiden speeches .to , 
Parliament Thursday in the 
final hours before the 
minority Progressive 
Conservative government 
lost a non-confidence vote. 
And two of them might 
claim records for the '; 
shortest terms in history. 
Liberal Roger Simmons 
and New Democrat Stun 
Hovdebo t ok their seats just 
last week after winning 
byelections Nov. 19. 
Hovdebo represents the 
Prince Albert, Sank., riding 
left vacant when .former 
prime minister John 
Diefenbaker died Aug, 16 
while Simmons took Burln- 
St. George's in New- 
foundland after former 
Liberal cabinet minister Don 
Jamieson resigned May 27 to 
lead the provincial Liberals, 
The other MP giving his 
first speech was Lea 
Gustafson 
Brian E. Stanhope 
A.I.I.C. 
Brian E. Stanhope has 
been appointed British 
Columbia Manager of 
Insurance Bureau of 
Canada. 
Mr. $tanhope, now 
located in Vancouver, 
was formerly Manager of 
Tomenson Saunders 
Whitehead Ltd. In 
Whltehorse, Yukon. He 
brings to IBC 22 years of 
International Insurance 
experience In both 
company and broker 
capacities. 
Insurance Bureau of 
Canada Is the national 
association of private 
property, casualty and 
automobile Insurance 
companies. 
. . . .  - • ' " t j  
RADIO 
NORTHWEST 
by DIGBY FODDEN 
I 
We get lefiers. We get telephone cal ls.  We get 
community announcements, messages, complaints, 
congratulations, lost tourists looking for the ferry; 
terminal and grade school students locking for free 
45'8. 
At CBC Radio, we get all these people and things,' 
and they all con~ first to the receptionist, every day 
from nine to five.~s~netimes, they seem to come all at' 
once, and Pam MIdlin, CBC's receptionist, often has 
two calls on hold, while she's searching the studios for 
an announcer or reporter who hasn't answered the 
public address ystem. At the same time, she's often 
typing messages and public service announcements. 
They arrive by mail or phone, but they're always 
coming in. 
The interesting point is that these seemingly in- 
significant pieces of information individual 
messages and announcements - are the backbone of 
our radio service to the B.C. Northwest. The in- 
formation we get-by phone, mail or hand delivery-is 
what keeps us operating. One of CBC's responsibilities 
is keeping the communities we serve aware of all the 
activities that go on, day in and day out: church 
bazaars, social meetings, public forums and debates, 
road closures, avalanche warnings and other kinds of 
emergency information. Pare takes the information 
down on a note pad, types it up and makes ure it gets 
onto the mo/-ning, n~on and afternoon programs. 
Sometimes she takes out the CBC policy booklet on 
public service announcements to check whether we 
can carry the information or not. 
Because we're a public service, and not a private 
station, we don't accept money for carrying an- 
neuncements or'notices, and we also don't handle 
information regarding commercial ventures. 
Another of the difficulties Pam often has to explain 
is that we don't accept all long distance phone calls, 
simply because of the enormous cost factor of such an 
idea. So Pare asks the caller to pass along public 
service mmouncements by mail a week or two in 
advance. That way they'll get on the air in plenty of 
lime. 
CBC Radio has developed a network of "contacts" 
over the past few years, and in all the communities 
served by the Prince Rupert based station, we have 
people we can call, or who call us, with important 
information, news releases and updates on local 
issues. That information is sifted first through the 
receptionist, o the news and public affairs depart- 
ments, and people are then contacted for a reaction to 
an issue or an interview. 
The receptionist is a vital part of this system: In- 
formation from the individual communities back to 
the entire listening audience we serve. Oh, one final 
note: In case you've forgotten, last week was Be Kind 
to Receptionists Week, and if you missed the chance, 
next time you call, or write, or leave a message with 
CBC Radio's Pare Mullin, be kind. She will appreciate 
it. 
C )alition group here 
is opposing Kemano 
The Skeena Protection The group, which is a 
Coalition has issued a coalition of organizations 
statement condemning the opposed to the Kemano Two 
Kemano hydroelectric project, said Thursday it will 
power completion project as fight it. 
a "giveaway of B.C.'s 
natural resources." "We maintain that it is 
"impossible at this point to 
The c.oalition claimed determine the far reaching 
there is a "covert" effects of the project," read 
agreement with B.C. Hydro a statement released by the 
and the United States to coalition. 
export some of the power "We are shocked that a 
Alcan will produce oaten-governmentwouldallow this 
sibly for smelting purposes, project to proceed before 
any public hearings or in- 
dependent s udies have been 
conducted. 
The coalition is most 
concerned over the potential 
damage to northern fisheries 
caused by the damming of 
the Nanika River. 
Earlier this week, Alean 
issued a statement making 
haown its"firm" intention of 
px;oeceding with Kemano 
expansion and of building 
three additional aluminum 
smelters in the Northwest. 
Debt counsel continues 
The department of Con- 
sumer and Corporate Affairs 
has come through with funds 
which will allow the debt 
counselling service in the 
Northwest to continue. 
The service offered by the 
Terrace Community Ser- 
vices was faced with a 
serious financial crisis when 
the annual government 
grant was cut in half, from 
$12,000 to $6,000. 
The funding for the 
counselling service given by 
William Geddan ran out at 
the end of November when 
the department refused to 
release contin~uency funds 
to cover the shortfall.. 
However, Jane Booth; a continue until March 31," 
director of the TCS, said she said adding the TCS 
Wednesday the government would pick up any other 
had decided at the last. expenses not covered by the 
minute to release ~,000 in $3,000 grant. 
contingency funds. There are over 50 clients 
"It falls short of what we who Godden services beth in 
needed, but it will allow us to Terrace and Kitimat. 
Radio, TV charged 
with price fixing 
VANCOUVER (CP)--Ten ou charges under the fderal 
Vancouver-area television Combines Act. 
and radio stations and Trial was ordered Thur. 
several executives d those eday by Judge Randall Weng 
stations have been com- following a preliminary 
mitred fo~ higher court trial bearing in provincial court. 
is here! 
(Formerly Cheeper Renz-a-Car) 
WEEKEND 
Friday noon s29.s 
to Monday 9 am 
SPECIAL  
.. Hertz-Rent.a. ar,,., 
638-1700. 
I'm a little 
CHE P R 
He wants 
to share 
VANCOUVER (CP) --  A 
man whose wife woo $I00,000 
in a lottery, just before they 
were divorced b claiming 
haft the windfall under the 
Family Relations Act. 
Travel agent Urbeno Ber- 
nardia, 43, is asking BHtlsh 
Columbia Supreme Court to 
grant him half interest in the 
family assets and to order 
reServation and safe- 
eplug of the money 
NEED 
ADVICE 
ON YOUR 
W H 
AT, 
S 
IT, 
S 
NAM E 
See Our 
BUSINESS 
DIREGTORY 
on 
PAGE 15 
Ill[RE PILSENER BEER 
It's beginning 
to  look  a lo t  l ike 
Chr i s tmas .  
" hi 
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WEATHER 
Northern Mainland, Queen 
Charlottes: Mainly sunny 
today and Saturday. Gusty 
winds aloug some inlets. 
Highs both days 1 to 4 on the 
coast near5 inland. Lows 
tonight near6 on the coast 
andl2 inland. 
North and West Vancouver 
Island: Strong winds and 
rain today. Rain mixed with 
snow over the northern 
sections, Highs near 12 in the 
southern soetions and near 5 
in the north, Cloudy teniBht 
with a'few showers, A few 
clear periods in the northern 
portions. Lows near freezing 
to3. Cloudy Saturday with 
highs near 5. 
Chllcotla, Caribeo, Central. 
ln.torior: Cloudy today with 
periods of snow. Hii~t0 to- 
15. Clearing tonight with 
lows near -~.  Mostly sunny 
Saturday with highs nearlS. 
Thompson, Okanagan: 
Cloudy today with a few 
showers or anowflurrtes and 
8~uty winds. HlCm S to S. 
Saturday and tonight will be 
cloudy with a few flurries. 
LOws 5 te 10. HlSha Saturday 
nearL  
Columbia: Snow warning 
cootinued. Overcast today 
with snow mixed at times 
with rain. Further ac- 
cumulations 'of 10 to 15 
centlmetres. 
A part,, 
for the 
children 
Children from throughout 
the Terrace community are 
invited to attend the In- 
ternational Year of the 
Child's Christmas Party at 
the Arena Banquet Room on 
Sunday. 
The party takes place from 
2 p.m. to 4 p.m., with no 
admission charge. Santa will 
be there to talk to children 
and give out little treats. 
There will be Christmas 
music and later a Christmas 
sing-song. 
The event is being sup- 
ported through the Skeena 
Mall. 
DEC. 12, 1979 
if the last sDx. five, four or three digits on your ticket are idenhcal to and in the same 
order as the wmnulg numbers above, your ticket is ellglblelo win thecorrespondlng prize 
last 6 digits WIN $1,000 
last 5 digits WIN $100 
last 4 digits WIN $25 
last 3 digits Five dollars wodh of Express Tickets 
redeemable by presenting the WHOLE TICKET to any parhcz- 
paring retailer or by following the clam~ procedure on the back 
of the hcket 
REDEMPTION OF (~ASH PRIZES 
Major Cash Prizes: Winners of major prizes, including Bonus and Surprlze prizes 
may claim the,r prize by following the claim procedure on the back of the hcket 
Other Cash Prizes: Other cash pr,zes, up to and including $1.000 may be cashed 
at any branch of the Canad,an Imperxal Bank of Commerce ,n Western Canada. 
or by foflowmg the claim procedure on the back of'the hcket 
Ir~ he  e en  I f~,SC,pD~nL ¥ bee~Pt ,  f l  I t , ,5  h~l  rl n(J I Bt '  I J f f 'c ' , l~ ~ ' f~f l 'nq  numbers  *,Sl as  cer t , r ,ed  by  lhe  aud , fc  
()1 fhp  ~Oi l f ld~,nn  ~hp la l lp f  %hair Dtevat  - -  
Winning Numbers 
Check both your December 5th and December 121h tickets 
500 BONUS NUMBERS WIN $1,000 EACH 
FOR EXACT NUMBER ONLY 
NOSUBSIDIARY PRIZES 
Listed in numerical orde~for your convenience 
1112742 1846966 2458049 2965663 3666696 4170023 4930122 5541546 6249915 
1119489 1649955 2461126 2985579 3667413 4170297 4931194 5545859 6253250 
11167951859260 2465834 2986629 3667961 4171275 4976363 5559975 6260874 
1134885 1866146 2466231 3018265 3760205 4171372 5035561 5560513 6264048 
1139411 1885483 2486130 3060932 3698156 4197239 5039842 5566316 6268281 
1141056 1889935 2490679 3072463 3737445 4215552 5058846 5582378 6279933 
1148281 1898807 2495258 3085650 3744918 4229838 5059122 5583633 6287586 
1169654 1927936 2510787 3115557 3751874 4245199 5065042 5595028 6296905 
1179516 1933679 2520709 3120942 3761848 4258676 5069982 5597964 6332084 
1184867 1952845 2527156 3164938 3763921 4262441 5070339 5620211 6339191 
1190193 1957341 2528335 3172837 3768315 4263795 5078088 5675532 6349645 
1192548 1963718 2547867 3180502 3782184 4281526 5099090 5693441 6356784 
12t1513 1995995 2559989 3212837 3782319 4289391 5125490 5697294 6357712 
1245760 1997408 2571468 3225277 3783741 4334484 5126401 5713421 6360472 
1254916 2012285 2574024 3234107 3787541 4344133 5128890 5726145 6360568 
1262958 2026769 2578645 3245048 3789200 4351161 5129089 5729021 6362314 
1275483 2033722 2580158 3246351 3791759 4373648 5151507 5782014 6385567 
1280472 2034806 2581646 3280090 3793068 4388437 5152213 5785027 6399901 
1285980 2040626 2582622 3291397 3795467 4396714 5152392 5821964 6424127 
1320427 2083292 2584534 3295240 3814116 4432931 5155389 5839545 6426955 
1327045 2087047 2628438 3297455 3816766 4448978 5187419 5850929 6435141 
1328454 2112433 2632482 3311102 3826749 4465231 5191088 5856102 6446391 
1359018 2118040 2642934 3324245 3828879 4471944 5229873 5858781 6464179 
1386113 2133373 2643175 3324751 3855353 4481285 5263770 5866740 6471886 
1414760 2138694 2655175 3325523 3869492 4482584 5292363 5882165 6473722 
1416638 2141140 2657777 3342719 3872411 4488761 5297015 5910926 6478462 
1420303 2144609 2658640 3392909 3883926 4529676 5312452 5929939 6478665 
1438082 2152473 2660185 3396458 3887450 4537034 5321147 5936175 6481605 
1473213 2156171 2667840 3396680 3916154 4554704 5324047 5948199 6491418 
1475611 2159066 2763358 3399310 3917485 4555136 5329890 5963927 6491909 
1477741 2165017 2769118 3420653 3929895 4651591 5341062 5989132 6515441 
1486637 2166486 2692443 3427729 3929914 4659103 5341193 6011833 6534717 
1519494 2177379 2697533 3431349 3941391 4662850 5346076 6021109 6548059 
1529641 2196840 2713284 3435686 3955006 4679202 5346105 6026410 6552859 
1562496 2237438 2740117 3444160 3956254 4680108 5362925 6031445 6554515 
1567131 2265273 2746064 3448255 3965319 4689734 5370791 6048807 6562570 
1570614 2268199 2748344 3477294 3967068 4716131 5385826 6053546 6563608 
1597082 2270949 2761453 3487743 3991237 4726688 5394390 6065979 6583563 
1599288 2273742 2772829 3515319 3998539 4737512 5395241 6067718 6592278 
1611233 2274309 2818107 3526623 4010489 4757101 5397010 6120637 6599092 
1663043 2287310 2819621 3529462 4026691 4773434 5398228 6124311 6611060 
1665653 2316822 2823420 3530932 4052133 4778530 5399190 6125189 6611969 
1674670 2318668 2824135 3534865 4063989 4792560 5442018 6125987 6619342 
1683878 2320741 2839914 3538/21 4073874 4826431 5445805 6140733 6650383 
1719663 2332616 2847690 3544480 4078126 4847705 5453078 6146110 6654752 
1729513 2336828 2858721 3545613 4081406 4853055 5455394 6161064 6656968 
1762620 2348441 2859641 3551799 4088034 4861670 5461978 6167736 6665175 
1762750 2356495 2864205 3559839 4090360 4861973 5462294 6178941 6679631 
1773749 2384673 2864294 3566408 4095052 4874782 5478376 6189117 6696924 
1776255 2387205 2867503 3572894 4116425 4876072 5483087 6189683 6729271 
1783933 2412452 2890740 3577284 4129011 4884382 5492472 6191764 6756586 
1785050 2415876 2893309 3586170 4135720 4886434 5496317 6198545 6760147 
1789817 2420620 2895604 359588t 4143367 4895554 5510395 6231001 6786552 
1811837 2429401 2913520 3640086 4145623 4897194 5525845 6233619 6787600 
1814143 2449100 2918130 3652860 4149953 4920720 5532708 6247967 6796662 
1837960 2451394 2955094 3665903 4155013 
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EDITORI 
The situation yesterday in the I-IotJse of 
Commons was one in which no one could 
win. 
The Progressive Conservative budget, 
one which some are calling brave while 
others call it short sighted and in- 
flationary, was too much for the op- 
position parties to agree with. 
The budget gave too much of the oil 
and gasoline price increase money "to the 
multinational oil companies for the New 
Democratic Party to stomach. The 
budget also gave too much ?o the 
provinces for the Liberals to accept it. 
The Tories, on the other hand, would not 
give enough to the federal Social Credit 
party members to induce some of them 
to come in for the vote. 
Neither the NDP nor the Liberals 
could have backed down on this con- 
frontation without facing scathing at- 
tacks. The rhetoric of both p'ai:fi~iwouid 
have seemed hollow if they h~d hot had 
all their members in the ho~se t
While no one wants a winter election 
and few people in this country will be 
happy with any election at all, it was a 
situation which had to be resolved with 
an election either in the spring or, a~ the 
very latest, in the fall. 
Although the money spent on this 
~"~ ~! ;  ~%17~ ! ;~:..;"" : ~ ~ ~ '"i .~ ;:,":'.:.: 
"." .9£ ~'?:." .__ :'* ::.2".: 
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• i gy and change [ OTT W O : SE ,T / BY RICHARD JACKSON / 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Ottawa - So the Conservatives are backing off one 
i , ,  
, ::.:;. ;,..~,~,:, ~,~..~,.~ 
B i' g,. HUNTER DUPREE 
.r[.,,~.~ L l.hc l wel veth ; i  a we~:kly, f l fteea-parl general 
ittterest, non credii, e&~cati~nal ~eries on technology 
anti cl~ange, catted C,:naeetions, offered by the Open 
I.,earninb, ~ /as, q~.t:;'.e. 
Each ¢,'eek, :',J~ art.~,le will nppear in this paper. On 
8tmday, at ~ pP;a, r,t: C, liannet 9 (Cable TV), you can 
watch the w,.~ekly i'~;'5 television series, Connections, 
patq t~[' Lhi:: r..w.lti-media c,.w.~nuiag education 
e, , . i t  • o progran~ ,:.:, .',SL 'y,',,~ cau purchase aViewer's Guide 
in this ar~ie;~, ~(siada:,. A. Hunter Dupree of Brown 
Univer.~dty ,..:'a'.d:::,~ ~h? tin, teasing role of govern- 
meu~ iu r.e~b;,q,-t:.~ir~::~ ~k,vdt, pmeat. 
XlI: 'l"i] K .'".~,F,'*~,r~,~w,'~,,r,~. ,.. ~ ,.,..r~,. ,  • ,.  ROLE IN 
TECIiNOI,OGIC/U., ,f?[~ AN(.~E 
"3y L, ~; U NTER I)UPREE 
Last year ih..: t.; i:: -;,~:crnment spent more than $25 
billion oq ,~ei(:P~t.:,i-.:, research and technological 
deveh)pmer~t. 
Slightly !ess 'i~,~v i~alf lhis amotmt was spent on 
defense researeii, generally recognized as a 
"legitimate fun¢,q.ion of  all governments. But what 
about the rest? 
i 
election could be better spent to deal 
w~2th so  m~ of  ~ the  or~ ~S~o fac ing .  Why should ;.he goverr, c~t  of a nation that has 
C ~ n a d a , ~ ~  ! . . ' ' . _  " :2  . . . . . . .  , ' . .  " . : . . ' . '!!: . :-  ' ." 
find it well spent indeed, research and dev,:'.k,fnneat? 
I i n m 
EDITOR'S , 
JOURNAL , 
BY : '  
GREG 
MIDDLETON 
The last time the federal government fell and the 
members of Canada's Parliament went out to do 
battle and face the voters, British Columbia's 
Premier, Bill Bennett decided to go to the voters with 
them and face an election almost on top of the federal 
balloting. 
Could it happen again? 
Bennett's Social Credit government is in trouble. 
There is no doubt about that. He is in trouble not as 
much with the voters for his running of the province as 
he is with the news media for party problems. 
To understand what is happening in Victoria you 
have to understand the men and women who make up 
the press gallery. 
Reporters are by nature mostly sociable creatures. 
They like to sit around over coffee, or more usually 
stronger drinks, and wag each other with tales of 
intrigue. 
That social instinct is increased by the set 'up in the 
legislature, where they are usually pacing the over- 
crowded, cluttered room overflowing with govern- 
ment papers and press releases, listening to the 
debate in the house over an aging intercom. The stairs 
up to the actual press gallery seats are so steep that 
several of the paunchier scribes of the past couldn't 
make their way up them to watch the procedings. 
Between the press gallery and the rooms in the 
legislature the journalists have fortified with great, 
l '~ bond, government-issue d sks in the corridor. That 
corridor is the only way members of the legislatm'e 
can get back to their offices. In the corridor the 
reporters wait. 
The elected officials have to push through this 
corridor, facing members of the fourth estate as they 
go. This leads to what is called the serum. It in- 
tensifies that social instinct into a pack feelin$. Once a 
member of the government gets to his ofhce he is 
protected by the government and party tacks. The 
hacks, hired to prepare and distribute the carefully 
couched press releases, are hated. 
The party's .puff artists, the so-calleO caucus 
research staff, was so careless as to get caught with 
their contempt for the newspapers showing in the now 
famous tape recording advocating phoney letters to 
the editor. 
The reporters started to sniff around, independently 
at first, but all in the same area and with a common 
goal. It wasn't long before they were exchanging a 
source or two here and there, teaming up. 
The pack is in full bay now. 
With the NDP taking a bigger share of the vote last 
provincial election and the combined voice of the 
province's papers crying foul in the last election, Bill 
Bennett will sit fight with his mandate until he Can get 
his housework done. 
Until tile "gth century, k~:v,irnment involvement 
with technology ~r,v., ,:cry :dowly. It then became 
apparent hat ~,,::,'!e~'n scieuee through technology 
could effect r.:G,k~ -- a r',d, it was hoped, beneficial -- 
social etmnge, 
TBe eris~s td tix~ 2(,~h century, particularly World 
War ii. sti.'.'nt:hd(d :.;-, e\,~n closet •relationship and an 
even greater i',!,:-:ra,qi(~n between government and 
tcehqclogy. 
Critics now eh~¢rgt.: ll~at government is controlling 
the direeti~)r~ (ff ,'~t']~'~i1":~ re .:e,.nrcb and the bourse of 
l echr, oh)gicai d~.-e!,::-~n?nt arjd thai this influence is 
cor~%lpting bulb. 
t'roponeats, h .U ,~ 'P  t- l l [LUtL • that even more 
governrn,..~,:,~ i,.w::,Iv,.,,:'.:,~ is nt-~cessary to support he 
re'Jearch and devc.l,.~:y,..,~mt required to maintain our 
standard (fflivinr4", ;-; ' ~ . ,,~,~ h, ,e,p the poorer nations of the 
world. 
E.tkRL ~" I.NV OL'V 7&~. I ;~ N T 
The connection belv,'~:<:,r government and teclmology 
is not nee.essarily tip,.;,., Tt]roughout much of history, 
government has been t.i~e slx, cia[ eoncen~ of the 
powerful, Technoiogy, ,:t! tl~e other hand, very early 
became the special cc.,•,:crn of craftspeople --often of 
humble origins* but xvi(i~ skills that made possible 
weaving, pottery, n~etahvorking, building of shelter, 
and al! the uther I. . . . . . . . .  :rv,~s,t,s naeessary to provide for 
hum;M~ ilceds. 
Since p::ople ,lp,~cialL,;ed ii) ccrlain crafts and then 
exchanged their products for those of others, 
questions of the value c.,f weights and measures arose. 
Thus, marc tlia~ ~,5(t:)'..::a~rs ago governments became 
rct'erees in setting *h,:! standards of weights and 
measures• 
Also, since money came h) be measured by the 
weight of gold oc sil:-::r, governments not only made 
coins but insured thei:' value by imprinting them with 
official seals and by milling the edges to prevent 
clipping, 
In the same way governments e tablished standard 
measures of vulume for grain and liquids, standard 
weights, and ..;,a,dard rulers of length. Phe power of 
gover'nment guarani.e0 the integrity of these 
measures usc, ct m technology. Governments till 
perform these functions ~hrougb their mints and their 
national btu'eaus ~',[ sta~3dardsl 
TIle NATION ST.I'~'E AND 'tECHNOLOGY 
In western Europe io the later Middle Ages, 
technologies arose capable not only of building Gothic 
cathedrals hut also ~)f sustaining cities and of trading 
with Asia. At the same time, the national governments 
of France, Spa n Port ~.gal, and England came into 
existen ~:~:., 
By the end of lhe .H~trl c.entux'y, this combination of 
technology and nation states made possible the ex- 
tension of trade and cdoniz~.tion to the Western 
llemisnhere,, , 
The governments of these nations did not create the 
teelmology ~)f thr ~.3iling :~lfip that 'made this ex- 
imnsion iJ~',a~dblc, l~ui: they {~ei'~ called upon to provide 
Support to shipn)~s~vr:~ :i' ~tt ~ailors of a kind beyond 
the resotn'ees of l)rivWe in di, iduals. 
'l•his support indude:i the development of map- 
making and the a.~,tron(:,Mcal ehservations ecessary 
for a reliable worhl,•vidc l iavigation systetn. By the 
17th e l in i i J F3 '¢  fo r  i ' \ ' i :  t i l l ) l c '~  .dotc l i  grea, , t institutions as 
the Royal t)bs(.rvalm'y at t;,'e{,nwictL England, had 
be('fi fou~tdat , dev~:l)p a.~tronomicai charts for 
!lay :qalors. (h..'ert~m,:nt:. Continue to provide Such 
,~,rvl(!es as Illaplwd(h!t? !udtiyl 
government's role 
Since traders and colonizers rarely bad the time and 
energy to explore unknown territory, governments 
gradually took on the function. By the 18th century 
these expeditions, for example, those sent to the 
Pacific by the British .admiralty under Captain James 
Cook, had penetrated to most parts of tbe globe. 
Today, governments eontinue to send out exploring 
expeditions -- to Antarctica nd even to the moon. 
GOVERNMENT RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY 
During the 19th century, as natural science took on 
its modern form, the governments of western Europe 
and the United States realized that they could help 
their people develop more powerful technology if they 
provided scientific research which was beyond the 
means of universities and other private institutions. 
Despite some opposition to "impractical" research, 
governments increasingly concluded that the best way 
to attack the human scourges of scarcity and disease 
was to support laboratories for the production of 
seemingly "useless" knowledge. Hence, through 
agencies such as the Department of Agriculture, 
governments began to shift from a passive to an active 
attack on human problems by supporting basic 
scientific research. 
WORLD WAR 11 AND AFTER 
The most important shift in the government's 
relation to science came at the outbreak of World War 
II. Wartime leaders aw the need to mobilize all the 
nation's cientific resources that were applicable to 
weapons and medicine. 
Instead of just strengthening government 
laboratories, they turned to the universities, industry, 
and private foundations to find the laboratory 
facilities and the scientists, especially in medicine, 
electronics, and atomic energy, whose research might 
mean the difference between victory and defeat. 
The network of contracts that they set up carried 
government money out 'to the scientists and 
laboratories, resulting in such discoveries as 
penicillin, the atomic bomb, and radar. 
At the end of World War II, government and science 
leaders agreed that the system of contracts tying 
together the universities, industry, and the foun- 
dations with government support should become 
permanent. 
By the mid-1960s ome $16 billion of government 
money was flowing into research and development. 
Every branch of technology was affected in some way. 
This new trend stimulated controversy. Opponents 
claimed that university scientists, in order to receive 
government grants, were forced to pursue research in 
specified areas. Others charged that some programs 
were wasteful; the manned lunar landing program, 
for example, was criticized as being political and not 
justifiable on any scientific grounds. 
Such criticisms resulted in a new emphasis on 
research concerned with pressing national needs, that 
is, projects that would visibly benefit the general 
public, such as cancer esearch. 
THE NEED FOR REASSESSMENT 
In the past 15 years, a whole new series of issues 
developed that increased government involvement 
with technology. 
The very success of modern chemistry and physics. 
in industry produced, pollutants that themselves 
became a threat. Scientific, machine-based 
agriculture triggered large migrations of people and 
transformed the inner districts of large cities. Atomic 
energy eased the pressure on scarce fossil fuels, but 
created new safety and waste-disposal problems. 
Although government regulation of technology to 
combat he worst abuses of environment dates back to 
• the late 19th century, active research on an un- 
precedented scale was clearly needed. 
Tbe U.S. federal government's encouragement Of 
nuclear power, for example, was seen as a threat to 
the health and safety of people, and the accident at the 
nuclear plant at Three Mile Island confirmed these 
fears. Government policies relating to the en- 
vironment, consumer products, and worker safety 
have also been challenged as unresponsive to public 
needs and wishes. 
Such controversies ,will undoubtedly continue as 
long as the majority of citizens are committed to a 
society characterized by high technology. 
NEXT WEEK: Historian Lynn White jr., emeritus 
professor at the University of California, Los Angeles, 
examines the creative process behind technological 
inventions. 
ABOUT Tile AUTHOR 
A Hunter Dupree has been George L. Littlefield 
Professor of History at Brown University since 1968. 
in addition to numerous articles, he has written 
"Science in the Federal Government: A History of 
Policies and Activities" and "Asa Grey: 1810-1888." 
lie also edited "Science and the Emergence of Modern 
America." During 1978-79. he was a fellow at the 
National Ilumanitles Center in North Carolina. 
election promise after another? 
Right. 
The broken pledges are becoming so frequent hat 
people are beginning to take them as a matter of 
political course? 
Agreed. 
And isn't the repudiation of undertakings- 
obligations assumed by a party in search of power-a 
weapon to be used by the Opposition in its supposed 
efforts to destroy such a government that wins by 
wbat appears to have been false pretences? 
Of course. 
But it isn't happening. 
The Conservatives ale not keeping their election 
word. 
And strangely, the Liberals aren't saying much 
about it. 
t l~ . . i ' l  
BeWncYause each time they do, they find themse.lves- 
and not the Conservatives-taking therap for it. 
This doesn't ordinarily happen-in fact, if living 
parliamentary memory serves correctly-this is a 
first. 
It results from two things. 
- Leadership--Joe Clark's suddenly emergilng 
strength and Pierre Trudeau's increasingly apparent 
weakness. 
- And the second factor, the unparalleled cir- 
cumstances-for these are unusual times even for 
politically turbulent Ottawa. 
But first leadership. 
Power does something to a man, and so does its loss. 
It hasn't exactly turned Joe Clark into a tiger, but a 
leader more and more ready to fight and demand a 
loyal following. 
But it has turned Trudeau into a pussy cat, in- 
creasingly disinclined to lead and indifferent o un- 
certain and wavering followers. 
Clark is wanted by his troops. 
Trudeau's don't seem able to make up their minds 
who or what they want. 
Now as to the second factor--circumstances-what's 
back of those broken Conservative promises and 
Liberal silence about them? 
Joe Clark laid it on the Commons line the other day. 
There were few, and unconvincing, Liberal protests, 
much less denials. 
Clark confessed that when the promises were made, 
the Conservatives didn't know what an unholy 
economic mess the Liberals would be leaving behind. 
Sure, they were privy to the $11 billion budgetary 
deficit they were inheriting, largest in Canadian 
history. 
And they were wise to the $7 billion balance of 
payments ea of red ink into which they would be 
wading. 
For this they presumably were prepared. 
But because of the official secrecy in which the 
Liberals wrapped their economic misdeeds, the 
Conservatives didn't know that: . . . . .  ~ 
- The budgetary deficit would be moving up to $14 
billion in a couple of years, with the public debt in- 
creasing dramatically and the economic situation 
being exactly the opposite to what the Liberals had 
said it was. 
"We and the nation were told in Parliament by the 
former Liberal Finance Minister that, to use his 
words, 'the Canadian economy was entering a period 
of sustained expansion,' while in fact it was sliding, 
along with the Americans, into a recession." 
Even worse, charged Clark, the Liberals had been 
cooking the books with costs so out of control that, for 
example, they never entered into the national ac- 
counts an item as large as the $1.5 billion borrowed by 
Crown Corporations, oras small as the daily $1 million 
deficit being run by Mirabel Airport which fittingly 
uses the white elephant as its logo. 
So the till was empty, the treasury bare, the country 
so awash in debt, the dollar so weak and still 
weakening there wasn't a penny for promises. 
i, i I 
Letters. welcome 
The Herald welcomes its readers comments." 
All letters to the editor c( general public interest 
will be printed. We do, however, retain the right 
to refuse to print letters on grounds c( posslble 
libel or bad taste. We may also edit letters for 
style and length. All letters to be comidered for 
publication must be signed. 
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"Don't forget, Buster. If it wasn't for me and Frankie 
you'd be paying a lot more income tax." 
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Pr ebuild • plan halted LIBRARY B ROWSIHG I" Weather  stalls 
for Alaska pipel ine ED. CURELLondMARIAYOUNG I divers' search 
The Library has organized two pre-Christmas :PRLNCE I~UPERT, B.C. steering mechanism has 
. . . " programs for children - a eartoon hour on Saturday, at (C?)-;  Weather ~and sea been linked to the accident. 
conditims Thin'day again Four bodies were found 
l p.m. with lots of action packed, non-stop fun for kids, prevented i~CMP divers aboard the vessoL 
for Ff~)AIHN FoRo~l[~ a~dro/~irr~n°~ boVa°~is~a~L~t~e,e~l~ exper~ andapuppetshowonTuesdayeveningat7p.m. These 
Sponsors of a $2.billion plan 
to pre-build ports of the 
Alaska Highway natural gas 
pipeline announced Thur- 
sday they have halted the 
pre-buHd project because the 
National Energy Board did 
not authorize enough natural 
• gas for export. 
"The particular volumes 
and term are too short for 
p roper  f inanc ing  
feasibility," said a 
statement by Foothills Pipe 
Lines (Yukon) Ltd., Pan.Al. 
berta Gas Ltd. and Foothills 
owners. 
Alberta Gas Trunk Line Co. 
Ltd., said the recent energy 
board decision was "a 
surprising setback." 
The board approved 3.75 
~'tiliort cubic feet of gas 
exports but gave ouly 1.8 
trillion to PanAlberta. Pan- 
Alberta had asked for 4.5 
trillion, which it would ex- 
port through facilities built 
by Foothills, with these facil- 
ities later to be used for 
Alaskan gas flowing south as 
part of the $15-billlon Alaska 
Highway gas project. 
and Foothills president 
Robert Pierce said the 3.75- 
trilLion cubic feet would 
probably be enough to make 
the prebaild project finan- 
cislly feasible ff it were 
allocated in a different 
fashion among competing 
export applicants. 
Pierce said delay of the 
prebuild plan would 
probably also delay the over. 
all Alaska Highway project 
while pre-build sponsors try 
to make different 
Dome wants incentive 
to get Arctic, oil 
By GARRY FAIHBAIRN publicity about Arctic in- federal budget virLually 
CALGARY (CP) -- The 
chairman of Dome 
Petroleum Ltd, predicted 
Thursday that Canada will 
lose a valuable elmnce to 
strengthen ational unity 
unless tax incentives for 
Attic oil exploration are 
restored in some form. 
Chairman Jack Gallngber 
said in an interview that 
domeStic energy security, 
eastern shipbuilding Jobs 
and central Canadian 
manufacturing jobs are also 
dependent on Arctic oil 
development. 
But in the long term, the 
moat important impact of 
that oil could be ou Con. 
federation itself: 
"H Quebec an see that we 
have a small Middle East up 
in the Beaufort Sea and if the 
people in Quebec an realize 
that because they have SO 
per cent of the population 
they have 30 per cent of a 
small Mldci]e East's; i'evenue 
- -  these are the things that 
can pull us together." 
He said that despite all the 
centives, most people fail to 
realize that through 
roynlities, profit-sharing 
regulations and corporate 
tax Ottawa would get 60 to 70 
per cent of all Beaufort Sea 
oil revenues, "without aking 
any of the development 
Hake." 
That could be $6 billion a 
year for Ottawa in 1990 with 
today's world prices and 
production of a million 
barrels a day. 
Unlike oil produced in 
provinces, where provincial 
governments own the 
resource and where their 
royalties are a focus for 
federal-provincial disputes, 
the Beaufort Sea oil is owned 
wholly by the federal 
government. 
Dome, which has been the 
leading company in Beaufort 
• exploration, used federal tax 
incentives imaginatively to 
attract other investors into 
its drilling plans. 
However, this week's 
eliminated a frontier ex- 
ploration allowance known 
as super-depletion, the 
cornerstone of Arctic .in- 
centives. Rather than in. 
creasing allowable deduc- 
tions by 66.6 per cent, it will 
soon be slashed to 6.6 per 
cent. 
Because of that federal 
move, Dome announced 
Wednesday it is suspending 
plans to build a $100-mfllion 
sophisticated Arctic drilling 
ship. 
W.C.B. 
INDUSTRIAL 
HEALTH AND 
SAFETY 
REGULATIONS 
AMENDMENTS 
Cop=es of the arnendments to the WCB 
Industnal Health & Safety Regulations 
are available at any of the Area Offices 
listed below, or may be obtained by 
completing the coupon and rnaihng it to: 
Films & Posters Section, 
Workers' Compensation Board, 
5255 Heather Street, 
Vancouver V5Z 3L8 
Please print your name and address • 
clearly, and include your Poslal Code, 
as the coupon will be used as a mailing 
label for your copy of the Amendmenls. 
When you receive Ihese new pages, 
please inserl them in your copy of Ihe 
Regulations 
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Blair, noting stated U.S. 
government support for any 
project hat helps the over- 
all Alaska Highway project, 
said his group may launch 
"another round of con- 
testing" in U.S. courts and 
before other regulatory 
bodies to try to block imports 
from Pan-Alberta's com- 
petitors. 
Pen-Alberta is equally 
owned by AGTL and Alberta 
Energy Co., while AGTL and 
West Coast Transmission Co. 
Ltd. equally own Foothills, 
which would build Canadian 
sections of the Alaska High. 
way project. 
The pre.build project 
would involve a $L2-billion 
northern border pipeline in 
the United States, $600 
million of Canadian 
facilities, plus a "western 
leg" delivering gas to 
California. 
Pan-Alberta president 
Scotty Cameron said many 
small Alberta gas producers, 
200 of whom packed a 
meeting room Thursday for 
a briefing by prebuild 
sponsors, are dependent on 
the projeot for markets for 
their gas. 
Blair vowed that the 
project's sponsors would not 
abandon the pre-build 
project or the gas producers 
dependent on it. 
promise to provide agreat ime for all who attend. 
We are also looking for any donations of 1978 Time 
and MacLeans magazines in order that we may 
complete our holdings for binding. We would be 
grateful for any issues that could be provident. 
New books this week include: 
Nights in the underground by Marie-Claire Blais one 
of Canada's most celebrated noveLists and a winner of 
the Governor General's award. This novel is devoted 
to the lives of women and is a profound story of human 
isolation and the healing powers of love. 
The murder of Miranda by Margaret Millar has 
attorney Tom Aragon searching for a vanished rich 
widow and a life guard in this new novel of suspense by 
a writer skilled in this genre. 
The odd Job man by N.J. Crisp. George Griffin - liar, 
• con-man and former SAS member - accepts a job 
which suddenly turns into a nightmare mission in 
which he, the hunter becomes the hunted. 
The complete book of fingermath by Edwin M. 
Lieberthal. This describes a simple technique for 
turning your ten fingers into a calculator which is not 
only simple, scientific, aecurate and speedy, but is 
accessible to everyone - child or adult. 
Cross-country ski routes by Richard and RochelLe 
Wright includes extensive resources and routes of 
interest to skiers in British Columbia with information 
on safety aspects of cross-country skiing• 
The cheese stands alone by' Joyce Wells covers 
everything the cheese nthusiast needs to know about 
the major cheeses of the world and teLls how to make 
ten varieties in the home. 
Ladd by Beverly LineS. Hundreds of candid in- 
terviews with friends and associates reveal the tur- 
bulent life and career of the rugged actor whose 
emotional problems and alcoholism ultimately led to 
his death at age fifty. 
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Featuring In.dash Radio- 
Cassette Stereo or Radio - 
8 Track Stereo Combinations 
Combination Units with Digital 
Display 
Digital Clocks CB Units 
t i Power Boosters - 
High Performance Camp. 
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from cc~tinu~ the search Meanwhile Grant Me• 
fro' persons ~ from the Milks, a.  Workon's Corn- 
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proceed;, sa ida s.pokesman federal governmEmt diurin8 
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: ;  =% •F Sug°as'Rata,, 
., m F Sue,eased 
• di~/@, Me . Retail 
~ :q~ ncc Su.es~ 
, ~ ,~1~ IPl l  Retail 
O/  REi~ Suggested 
/U  MI |  Retail 
l iO / '  t l~r  Suggested' 
~U,~ urr Retail i 
BATTERIES 
SPARK PLUGS 
HE-UP KITS 
OIL FILTERS ~ 
WIPER BLADES 
FORD 
LINE-A-BED 
Suggested 
Retail 399 I' 
CHRISTMAS 
SPECIAL 35!  
m _ _  
, :B  nn ms 
k 7 L :' ~d l  
15 o0 
STOCKING 
STUFFERS 
Auto Ashtrays, 
Key Fobs, Air Fresheners, 
Spare Key Holders, 
Steering Wheel Covers, 
Ice Scrapers, Stick on Mirrors, 
Firm Aid Kits, Misc. Gauges 
Also I. Stock 
Misc. R.V. & Accessories 
Misc. Off Road & Accessories 
Wheels and Equipment 
Performance Products 
And many other Misc. Accessories 
d" 
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Pantsu i t  Foes  
Get  Be l ted  Back  
By Abigail Van Buren 
• 1079 Uy Chicago Tr,buno.N.Y. News Synd. Inc. 
DEAR ABBY: Never did I think I'd be writing to you, but 
I am completely fed up with the despicable people who write 
in to criticize women who wear pantsuits! 
Two years ago when we moved to this small community I 
was eager to join a church• l asked someone if it was accep- 
table for a woman to wear pantsuits to church. I was told, 
"No, it is frowned upon•" 
Thars when 1 decided to have my own worship service in 
the living room of my home-in front of my TV set. God 
knows I'm sincere. 
You see, Abby, for 20 years I've had terrible varicose 
veins, causing me constant pain, so I always wear heavy 
surgical stockings. For this reason I feel so much better in 
pantsuits• Thank God for them! 
People should think twice before criticizing the way I 
dress. 
MRS. B., DE FUNIAK SPRINGS, FLA. 
DEAR MRS. B: Or they should withhold comment until 
having walked 20 years in your surgical steckiugsf 
DEAR ABBY: You seem to get a lot of letters from 
people who place far too much importance on sex. I know it's 
important, Abby, but it's not nearly as important as most 
folks make it out to be. There area lot of people in this world 
who manages to live without any sex at all. For 
example, look at all the nuns and priests• And what about 
some very fine unmarried people? 
SPENCER, IOWA 
DEAR SPENCER: And some very llne married people, 
tOO. 
at:cc'.a.Iypse 
~"2_  
MI~Y WANT5 Ml~ TO ~ET / I l l /  
_-  ~ ,~ 
/2./~" 
DEAR ABBY: How would you deal with a situation like 
this? Whenever our adopted daughter mentions an aunt or 
uncle, her husband says, "You have no relatives. You're 
adoptedr' 
It really hurts our claughter. 
TORONTO 
DEAR TORONTO: Your son-in-law is not only 
unbe"ev•bly ignorant, he's cruel as well, He should be In- • 
formed that an adopted person has twice as many 
relatives-the families of her adoptive parents and the 
familes of her biolo#ieal parents. 
DEAR ABBY: I'm a widow, 57, and I've been asked to 
some nice parties by a very fine gentleman. He's 53. Do you 
think he would like me less if he knew I had to wear a hear- 
ing aid? I wore it when I was with him the first time but I'm 
not sure he knows I wear one because I combed my hair over 
it. 
How do men feel about this? 
EMBARRASSED 
DEAR EMBARRASSED: Many people wear eye glasses, 
width are an aid to better vision, so don't be embarrassed by 
a hearing a id -wh ich  is u aid to better  hearing. I f  he's • 
"fine" person, he won't lihe you less for it. 
CONFIDENTIAL TO "WHY ME, LORD?" If ! knew the 
answer to that I'd be n latter-day Solomon: Don't let the 
mistakes of yesterday and the dread of tomorrow ruin the 
only day you have-which is today. 
By Brant Parker  and Johnny Hart 
W ltpa 
~=. w.} 
By Roger Bollen and Gary  Peterman 
r I,,I,,,,,, 
| 
i 
o 
tZ-t5 
By Johnny Hart 
• T ~r  ~ so:as sc~" IIII' 
-- " I l l  OF  I~ELI@tO0~ Ml~: ) i . .  , )  I 
• ( /  
~FANP~ A~ ,41./. #IJT 
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WIN AGAIN 
Close, but not close enough 
After more than 45 Bu[laloSabrea beat Chicago with an assist by Bobby game at 12.:42. Leach gave 
minutes of play, Quebec Black Hawks ~-2. Clarke, who was playing his the Flyers a 4-3 lead at 18:09 
Nordiquos had within their Quebec scored m Its first 800th NHL game. and Barber scored again 24 
grasp something few shot of the game when Blair Michel Goulet gave. the seconds later. Real Cloutier 
National Hockey League teamshaveeVen glimpsed-- Stewa~ shot the puck from Nordiques a 2-1 lead.at 2:35 scored his 20th goal 20 
of the .third period. Then, seconds after Barber's, but a win over Philadelphia 25 feet out, sending it 
Flyers. through Flyer goeltender with Philadelphia's Paul 33 seconds later AI Hill gave 
Peter Peeters' vads at 4.45 Holmgren serving a two- Philadelphia the final two- 
minute elbowing penalty, goal margin. Then the Nordiques made Ti,e Flyers dohlin~ted ~e Paul Baxter's drive from the Red Wings 6 Brulns 6 a mistake. They scored a 
powerplay goal t.o take a 3.1 remainder ofthe period, out- 
lead and woke up their hosts shooting Quebec 17-10. left point put Quebec up by Detroit tied Boston on 
two at 7:52. Reed Larson's goal with 1:17 
who came roaring back for a Philadelphia tied the game Dennis Ververgaert cut left in the game. Larson's 
~64 triumph Thursday night, at 2:28 in the second period the margin to one goal at goal foiled a one-geai, three- 
"When Quebec scored on a goal by Reggle Leach 10:52andBlllBarhertiedthe assist, performance by 
their power.play goal, that Boston's Peter McNab, who 
seemed to pick up everyone ] ' I set up the go-ahead score by 
on Our bo.ch," said Flyers j NHL STATS j Al Secord moments befe'e. 
coach Pat Qulnn, "We were It was Secord's econd goal 
sagging, but the bench came " of the game. 
MiaMi  IZ !~ 4. s0 9S 2B WALLS ¢ONPRRENCM 
alive at that point." islanders 10.13 $ t02 100 15 Norr i l  Dlvl|len Sabres S Black  Hawks  2 
The victory kept the  Washington s.2a $ |3 111 lS '. , W L ' . Ilmytbc Division /~onlreal .,SV I ,,~ v~o ~ Tony McKegney and 
Flyers unheaten streak alive v.acouvar u n. ~. v~ " .  3t .cuu, Angsm I~ )I s m It; 3~ Derek Smith scored goals 41 
I I . . I{ I{~(I . -KI I I~I~I  
"We didn't talk for three 
beginning, everything was "Maybe they loved being the puck in the net." weeks at one time ... and I 
perfect. We had the system, treated like dirt, but I Geoffrton said his know he can .play. When 
Claude had the same system couldn't dolt. I can't because "business was to come here Napier got hurt, he played in db 11 It and trytokeaptheSinnley Montreal threegames, andl 
R Cup without (Ken) Dryden thought he was just out- 
g u n  a r e s u  s and (Jacques) Lemaire and standing. Lafleur and 
Terrace Men's Basketball Jim Checkiey got 18 for the (Yvan) Conrnoyer." Gainey couldn't believe that 
Association action Thursday Orphans. "That wasn't going to be I wasn't dressing him or 
easy, but I sat down at my playing him. 
night saw Kluss and Sons An exhibition game bet- home in Atlanta and figured "And when I started to 
beat Ev's Clippers for the wean the Terrace All-stars out what I had left and I realize that I was losing my 
secorid game in a row, this asdtheKitimatAll-starswili knew that' I had enough son as far as a father, Isaid: 
time by a score of 8~-82, and he played at Skeena Junior ...~Jent ~gp..~r~ugtl .~ th it ..... 'Hey,.heyJ He came out of! 
All S~easons take the Skecna Sccohdary Scli0dl iii,'Terr~ce .,The~:. only reason I, the Forum'one night and he ' 
Hotel Orphans 79-69. Sunday afternoon,at-,3,p.m, couldn't~Id it was'th'at I was Was cryin[~." 
Klnss took the five-point 
decision from the Clippers 
with a balanced offence, with 
beth Willie Chemko and Fred tute Lindsay getting 18 points for 
the warmers. Dale Prest got 
25 and Dave Crawley 23 for 
the Clippers, who were down 
at half-time 47.44. 
The late game saw Doug it all. McKay's 26 points lead All says Skeena Hotel led by one at the half, 41-40, but had trouble scoring in the second 
half and let the game slip 
away. 
Mike Ireland got 12 points 
w, . .   i iii':iiii  /,iii iliiiiii i  Harvey scored 21 points and ...,:;:;~:::iii!i:: ii::iiii;i;: .... 
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SPORTS with Don Schaffer 
Campbell is an easy target 
face mask until it healed. 
He was off the ice for two 
days after a recent west- 
coast road trip, having 
banged up his ankle in Los 
Angeles and bruised his hip 
in Vancouver. 
All the injuries have been 
difficult, but Campbell 
doesn't use them as an ex- 
cuse when 'it's suggested his 
play hasn't been up to  
scratch. And for the first 
WINNIPEG (CP) -- stitches to close the gash 
Winnipeg Jets defenceman above Campbell's upper lip 
Scott Campbell is starting to' and he wore a protective 
hear boos from hometown 
fans but he won't point to 
injuries to explain a slow 
start in his first National 
Hockey League season. 
Campbell is an easy target 
for disenchanted fans 
because he was protected,. 
along with forward Morris 
Lukowich, ahead of popular 
team leader Terry 
Ruskowski before last 
summer's expansion draft 
at25,including 18wins. They Chic.go e 11,10.7~ 1~ 25 PHi|burgh . tt t 0.w , 30 secon[is apart early in the 
need three more games st. Louis . 9.16. s g4 101 13 Patrols 9.12 5 .as 91 :,l 
Wlnnlpcg 9.17, 4 101112;I Hmrlford & lZ  0 .~o~u third period to break a l-l tie 
without a loss to equal the Color.do L)6, 3 81 10:119 Adam, OIv,,tsn , and lead Buffalo over 
unbeaten streak of 28 set by 'Edmonton /~t4 7 9113019 Buff| is .2  n 653115 7043 
. Thursday Result'. Boston . . lb 7. ;10S 84 37 Chicago. 
Montreal Canadiens in the Phllod~lphfa ,6 Q~b~ ,4 Minnesota . U ~ ~ ~4 V0 33 Buffalo has won nihe 
1977-78 season, o~ro.,6 sost~ .d , Voromo ~ U. 43 . .  v~ ~v straight games while Buff~10 $ Chicago ,2 . Quebec 11. I£ 93 106 26 
In the "only other games, Tunlsht'u Oemu CAMPBa'LL CONPIIRBNCll Chicago has an eight-game following the merger of the time in his career, boeing 
Detroit Red Wings tied '~,nn,,otOMontraul atStMdmontonbtl|nta P'Mla Pmtrlch. .19.mvI'lunz; ]V 'v ~s wlnless streak, including World Hockey Association fans have been letting him 
Boston Bruins 6.6 and ceoro~o at v,co~v~r ~anoar, . ~t 13 ~ u0 m ~ four ties. and the NHL. 
know that's what they think. 
Geoffrion just wondering why " '  " °* '  .u_ . ,  landed in Chicago and hell, now in his second year Campbell was expected to with the Jets. "It bothered 
carry  part of the Jets' me at the first of the year 
leadership burden. But the because I've never had that 
MONTREAL (CP) -- going wire ~he that Scotty they'reprofeesioeals, sittingguysonthebenchand 22-year-old graduate of happen to me before. But the 
Claude Ruel assumed his (Bowman) had. We didn't "Thitt's where I made my they were bitching. I was London Knights has been way I leek at it now, those 
duties as coach of Montreal have to say anything. It was mistake. Maybe it would doing this and that, and they playing in pain since the fans are paying my salary so 
Canadiens at practice the same thing in games, have been different if I had were bitching. " exhibition schedule, they have the right to get on 
Thursday, while the man he same thing in practices, come in and said: 'Listen, "There were guys who First, there was a shoulder me if they don't feel I 'm 
replaced sat at home, "Then all of a sudden, this is how It's going to he, said the team wasn't in injury in the pre-season, playing well, 
wondering where the after the defeat here by andifyoudon'tlikeit, gosee shape. Tome, aprofesslonal When that mended, he was "They're good fans. They 
promise of August had gone Philadelphia, it started to go the boos,' who.says that-- why doesn't, clipped ia the face by a appreciate it when you play 
wrong, down." "(Guy) Lafleur, (Bob) he put himself in shape, spaedingpuck, seven games well and they'll applaud 
"Where the mistake was Geoffrlon was referring to Galney, (Larry) Robinson ... then? I said to myself: 'Hey, into the season. It took 25 you." 
made ... where I made my a 5.3 loss Nov. 3 to the great guys. No probiem, at 491 need this like I need a 
mistake is that I'm a human Flyers. "But (Guy) Lapeinte was holein the head.' Why should 
being," said Bernie Gsof- not playing .up to his links that? 
frion, who quit as coach of "Three weeks ago, I potential, I was kind of "You take a guy like 
the National Hockey figured I lost my touch, disappointed in the young Lafleur. At three o'clock in 
League's Stanley Cup Those guys were probably ones. Maybe I didn't play the afternoon he's at the rink 
champlonsWednesday in n being treated like dirt by (Brian) Engblom, (Rod) for every game.. At six 
emotional meeting with Scotty -- and please under- ' Langway and those all yosng o'clock he's dressed and 
managing director Irving stand Scotty is a friend of guys enough, but I'm talking ready to play. Who needs the 
Grundman and others, mine. Hell, he called me last about he room. They should other guys?" 
Geaffrlonsaidit wasn't the summer and said: 'Boom, if he hungry. (Pierre) Msndou, Gooffrion said his son 
first time be had gone to' yoU want a Job, you've got a be's a great kid, but he Danny, a right winger with 
Grundman reedy toqult. Job with me, but if you're doesn't talk. (Mark) Napier the Canadiens, also figured 
"I wasn't od~.emugh," {hihking about Msntreal, skates like the wind and in his resignation. 
said Geoffrion. ,~At the think' twice, . . . . .  ' ~ works hard, but he can't put 
Hockey  
In the only game played ii 
Thursday night in the ~, , , , . , ,¢~" '~ 
Terrace Commerc ia l  ~" - . - - - - -~ , /  
Chrysler Juveniles remained 
undefeated by beating the 
Weatend Chevron team 7-1 at 
the Terrace Arena. Further 
details from the game were 
unavailable at press time. 
Crit ll i ° e / 
leads 
WINNIPEG (CP) -- St. ~ ~)~) 
C~tharlnes native Chris i o,~ 
Criteill scored a game-haSh ~ qJ . 
31 points to lead Canada to a (~ ,IP ~ o 
lopsided 105-69 victorYmundOVerof J'~ ~ ~ ~ o 
Cuba in the second • ~.~ ,o" the International Challenge 
women's basketball tour- ~M) -~O 
nameat Thursday night, l I ~.;/ In an earlier game, 
Bulgaria dumped the United z~ !
States 9543. The results 
leave each of the four teams ~ ' 
with me win and one loss in l~ 
round.robin play, . . 
Canada faces Bulgarta nn ~ 
Cuba goes against the United 
• .o , ,  : :  States in the third mtmd 
tonight, with the two winners Wt , . . . J~ '~ __ / /~ J , / ,~ : . . .~- ,~ i'* :'i/°: 
meeting in the ehsmpinnship ~~. . .4P" . . / '~ / ' : ; ,#~. . _~~ 6-~ 
game Saturday afternoon. '~ 
s01atim game preceding the 
final. 
Canada Jumped to an early I .... 
10-point lead over Cuba and 
finished the first half ahead 
BesideScrltellileadinghad fourSll k ~  " "~ ~1 IE It'l L I ~IC~ L • /~'j~ D I~ ~. ,' j= 
IR0rers, .:~.. -.,% . . . . . .  ,#t¢~ ' i:/~" 
steals and four a . lm In the ~[k "~ ~'~E~ ~' f~ ~ .~ ,a .  
game, Sylvia Sweeney had 27 ~ ° ~ ~ . = = _ _ _ _ ~ , ~  
points and grabbed nine .... < ~ ~ o ~  .... ~jllW8~8 
i'eboun& while Bey Smith 
scored 13 points 
Team officials say they're pressure because he was one 
convinced Campbell will of the two protected players 
some day be one of the allowed to each WHA team 
NHL's premier defenceman, before the draft. 
When they protected him, "l didn't make the decision 
they say, they were thinking and if some people don't 
of more than the r,~rrent agrecwithlt, here's nothing 
season. I can do about hat. The only 
Campbell says he doesn't real pressure I have is the 
believe he faces extra pressure I put on myself." 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
NOTICE 
The LAZELLE MEDICAL 
CLINIC 
announces new hours. 
Monday, Tuesday & Thursday 
9"00 am - 8 :00  pm 
Wed & Fri. 9:00 am - 5:00 pm 
The new address is: 
4612 GREIG AVE. 
**.~*:*:*~.~*~.~*~*~.~:~.~.~.~.~*~*~*~:*~.~*~:~*:~.*:.~.*:*.::~*::~:~:::: 
.This ad 
is a b lunt  al l eal 
for money .  
We're proud of that. 
Tl~m year, 634,1~95 ~ritish CoTumbians sup- ...... But now we'reasking you to-do'more: . . . .  
ported the B.C. NDP in a general election. If 
you are one of them, thank you! You have 
helped build support for the NDP to 46 percent 
of the popular vote -- the highest level in B.C. 
history. It's an achievement that everyone who 
supports the NDP can be very proud of. 
We're asking you to send a donation to the 
B.C. NDP.  
We're asking you to consider becoming a 
member of the party. 
And if you're already a member, we're asking 
you to renew your membership now. 
We need your help. 
There are pressingissues that the NDP 
must address on your behalf: energy, farm- 
land, health care, workers' compensation and 
others. And the party's organizational base 
must be maintained and strengthened if we 
are to improve our position in the next 
election. 
None of these things can wait. They'must be 
acted on now. They all cost money. And that's 
why we're asking for your help. 
We depend on you- -and we're proud of it. 
There are.many ways to raise money. We're 
proud to do it by appealing directly to you - -  
openly and up-front. 
We don't have secret bank accounts. We 
,. depend on your individual donation and on 
• donations that are democratically approved by 
members of our affiliated organizations. 
This approach means that the NDP can't 
match the big budgets of other parties. 
But we're proud of the way the NDP is 
financed. And we're adamant  hat it will not 
change. 
We're confident you'll agree that this is the 
way parties should be funded. 
Why we're asking you for money now. 
'I'here's a tax deadline, 
If you send the NDP a donation before Dec. 
31, 1979, we'll send you an official tax receipt 
which entitles you to claim a big tax credit on 
your 1979 ,income tax return in the spring. 
(We'll take your money after the end of the year 
too, but then you have to wait until the spring 
of 1981 to claim the tax credit.) 
On amounts up to $200 a year, you can claim 
tax credits equal to 75 percent of your donation. 
In other words, if you contribute $I00, you can 
claim an income tax refund of $75. (You must, 
of course, be a taxpayer to claim a tax refund.) 
There are now both provincial and federal 
tax credits for contributions topolitical parties. 
The two acts provide identical rebates: 
• 75 percent on the first $100; plus, 
• 50 percent on the next $450; plus, 
• one-third on the next $600. 
Since the NDP is both a federal and a 
provincial party, we can issue both kinds of 
receipts. That's why we say you can contribute 
up to $200 and still get back 75 percent. 
But to claim the rebate this spring, your 
cheque must be issued before Dec. 31st, 1979. 
And that's why we're asking you to send a 
donation now. 
$17 East  Broadway,  Vancouver  VST IX4  
q 
Please mail this form today. 
To: Treasur.r, New Democratic Party 
517 E. Broadway, Vancouver, B.C. V5T IX4 
[ ]  I am enclosing a donation of $ ............................... 
[ ]  Please send me information about membership in 
the NDP. 
[ ]  Please renew my membership. 
Name ......................................................... 
) II)lens( , ! r int} 
Address ................................................ 
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J im Keller of the Kermodes lays it in during Monday night's 
contest with the MESS Chieftains. ..................................................... p_hotg, ov Don 5cnaTte_r " 
Kinsmen tourney here 
tonight and Saturday 
This year's Kinsmen In- PGSS playing Mount $1.50 for adults and 75 cents 
v i ta t iona l  Basketba l l  Elizabeth. for students. 
Tournament s arts today at 3 Final round games tart at In a game played Thur- 
p.m., continues with three 2:30 p.m. with the number sday night, the Chieftains 
Villeneuve top male athlete 
By IAN MacLAINE annual poll was instituted in received 16-9-19 and 85 ears pretty fast on the their two chi ldren-  have 
1932. 
Points were tabulated on 
the basis of 3-2-1 for first, 
second and third places on 
the ballot and Villeneuve 
earned 270 points. He was 
named first on 62 of the 128 
ballots cast in this year's 
poll. He also picked up 34 
votes for second and 16 for 
third. 
Read received 17 firsts, 37 
seconds and 26 thirds for 151 
The Canadian Press 
If Gilles Villeneuve had his 
choice, he'd probably drive 
high-powered Formula One 
race cars for the rest of his 
life. 
"Sure and maybe win a 
few more awards, eh?" he 
said Thursday in a telephone 
interview from Monaco after 
learning he had been voted 
Canada's male athlete of the 
year. 
In 1979, the plucky little 
French-Canadian won three 
Grand Prix events and 
finished second to Ferrari 
team-mate Jody Scheckter 
in the world driving 
championship, a record 
unprecedented in Canadian 
motor racing history. 
In the annual year-end poll 
conducted by The Canadian 
Press, sports writers and 
spor tscas ters  p icked 
Villeneuve as a clear winner 
of the Lionel Conaeher 
Award presented annually to 
Canada's top male athlete. 
The award, in the form of a 
plaque, honors the late 
Lionel Conacher, named 
Canada's male athlete of the 
half century in 1950. 
Downhill skier Ken Read 
of Calgary was a distant 
second with Bryan Trottier 
playing a consolation final, Cleveland Cavaliers. the overtime period, but 
and the top teams playing off The victory, only the Randy Smith brought the 
for the title, f-ur "= in "-- las" 11 -ames Cavaliers back with a three- 
- U t l l  U IU  t ~ point play and a threcpolnt Toda ' . for Washington, ended . ys games begin at 3 _. - a,o i. . . . . . . .  , basket hat tied the game at 
p.m. when the Rainmakers u!eveian,,.o ,~,,. . . . . . .  113 with 11 seconds remain- 
~]~- -  D . . . .  ~- -~m--  A . . . .  winning string at lu games. . 
p la ]  IDt4lll~ /~/dh~. ,~L  q :~; )  - - "  " d . . , k '~k  . . m a  |ng"  
Caledonia nlnw th~ f~hi~f, ulevelanu, w.l,~, gn.,g 
n " ' -"  . . . . . . . .  . back from a 52 35 deficit late After Ha es ut the Bullets ta'ns, at 6:30 the province s . . . " . . Y P 
. Inp ranked team, the mmeseconuquarler, ruaree ahead, Smith tripped going 
Duchess Park Condors, back .to tie the .game 65-65 for an inbounds pass, and 
plays the Rainmakers, and esrly !n. me tmra..pen..oa, time ran out as the ball 
in Friday's feature game the w asnmgton, le.a.ny Hayes bounced downcourt. 
m, rmna,~ .t.,~ pn~_q D,,~o,.= anu uob uanarlnge, each Smith led Cleveland with 
a"t-~."i~ -w " . . . . . . . . . . . .  with... 25. po!n.ts, ..moved 28 points and Campy Russell 
' ' , steaally aneao, xeamng 100- added 21. 
Saturday sgames begin at 91 with two minutes Inother games, Utah Jazz 
I0 a.m. with Duchess Park remaining in regulation blitzed San Antonio Spurs 
meeting Burns Lake, and at time. Cleveland applied full. 144-114 and Phoenix Suns 
11:45 a.m. the final court pressure and managed downed Houston Rockets 
preliminary game sees a 101-101 tie on a 10.foot 121-113. 
points. 
Montreal Canadlens 
winger Bob Gainey placed 
fourth In the voting with 69 
points, one ahead of •alan. 
dsrs' winger Mike Bossy. 
Cyclist Gord Singleton ~ St. 
Catharlnes, Ont,, a double 
gold medallist at the Pan. 
American Games, finished 
sixth with 33 points, 
Speed has been in Vllle- 
neuve's blood from his 
earliest memories. 
streets," he said during a 
recent visit to Toronto. "I 
guess that got me started 
into racing." 
He began racing 
snowmobiles in 1971, moved 
to Formula Fords in 1973 and 
graduated quickly through 
Formula Atlantic ranks -- 
winning Canadian driving 
titles In 1976 and 1977 - -  and 
into the exciting world of 
Formula One ears. 
The lifestyles for the VllIe- 
changed dramatically since 
Gilles made his Formula 
One debut with McLarens 
then signed on the with 
Ferrari team late in 1977. 
They've taken up apartment 
living in Monaco until their 
new home in the principality 
is finished. 
"The biggest change we've 
had to adjust to is living in 
Europe. Probably because 
their habits are quite dif. 
ferent han in .,. the United 
points while Trottler "My father used to drive neuves - -  Gllles, Joann and States and Canada." 
Bucs still need one more Mn 
By HAL BOCK Chargers will be in the Super Oakland ~$ Seattle 20: The . This one won't challenge for 
Bowl when the playvfls end. Raiders owe this one to the that designation. 
Senhawks, who've beaten 
them three straight times. 
Cleveland 19 Cincinnati I0: 
Even if they don't make it to 
the playofis -- and there are 
too many its involved for 
them to expect to- -  It's been 
a fine year for the Browns. 
NY Jets 23 Miami 17 
(Saturday): Yonh, we know 
all about the Dolphins at 
home. Did you know, though, 
that the Jets have beaten 
them three straight imes? 
NY Giants 17 Baltimore 
13: Remember 19S8 and pro 
football's greatest game? 
Los Angeles 23 New 
Orleans 14: Where are all of 
Ray Malavasi's critics now 
that the hanged-up Rams 
have won the division again? 
New England 23 Minnesota 
I: How can a team as 
talented as the Patriots be 
out of the playoffs? 
Green Bay 17 Detroit I0 
(8at.urdsy): A win won't 
salvage the sorry season for 
either of these clubs. But it 
would be nicer than a loss. 
Atlanta 21 San Francisco 
10: Good-bye O,J., it's been 
great, 
NOTICE 
There wil l  be a 
of New York Islanders, the 
National Hockey League's 
top scorer last season, third. 
Vi l leneuve, normally 
calm, poised and 
professional under pressure, 
admitted he was excited 
about the media voting. 
"I'm very surprised," he 
said, "and very happy, of 
course." 
Still, the Berth•err•lie, 
Que., native wanted to be 
sure just how widespread his 
popularity was: "That's for 
the whole of Canada, eh? Not 
just English Canada or 
French Canada?" 
Reassured that the honor 
was bestowed following a 
Canadawide poll of writers 
and broadcasters and 
reflected the overall feeling 
of the media in general, 
there was a noticeable sigh. 
"I guess that puts me in 
pretty good company, eh?" 
he said when told of some of 
The Ass•elated Press 
If you thought it was tough 
for Tampa Bay to secureits 
first victory ever -- that one 
came after 26 consecutive 
losses --  you haven't been 
watching the Buea lately. 
With four games left in the 
season, they needed one 
victory to clinch the National 
Football Conference Central 
~Di~sion crown. With one 
week to go, they still need 
that one victory. 
It would he easy to jump 
all over the Bues and say 
nasty things about apples in 
their throats and stuff like 
• Maybe not, but the Broncos 
won't even be in the playoffs 
when they begin, 
Dallas 34 Washingt~ 20: 
No lave lost here --  only a 
division title toy the loser. In 
the case of the Redskins, 
perhaps a pinyoff berth. 
Pittsburgh 30 Buffalo 14: 
The Steelers wrap up the 
AFC Central crown, finally. 
Surprised about that, aren't 
you? 
Houston 21 Philadelphia 
17: Earl Campbell vs. 
Wilhert Montgomery. We'll 
take Campbell. 
that. But you won't hear that 
bere. The Pro Picker has N digwi 
loyalty. He thought they'd a ns  
beat Minnesota, Chicago and PIANCAVALLO, Italy 
San Francisco and they (Reuter) - -  Marie-Ther~e 
didn't. He thinks they'll beat Nadig of Swi~crisndwon the 
Kansas City and this time, women's World Ski Cup 
they'd better, downhill event today in a 
Their loss last week was time of one minute, 41.29 
part of a 6-8 wipeout hat left seconds. 
the season's log at 126-82, Reigning world champion 
.6o4 with one week to go. Annemarie Meet-Press of 
Austria was second in 
The picks: 1:41.48, ahead of 
TampaBay 15 KansasClty Czechoslovakia 's  Jana 
13: It won't be easy, but at Soltysova, who finished in 
home the Bues should 1:41.66. 
prevail. Overcoming the Laurie Graham of 
pressure will make it Inglewood, Ont., finished 
sweeter, sixth in 1:42.46. 
Nadig, who now heads the 
Chicago 24 St. Louis 13: over-all World Cup st•n- 
Too bad for the Bears but dings, averaged 100.23 
they couldn't expect the kliometres an hour over the 
Bucs to keep losing forever, 1,265-metro course. 
could they? The times were slower 
San Diego 23 Denver 1O than in practice due to a light 
(Men-day night): There are snowinlloverpightanda stiff 
PUBLIC MEETING 
to hear comments on the proposed 
development of a 
NEIGHBOURHOOD PUB 
at the north west corner of Hampton Street 
and Keith Avenue. 
his predecessors since the people who think the wind at the top of the course. 
other gamestodayandwith three teams playing. The met the Rainmakers at ,i j ingle five tomorrow leadingto the consolation final begins at 6 Mount Elizabeth last night, A a ~ ~ , m ~  II 
finals at 7:45 Saturday starUng at 7:45 p.m. . Prince Rupert squad as they , • | evening, p.m., with the final game and were perfect hosts to the ~ w . q , , ~ ~ , ~ ,  n 
Six teams are par- Admission to the tour- dropped a 79-74 decision. • A I~ I  , ,  • n 
tic•pat•n• in this year's assent is divided into three Rupert was leading at the A LIIX|.  . .  n 
event, including the periods; Friday, Saturday half 39-36, with John Lewis ~ .amy • I 
defending champion  morning and Saturday af-- getting 16 points and Peter • • a~mm~ • 
Duchess Park Condors from tern•on. Friday and Jackson scoring 15 for the . |AI I I I J '_~ - .  n 
Prince George, the Prince Saturday morningadmission winners, hinlmwmiliV 'qF • 
George Senior Secondary will be $1 for adults and 50 The Chieftains got 16 " - - .  ml • I 
Polars, the Burns Lake cents for students, and the points from David Tomaz '•  [~l~ilI£ • I 
takers, the Mount Elizabeth final round admission will be and 13 from Roger Paeheco . .  IBILHI t~ • i 
Chieftains from Kitimat, the a - -  
Prince Rupert Senior j r~| , . _a . l , L  _ I L__ , , _ ____  O Join the Club tore| 
writing, phoning and Secondary Rainmakers, and q ~ I U L C I I  snoot ing  . • n 
the host Caldohia Kermodes. ¢~ m m e e t I n g m a n y m | 
The six teams are divided • j i t  111 1 11 = ~ respectable Girls, • • 
into two three-team sides, wins  Io r  DU l le i s  OILadles or Gentlemen, 
and each team will play a the very easy way, for O I 
_ new Friends, or :1  preliminary round-robin Elvin Hayes dropped in a jumper by guarff e'oots OMarrlagel All ages. A l l  
Walker with five seconds on against he other two teams pairoffreethrowswith three .provinces. Very many • 
in its side. The teams will seconds left' in overtime the clock. ~people for youl You tell ~: in 
then be ranked, with the Thursday night to give The Bullets, with Kevin ~us  the kind you would number three teams from Washington Bullets a 115-]:13 
each side playing eaeh other, National Basketball Grevey scoring slx of his 22 ~likefomeeflllGIrlsand 
points, built a 111-1061ead in •Ladles loin FREEI • the number two teams Association victory over the ~Confidentlal. Mail #hi• ~1 
The meeting .will be held at the Municipal 
Council Chambers, 3215 Eby Street on 
DECEMBER 17, 1979 at 7:00 P.M. 
District of Terrace 
balls" 
iConfidenflal Mall this ~1 
Coupon in R'IGHT NOW U|  
for Free Information O|  
~iand Application For. l |  
5 m!!' i l  
• Name .... e l  
• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  • 
. -  . . . . . . . . .  on BeforeCh'n tmas • - -  M- l;e7 ........ O I  
• THE "WESTERN"  J |  • 
. • ra f te r .  
• 604. I Street S.W. a l  
Calgary, Alberta. ~|  
W T2P 1M7 •11  
• "Over 10 Years an 
--Experience"..O.....o..l'W| Andavoid the rush. 
u 
Christmas is a season. Not just a day. 
So spread the joy of Christmas by 
placing your long distance calls 
throughout he Yuletide. 
That way. you can be sure of getting 
through. And you'll avoid the rush. 
Some telephone tips for the 
holiday season. 
Dial cal ls yourself .  
Direct dialing (112) is usually the 
cheapest way to place your calls. 
Long Distance Oirectory Assist•nee,  
If you don't know the distant 
number, you can get it at no charge by 
calling Long Distance Directory 
Assistance. But please do so a few. 
daYs in advance. 
For calls within B.C.: 
DIAL 112-555-1212. 
For calls outside B.C.: 
DIAL 112-AREA CODE-555-1212. 
For overseas numbers: 
JUST DIAL "0". 
Take advantage of discount periods, 
Most calls within B.C. that you dial 
yourself ( 1 t 2) are cheaper all day 
Saturday and Sd:lday. each evening 
after 5 p.m. and cheaper still between 
11 p.m. and 8 a.m. 
Calls outside B.C. are cheaper all 
day Sunday, each evening after 6 p,m, 
and cheaper still between midnight 
and 8 a.m, 
Overseas. Save 25°0 on most 
overseas calls all day Sunday, And if 
you call Great Britain, Italy, Israel, 
France and Ireland, you can save 25°0 
off the weekday rate between 5 pro, 
on Friday and 5 a,m, on Monday, 
Check your directory for details or ask 
your Operator. 
Use t ime zones to your advantage. 
If you call before 8 a.m. (our 
cheapest time for most calls), it's 
already midmorning in Eastern 
Canada. 
Keep emergency numbers handy. 
Over the holiday period it may take 
a bit longer to reach our Operators. 
Save precious seconds: dial safety 
agencies direct. 
For more information on discount 
periods, area codes and Long Distance 
Directory Assistance. please check 
your directory. &L~,  TEL  
Terrace Community Choir 
presents a nCHRISTmRs CONCERT 
Su i h y, . p . .  n e Christian Reformed Church 
at the corner of Sparks & Straume 
"Bring the whole family" No admission charge 
The Herald, Friday, December 14, 1979 Pal l  9 
At a recent meeting held at 
Northwest Community 
College the members of the 
Canadian Cancer Society 
paid tribute to two great 
humanitarians in our 
community who have, over 
the years made a significant 
contribution to the aims of 
Local humanitarians 
honored by society 
objectives of the society. CaneerCampaignchairman. 
Honored were Dr. R.E.M. The group is expanding 
Lee, medical director of traditional fund raising roles 
Mills Memorial Hospital, in Terrace and in the next 
and Harry Smith of year will be developing and 
Wightman and Smith Realty i m p I e m e n t i n g a n 
Ltd., honorary co-chairman educational program in local 
for 1980. schools, as well as a 
A new slate of officers was program to meet the 
elected for 1980, including: emotional and financial 
Marie Cousins; president; needs of cancer patients here 
Nancy Van Hark, vice- in Terrace. The success of 
p res ident ;  D ianne  the new program depends on 
Dillabough, secretary; Rose more community in- 
Marie Grace, education volvement and interested 
chairman; Merilyn McLeod, parties should contact 
service to patients chair- Merilyn McLeod at 635-6307 
man; Patty Lepton, Conquer. or Marie Cousins at 635-5407. 
That's Papa Bear (Don Maeleod) on the left and Mama Bear (Sandy Nor- 
man) in rehersal at the Terrace Little Theatre. They will perform a special 
predu©tion ofGoldllocks and the Three Bears next Saturday at I p.m. and 3 
Teen dance  p lanned 
A special Teen Christmas 
Disco will take place at the 
arena banquet room on 
Friday, Dec. 21 at 8:30 p.m. 
The dance is being 
sponsored by the District of 
Terrace Parks and 
Recreation department in 
conjunction with the 
Caledonia Community 
Recreation Class. There will 
be a ffnique Christmas tree 
light show, music provided 
by E&W Enterprises. For 
more information, please 
call the recreation office at 
638-1174. 
Winter  carnival  here  
The first annual Terrace 13 through to Jan. 19, but 
Winter Carnival is being volunteers are needed to 
vlanned for the weekof Jan. help plan the festival 
sponsored by the Downtown New pool Uons. 
So far a 100-mile 
schedt l le  snowmobile marathon and a 
pancake breakfast have 
With the holiday season been scheduled. 
rapidly approaching, there is If you would like to help 
p.m. Tickets for the children's production cost $1 and can be obtained at 
McColl Real Estate. 
GALAXY IS IN 
FOR COLLISION 
LOSANGELES (AP) -- away from each other at 
Scientists believe the equal speeds. 
earth's galaxy, the Mliky But Smoot said his 
Way, is hurtling through group found that cosmic 
space toward the con. bodies in the direction of 
stellation Virgo at a Virgo are moving away 
million miles an hour, from earth more slowly 
pulled by the gravity of a than objects in other 
huge cluster of galaxies, directions. 
Scientist George Smoot He said the apparent 
of the University of superelnster must con. 
California said Wed. toln millions of galaxies, 
nesdey that preliminary each holding billions of 
tests of a stody indicated stars. The Local Group, a 
that at least one super- cluster that includes the 
cluster exists, although Milky Way, contains 
scientists have not about 18 galaxies. 
sighted it. The superdustsr might 
span up to two billion 
The universe has been 
Te race hotel to 
use computer 
as ,ooking tool 
The Flag Inn chain, of 
which the Terrace Hotel is a 
part, making a concerted 
effort oexpand and improve 
its operations. 
Augie Geeraert, the 
operator of the Terrace 
Hotel which is part of the 
Flag Inn line, says the 
service will be made 
available to local residents, 
corporations, and travel 
agents. 
The new computer booking 
system is being installed at 
all Flag Inn chain hotels 
throughout North America, 
as part of a concerted effort 
to expand the chain's 
operations, 
Geeraert was one of 160 
delegates attending a chain 
convention in Vancouver 
recently. 
"It is the expressed in. 
tention of the Flag group to 
be one of the top three chains 
in the world by the end of the 
light.years of space and decade," he commented. a new pool schedule coming make Me carnival asuccess, described as a balloon Smoot said these results 
into effect for the Terrace cailArnoBiennerat638-8306, that in steadily' expanding could affect theories of 
pool. Ken Kopiak at 638-8336 or in all directions as the the structure of the ! 
The changes for the period Mary Margaret Smith-Sneed bllUons of galaxies move universe, i 
from Dec, 22 through Jan. 2 at 638-1174. 
are available at the Terrace ********************************************** , ~ . .~  @ ~ ~  
Arena office. A o, Theatres : Information concerning smoke starring Wi l l i am:  ~ : ~' i ' : "  ' : ' : .~ '~ '~ 
expanded public skating Conrad ks Marshal Matt 4( 
week is also available, to 1961. ~ 
4720 LAKELSE AVE. PHONE 638-8111 .g 
SHOWING AT  8 P.M. 
,~ DEC. 12-15 - -  Restricted 
i The Warr iors and Up In Smoke 
DEC. 16.17 - -  Mature 
Fuzz & White Lightning -l¢ 
~ RESTAURANT 
DEC. 18-20 - -  Mature 
Hair "~ 
4~ DEC. 21.23 - -  Mature 
Rocky II ~ -FULL FACILITIES- 
DEC. lS ~ CANADIAN FOOD- 
Disney Cartoon Festival , : -A,, - - ,=nouo-  
, , ~ -DINING LOUNGE- 
, 7 & 9 p.m. 
"~ • -BUSINESS LUNCHES- 
DEC. 12-15- Mature ~, Men. to Fri, 11am- 2 p Manhattan m 
• ~ ~* SUN. -T i lURS. '  1 1 a.m.- l '2 p.nl  * •
DEC. 16-23 - -  Mature 
• FR I .  & SAT. 11 a.ln. - 2 a.m. The Frisco Kid ~, ,, _ 
'~ '4643 PARK AVENUE PHONE 636-6111' ,¢ 
COME STAY WITH US 
at ENGLISH BAY near STANLEY PAR K 
in beautiful downtown VANCOUVER 
TOLL.FREE 800.268.8993 
1755 DAVIE STREET VANCOUVER B.C. VGG 1W5 
TELEPHONE (604) 682.1831 
1 I" 
o%%%%~ 624-2621 or624,3359 ~ 
& DRIVE IN t t l  qve W at 61h S! ' 
i i=  eases : 
[ -~  Hidden somewhere in the ! 
~ l l~  paper aretwo Terrace 
i i~  phone numbers. 
~ ~'  "'Find them, and if one is yours you've won 
Pick up your tickets at the Herald 
,. office~ 3212 Kalum St. ~, 
Wh9 
the Hyatt Re9ency 
Vancouver 
and the Bapshore Inn 
have cut winter rates 
bg one-third. 
December through March are pleas- 
antly mild winter months in Vancouver. 
They are also our "slow" months. So, to 
encourage your visit, we're offering a splen- 
did inducement: one-third off our usual 
room rates. 
. With all due respect to the Bayshore, 
we believe the Hyatt Regency offers even 
more of an inducement han our friends up 
the road. 
Because their special winter rate gets 
you a luxurious room with a beautiful view 
at a fine hotel out near tranquil Stanley 
Park. But our special winter rate gets you 
a luxurious room with a beautiful view at 
a fine hotel right in the heart of exciting 
downtown Vancouver. So you' re steps--not 
taxi r ides -  from the city's best shopping, 
nightlife, restaurants, galleries, theatres and 
siness addresses. And, be- 
cause our room rates are 
priced a little lower than 
the Bayshore's year-round, 
one-third off ours is less 
expensive than one- 
third off theirs. Come dis- 
:over Vancouver in winter. 
le only thing "off-season" 
~out us is the price7 
_ 
I 
. 1 
I 
/ 
I 
I 
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You i di id rn  v ua  ,.,o.oo= 
I I o r o s c o p e  ~~k_ / ,  X~t~~F~/  ' i ~ : '  i! ~ i :  i i ; !~:e  23 I~eg JOinta " aNalve ,,fix°f: 
" , F.nces Drake I 23 CoRlrm(mPm~Ser 
14 Odor 53 Actress: 6 Trap 28 MD's 
ARIES 
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)'~'4~'-=~ 
Launch new work program.,~. 
for success now. Someone 
may be jealous of your 
progress. Advisers provide an 
unusual suggestion. 
TAURUS ~ 
(Apr. 20 to May 20) 
A time to enjoy a special 
VIRGO ~[~k AQUARIUS ~=~ 
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) * e.-~. (Jan. 20 to Feb, 18) 
You may feel passionate What appoars to be a lost 
now, but turn off an admirer, cause careerwise may offer 
Articulate and self. new hope by day's end. 
~xpressive, you're especially Consult with love ones re 
convincing now. Be op- happy financial develop- 
timistic, ments. 
LIBRA 
(Sept, 23 to Oct. 22)'fl'~'°~ PISCES ) (  (Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) 
Aflnancialdeal brings inner An unwanted pass possible 
15 Chess Pola -- • 7 English cousin ' 
pieces 54 Comparative resort '28 Chemical 
16 Atlantic ending 8 Hockey suffix 
weakfish 55 Shoshoneun champion 30 Tokyo, once 
18 Musemn 56 Suffix with 9 Miine 31 Depressed 
fare proto character: 3Z Vane 
19 Severe 57 Essay Baby -- direction 
20 Greek 59 Oriental lO Rhea's 23 Pub request 
portico currency cousin 36 Andes 
2Z Shirley DOWN II Posed creature 
By Si /p" 
' ' =' '° ° !' r ' ° "  
@°1 I '71 I I 
I @@I!  ! L ....... 
I , Iii U . ,  
. 
.~._ @~'45  i 46 ~47 
55 entertainment with a loved 
one. Singles have reason to be 
enthusiastic about romantic 
prospects. 
GEMINI 
(May 21 to June 2~) ! I  
Energy flow is erratic now. 
Avoid conflicts about sex, 
Progress re a home- 
improvement project brings 
joy to family members. 
CANCER @ ~  
(June 21 to July 22) 
Short visits could lead to 
romantic introductions. 
Creativity high. A time to 
enjoy hobbies/and sports, 
Downplay lntefisity. 
LEO @t_ / -~ 
(July 23 to Aug. 2~)~ 
Children may be ram. 
bunctious. Financial. luck 
possibly through the sale of an 
item. Buy presents for family 
.members. 
ARIES 
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19) ~ - ~  
Accent charm in career 
dealings. A change of plans re 
financing needn't throw you. A 
willingness to adapt and to 
work hard pays off. 
TAURUS ~ 
(Apr. 20to May 20) 
Share responsibility as well ,. 
as good times, and you're on 
your way to relationship 
harmony, Tbe unexpected 
brings you closer. 
(May 21 to June 20) 
You're in the mood to work 
now and can accomplish a lot. 
Enlist the support of others. 
Complete household tasks and 
domestic projects. 
CANCER O ~  
(Jane 21 to July 22) 
New romantic introductions 
likely, esp through hobbies. 
Creative projects go well if 
you have self-discipline. A 
time to relax. 
LEO 
(July 23 ~ Aug. 22)~ 
A close ally has an unusual 
suggestion. Extra jobs bring 
extra cash. Entertain friends 
at home. Be adaptable in the 
face of change. 
ARIES 19) ~f~-~ 
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 
Advice you receive may be 
applicable but difficult to 
implement at present, Avoid 
disputes with co-workers. 
Safeguard health. 
TAURUS ~=~ 
(Apr. 20 to M.zy 20) 
A good time to talk to 
authorities about loans and 
raising capital, but do not 
dissipate funds on ex- 
travagant pleasure. 
GEMINI 
(May 21 to June 20) ff  
You're an effective 
spokesman for your point of 
view, but reactions from 
others may be mixed. Stay 
reasonable. 
CANCER O ~  
(June 21 to July 22) 
Excitement in romance. 
Stick to your guns re a work 
decision, even if others have 
douhts, Watch arguments in 
p,m, 
LEO 
(July 23 to Aug.22) ~3~ 
Enjoy times with children, 
but watch spending. Carefree 
play could lead to 
carelessness re money and 
possessions. 
contenbnent, Avoid friction 
with a family member. Be 
closemouthed about financial 
transactions, 
SCORPIO ~1/~ 
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) 
Don't be suspicious of love 
ones. Your efforts to read 
between the lines could lead to 
wrong conclusions. Enjoy 
party life! 
SAGITrARIUS X~ @ 
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) 
Watch out for dubious 
money deals. Behind-the. 
sceues efforts careerwise l ad 
to success. Good news or 
recognition makes for hap- 
piness. 
CAPRICORN ~j~ 
(Doe. 22 to Jan. 19) 
Travel leads to happy 
friendships. Distant matters 
prosper. Stay clear of an in- 
discreet romantic in. 
volvement with one met 
through careei'. 
v=oo 
(Aug, 23 to Sept. 22) 
You may make a short trip 
on short notice. Local visits 
should be fun. Stay in touch 
with relatives. Write ira. 
purtant letters. 
LIBRA . f l .~ .  
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) 
You're in a spending m~od 
and could go overboard, 
You're likely to come home 
with something unexpected. 
Surprise loved ones with gifts. 
SCORPIO ~ 
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) 
Don't be so set in your ways. 
Be willing to do something 
different. Evening favors a 
get-together with old friends. 
Be sociable. 
SAGi'UrARIUS ~@ 
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) 
A flash of insight could come 
unexpectedly. Save time for 
soul searching and 
meditation, Work quietly for 
progress. 
CAPRICORN . ~  
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) 
The day favors a busy round 
of social activity. Friends both 
old and new combine to make 
this a pleasurable time. For 
all. 
VIREO 
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) 
You know exactly what you 
want re your home setup, but 
may be in too much of a rush 
to make things happen. Slow 
down. 
LIBRA 
'{Sept, 23 to Oct, 22)Jlt.& ~ 
You may buy something 
beautiful on impulse. Don't be 
so sure' of yourself that you 
overlook details, Mentally, 
you're sharp, 
SCORPIO 
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) [ l l t '¢~'  
You're articulate in ex- 
• pressing feelings. Make im- 
portant financial decisions, 
but don't mix friends and 
money. 
SA~rrrARn~S #,~ 
{Nov. 22 to Dec.'21) 
You're self-assured and 
convincing, but hlgher-ups 
may be touchy now, and you 
should handle them with kid 
golves. No smart remarks. 
CAPRICORN . ~  
(Dec. 22 to Jan, 19) 
The answers you come up 
with now may differ from the 
prevailing viewpoint. Still, 
don't be talked out of a 
reasonable course of ~,ction. 
from one met at a social 
function. Take advantage of 
favorable trend for furthering 
the course of. existing 
relationships. 
YOU BORN TODAY have 
good financial judgment and 
would be successful as head of 
your own business. You have 
the ability to commercialize 
your artistic talents and would 
succeed as an actor, designer, 
musician or writer, Often you 
are found in businesses allied 
to the arts and would make a 
successful owner of a 
boutique. However, you do 
best in large enterprises and 
when you develop an interest 
in the larger issues that affect 
mankind. Law, diplomacy, 
medicine, and science are 
endeavors that promise you 
s.uccess. Birthdate of: J. Paul 
Getty, financier; Maxwell 
Anderson, playwright; and 
Kermit  Bloomgarden, 
theatrical producer. 
@ 
AQUARIUS ~=~ 
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18) 
You're concerned with 
getting ahead now. A friend 
has a helpful business tip. A 
new opportunity requires your 
immediate response. 
P=CES ' 
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) 
Pleasant news from a 
distance. Travelers meet with 
romance, but be prepared for 
some change in plans. The 
p.m. favors serious talks. 
YOU BORN TODAY are a 
natural critic of society and its 
values. You have a 
philosophic nature and can be 
a leader of thought once you 
determine to do your own 
thing. Though you can succeed 
in business, you're more likely 
to be attracted to mental 
pursuits or the professions. 
Law, literature, science, 
teaching, and anthropology 
are some of the fields which 
would bring you happiness. 
Music, painting, jewelry, and 
• banking are other choices for 
you. You have a strong ethical 
sense. Birthdate of: Margaret 
Mead, anthropologist 
AQUARIUS ~ 
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18) 
Mental rapport with a young 
person. Friends right now 
could be temperamental. 
Don't get involved in their 
hang-ups. 
Pl ES 
(Feb. 19. to Mar. 201 
Business competlors are 
likely to find fault, even if you 
come up with a good proposal. 
Stay clear of argumentative 
typos. 
YOU BORN TODAY are 
naturally drawn to the 
business world and can suc- 
ceed in banking, finance, 
management, and real estate. 
At times your need for 
material success can keep you 
from developing your other 
talents. However, you 
greatest success comes when 
you are motlvated by an ideal. 
Fiction, music, poetry, art, 
and public service are fields in 
which you'll meet with suc- 
cess, providing that you rise 
above the conflict between 
idealism and materialism. 
Blrthdate of: Ford Maddox 
Ford, novelist; John 
Grecnleaf Whittler, poet; and 
Erskine Culdwell, novelist. 
Black, -- 1 Priests 17 Belgian 37 More• 
Temple 2 On guard river pigmented 
23 Generous Avg.,solution time: 23 mln. 40 Unspoken 
27 Overweight [~11 IOISIPLOF~_lC~ALAJ~! e Ankle 
29 Leased ~ l ~ l T ] ~ ~ ~  43 Winged 
34 Documents I~L~L-NGIEML~EILIMI 45 Emulate ' Mark Spitz 
35 In dream- t ~ [ ~ ~ I t ~  ~ 46 Uncanny 
land ~ ~ _  .MN~ (var.) 
37 Female 48 Econ. 
antelope concern 
38Bambi, IA_~AII.nqRIUlD~I~LO_IIIt, 49 Far& 
for one I K I%I =I ILIII member 
39 One -- time 50 Khan 
41 Movie or 10-12 ~1 What wks 
shooting Answer to yesterday's puzzle, grow into 
= I I  
= I I  
YFHL P ICD 
54 
CRYPTOQUIP 
Y IORLV 
10-12 
PUCUHDF'C  
Y IOR TS  DHYHZYIS  YTZV 
Yesterday's Cryptoqulp: SIMPLE VILLAGE GIRL LOVES 
LARGE, DIMPLED DOLI~. 
Today's Cryptaqulp clue: I equals A 
'me Cryptequlp is a simple substitution cipher in which each 
letter used stands for another. If you think that X equals O, it 
will eq~unl 0 throughout the puzzle. Sin.gle letters, short words, 
and words using an apostrophe can gave you clues to locating 
vowels. Solution is accomplished by trial and error. 
B.C .  
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• : Color and dimension rise to new heights 
= .WI6HTMAN li SMITH J m23~uJenen~tef~iiii:r°~ :i~n  . 
• BENNER STREET 
• This 1200 sq. ft. home has 2 
[ ]  fireplaces, good size kit. 
• chen, dining room, living 
• room, 4 bedrooms, rec 
• room and family room. 
• Very well built, to VLA 
• standards, on a large lot, 
• 146x87 ft. Priced for quick 
• sale at $66;500. 
• SIMPSON CRESCENT 
REVENUE HOME 
Seven year old 3 bedroom 
home located on corner lot. 
Part of basement has been 
developed into self. 
contained two bedroom 
suite which can help ease 
the burden of mortgage 
payments. High carport. 
View this property with the 
| 
FAMILY HOME BI 
Five year old family home • 
located on quiet street. • 
This three bedroom home • 
is located on treed, fenced • 
half acre which offers lots l 
of space for the children to .~ 
play. Full basement to be • 
developed. Double carport. • 
This lust might be the • 
home for you. Asking price • 
of $66,560._ - -  :m 
KEITH LIGHT IN. B 
bURies of the roof. Today, 
however, .color and dimen- 
sion in roofing are nearly as 
important as durability and 
protection, 
As the largest exterior ex- 
panse of a home, the roof is 
a key factor in the home's 
exterior design. No matter 
how often you paint, redo, 
or improve your home's ex- 
terior, a plain, lifeless- 
looking roof is bound to 
have its ill-effects. For this 
reason, today's homeowner 
oped new shades and tex- 
tures to make exterior deco- 
rating even more effective.. 
Three-dimensional sphalt 
shingles in earthtone colors 
are a good example. 
Eye Appeal 
The multi- layered ap- 
pearance of three-dimen- 
sional asphalt shingles con- 
tributes considerably to the 
eye-appeal of any roof. By 
creating bold, attractive 
shadow lines, these shingles 
add dimension and charac- 
• Two bedroom doublewlde 
on a concrete foundation. 
• Large pie-shaped lot with 
• lots of road frontage. Very 
• well kept, must be seen. 
• Sundeck at rear. Also on 
property lea wired 24x36 ft. 
shop building with concreto 
floor. Exceptional value at 
• s3s,o00. 
• FORECLOSURE 
10.59 acres In Rosswood 
• with about one-third acre 
asking price of $59,990. 
HOME WITH SHOP 
This 3 bedroom basement 
home Is located on 1.02 
acres of light industrial 
land with frontage on River 
Drive and Highway 16 E. 
access road. Shop Is 20x44 
and is insulated and wired. 
This property could offer 
good future potential and is 
DUSTRIAL 
This is a good holding • 
property. 120 ft. of fron- : 
tage,' 400 ft. deep. Two • 
homes, presently rented at III 
$340 per mo. are an added n 
bonus. Realistically priced • 
at $60,000. • I I  
K'SHAN LANE • 
cleared for homesite. Over listed at $86,000. Beautiful building lot 85' of : 
• 1,000 ft. of roadside from frontage, over 200 ft. deep. • 
• tage. Priced at $13,000. It won't last long at only I 
• Open to offers. $12,000. El 
_ ;  ^ •  . . . . . . . .  ; 
• ~.~. LePage Limited Coast Coast Real Estate Service = 
• . ~ 
63 5 6361 " 
= EVENINGS .[] 
m B ::='= ' Bob  R ipmeester  Har ry  Smi th  ~1 
• 635-2832 635-2826 U 
often reroo fs .with aesthetics 
in mind. 
The use of color and tex- 
ture in reroofing allows 
homeowners greater flexi- 
bility in exterior decorating. 
Whether color is used to" 
complement, contrast, en. 
hance, or blend, the "lool 
alike" roof is a thing .of the 
past. 
t Homeowners are also 
~:ealizing the importance 
that color and texture play 
in the roof's visual appeal. 
A dar.k-eolored roof, for in- 
stance, can help nrake an 
unhsually steep roof seem 
16ss obtrusive. White may 
roofs. The last two winters 
proved that point especially 
well to a lot of dismayed 
homeowners. The problem? 
• Water leakage. And, il can 
- -  and did - -  happen in the 
i best of houses. 
Even in below-freezing 
• weather, snow on the roof 
ter to the roofing surface. 
in addition to texture, the 
introduction of earthtone 
colors contributed greatly to COLOR AN0 TEXTURE IN ROOFING gives a homeowner greater llexihility in exterior design• These three- 
the aesthetic appeal of the dimensional asphalt shingles in an eye-appealing earthlone shade, for example, serve to blend a home with its 
roof.  surroundings while creating deep, attractive shadow lines.1" 
You can prevent roof leaks with heating cables 
Winter can be rough on when installed around the commends'a distance of 12 3.8' = 64.6' + 10' = 
overhang, prevents ice from I 
forming. According to the 
company, the cables can be 
installed with little el'for( 
and the setup is inexpensive 
to operate. Operating time 
is minimal, since it isn't 
necessary Io melt all of the .. 
ice on' the overhang. The. 'feet long, you'll need a total 
inches between cable rooks 74.6 '). 
at the roofline. If your over- The heating cable system 
hang is 12 inches deep, is available at hardware 
you'll need 3.8 feet of cable . stores and home centers 
to protect 1 font of gutter nationwide. For more infor- 
length and overhang. So~ if liaison on how to avoid 
your roofline is 17 feet long roof leaks in your home this 
and your downspout is 10 winter,' write Easy Heat- 
Wirekraft, U.S. 20 East, 
'~ " aA.n.~ . sum.  a . -  =, , i .  J im Duffy Laur ie  Forbes~ be used for the opposite will thaw primarily because cables simply keep a path of 74.6 feet of cable (17' x New Carlisle, Ind. 46552.~" open that allo.ws melted 
i qOI  l LAKLLGr. AVi:, 635-6688 635-7448 ~ effect, to create a sense of ofheat Iossthrough theroof snow to run off. Additional ~" _m ,I, ena l l~R D I~ Start Parker  Gordon Olson B airiness and height. A light- from the house, and also cable installedinguttersand 
' i  IK l lU t iMBI I ; I I  D,U,  635-4031 635-4035 = colored roof attracts the eye because of the sun's heat. downspouts assures proper ~ ~,  
lullnnmlliil•llllllllUlglBnll•lllllilllallllllll•l•llllmglll and direcls it upwards. As this melled snow reaches drainage. ~ f .  
• - the overhang, il refreezes. 
• Here there is no heat loss, so " " " ' '~ ' ' The conlplete k,t include: ,~ ,~ : . ~ ,  :i~. 
the roof surface is' much installation instructions ~ ~ .  i _~ 
colder. And, once ice has spec,al sh,ngle chps v,'tth • '*,,%,,._. ~ . , j ~ / ' -  " " ]~ 
formed on the overhang, spurstoholdthecabletoth(. ~ , )~ . ' ,~ '~C~ ",:,, "~ ~' 
subsequent thawings be- roof as shown in tile photc - ~ . ~  o~tli :~ i~:~,  ~ , 
come trapped, creating an . . . .  . .~ ~ . . . . . .  ,...,.: : . . ~ ~ . m ~ g ! / f  . ~,-  ~...+_,,,. here, ano caole links le f f  . . . . . . . . . . .  ~"~ . . . . . .  ' 4 J~ ,a -~* . .  - 
ice dam. The dam, in turn, separate the roo f  cables '~' ~F  '+ +:ii,~ ' " " 
. . Ira ~s excess waler, which from the gutter cable. Al l  ~ ~ i ~ .  PARK AVFMlll: RI:AITY ITn soon backsupunder (he  cab lcsarccompl¢ le ly insu .  " ~  ~ ~ ~ . :  
shingles and begins to leak lated and designed to bc ~ ~  
- - , r im, , ,=  = r = , a B m , ~ m  u ~ = , , ~ m u n  u luuwu intothehome, relatively inconspicuous ~ ~ - : i :  
J LQt  II~ DAD~ B lWi~ IBe~m~ AA ' I . I I  ( ~)ne manufacturer  has when installed. ~ ~ /  ~ ~  
To give you an idea of ~ j f ~ _ ~ ~  -B~I+ IN IER ,  R lmgl  + ~4U'a lU I I  come tip with an effective .... 
• ' . . . .  s oh it ion to this problem, what's involved, consider ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ " ~ ~  "~ 
GARDENER'S Make an offer on this Commercial building of Family home in preferred Easy Heat-Wirekraft of  lhis example: 
PARADISE 
23 fruit trees, berry bushes, 
2 greenhouses and large 
garden will be yours when 
you purchase this three 
bedroom, full basement 
home on % of an acre. 
Home is in town. Large 
storage shed in backyard. 
Want more information? 
Call Pat. 
Spacious split level located 
close to schools in Hor- 
seshea area. Home is seven 
years old and features a 
total of 4 bedrooms, 9 
baths, den, tee. room, and 
large family kitchen. At. 
tractive fireplace in living 
room. Asking $72,500. Call 
Christel or Horst Godllnski 
for more details. MLS. 
Enjoy developing your own 
hobby farm on two acres of 
land. There is a log barn 
and o three bedroom house 
with an att ract ive ly  
finished interior. Call Judy 
to view. 
i 
THERE IS NOT MUCH ON 
THE MARKET AT THIS 
PRICEI Listed at $30,000 
property Includes 936 sq. ft. 
two bedroom home, 
garage, storage shed and 
320 sq. ft. two room cabin. 
Situated on paved road 
near town. Phone Murlel 
for details. MLS. 
I I 
CHRISTELGODLINSKI 
635.5391 
revenue property - -  five 
year old furnished tri.plex, 
2 x 6 frame construction 
with shake mlf .  Call Joy, 
ACREAGE WITH LOG 
HOUSE 
Small log house on 150 
ac~es in Kitwanga. Barn 
and outl~ildil~s also on 
the properh(. Acreage is 
not in agricultural freeze 
and could be SUbdivided. 
Listed at $96,000. Call Pet 
for more information. 
Assume am envi&ble 
mortgage and become the 
owners of this 3 bedroom, 
1130 sq. ft. home in popular 
Horseshoe area. Property 
includes a ¢arpert with 
basement eMrance, sun. 
deck, natural gas heating, 
full basqment. Situated on 
large lot and priced et 
$S$,000. Muriel has mere 
information. 
Four bedroom family, 
home. House is in good 
area and ready Ior you to 
move In. Fully fenced with 
well kept yard. Phone Judy 
for more information. 
HOME ON ACREAGE 
Small hobby farm all set up' 
for horses only ten minutes 
from town. House has three 
bedrooms, full basement, 
and is live years aid. 
Asking only $$9,500. MLS. 
Call Christel or Horsf 
Gocllinski at 63S-5391. 
frame construction, 4,100 
sq. ft. on two stories, tetal 
rental inonme StA| l  per 
mor~th. 1,41;&t*O an (:lark 
Road. Asking price 
$13S,000. Call Horst 
Godlinski fo r clef, oils. 
In Horseshoe area, this 
four year 014 home of 1049 
sq. ft. fe | t~res three 
bedrooms, ext ra  large 
kitchen, lull basement, 
sundeck, garden sited. 
Vendor pr, Mers cash to 
mortgage which ¢an be 
assumed by qualif ied 
purchaser. Phone Murtel 
for appointment to view. 
We have a SO' building lot 
on waler andsewer. Asking 
price only $11,0eo. Call 
Christel or Horst Godlinski 
for this poe. 
COUNTRY LIVING: ~Nell 
kept three bedroom home 
with scenic view on I acre• 
Panabode interior finish. 
For more information, call 
Jay. 
i i 
Well maintained three 
bedroom home has lust 
been listed and it won't last 
Iongl This home features 
some new.carpeting, built- 
in china cabinet and a new 
furnace. The basement is 
par t ia l ly  developed and 
shews good potential for a 
basement suite. This home 
is listed at $64,000. Call Pat 
for your viewing. 
I 
LIST WITH REALTY WORLD: TH[ BUYER FINDERS 
i i i  I 
area. Three bedrooms, 
modern kitchen, good 
carpets throughout. Sliding 
doors into sundeck. 
Natural gas furnace and 
hot water, quiet no through 
street. Two fireplaces. 
Asking $72,500. Call 
Christel #r Horst Godlln~i 
for more details. 
A total of 3300 sq. ft. of 
0ving area in thio centrally 
located revenue hume. 
Features large l iv ing 
room, 4 ~clrooms and 11/2 
baths on main flour. 
Specious suite has separate 
huking and hat water tank. 
hls erie year Old home is 
nds~ped with a good 
garden area and has a 
large sundeck. For more 
i~lormation an this in. 
lereeting home, cell Joy. 
Attractive three bedroom 
home listed at $AS,OO0. 
Prqlerly is 77'x!94' end 
fully fenced. Garage could 
be the buginning of a 
family room extension. For 
information, call Judy. 
Cezy home on acreage. 
Inquire about this twu 
bedroom home on 1//, acres 
dose ta town. Has several 
ovdbuildinga and a taw fruit 
treea. Excellent soil for 
gardening. Asking price is 
only S34,000.Cal I Christelor 
Horst Godlklnskl. 
OUR SIGN IS ON LOTS 
OF LAWNS - 
BUT NOT FOR LONG! PATQUINN 
635.2532 
] MURIEL NEA HORST GODLINSKI FRANK SKIDNIORE JOY DOVER JUDY JEPHSON I " i  
635-2944 . 63 -569 . ,~ - ," [ 
! 
," I 
New Carlisle, Ind., is mar- 
keiing a root" and gutter 
heating cable kit, which, 
Let's say you live in a 
heavy-snowfall rea. In thai 
case, the manufaclurer re- 
MORTGAGE MONEY 
UNLOCK THE EQUITY  IN YOUR HOUSE 
WITH A 1st, 2nd OR 3rd MORTGAGE 
FAVOURABLE RATES 
CAC REALTY  LTD.  4624A GREIG 
AVENUE 
PHONE 635-6108 TERRACE 
BOB HAYTE R, MANAGER 
PROPER INSTALLATION OF HEATING CAtBLES on the overhang, as 
shown here.prevenls ice from forming, which can trap excess water and 
cause it lo leak into the home lhrough the shingles. Photo courtesy of 
Easy Heat-Wirekraft. 1' 
Ceilimg Decor: D eeoraling T i~ 
Here's a great idea for Make a floor plan and use ' 
that kitchen or breakfast culot,ts to represent furni- 
nook --  wal lpaper the ture in  making your ar- 
ceiling! it'll g/vc Ihe area rangements; you'll save a lot 
a cozy, cheerful look, parli- of time and energy if you 
cularly if )'t~ use a floral figure it all OUl on paper 
patlern, firsl. 
 PRUDEN & CURRIE.0-)LTD. 
IERRACE'S 00MPI.[TE RUL ESTATE SERVICE 
4648 Lakelse Avenue 836-6142 
TRUCKERS SITE FOR 
RENT OR PURCHASE 
Located on the Rifle Range 
Road this property was 
used by a local trucking 
firm, and has 21/2 acres of 
cleared, gravel led yard 
space, a 40x80 ft. shop and 
a two bedroom trailer. 
Contact Rusty or Bert to 
view. 
LARGE HOME ON 
KENWORTH ROAD 
Over 1400 sq. ft. of living 
area in this 3 bedroom, full 
basement home with a 
f i rep lace ,  carpet ing,  
laundry area off the kit. 
chen and the property Is 
123x353 and Is excellent soil 
for gardening. For Viewing 
phone Rusty or Bert 
Llungh. 
EVENING 
PHONES 
JUST COMPLETED 
Attractive cathedral an. 
trance home located In a 
new subdivision featuring 3 
bedrooms, wall to wall 
carpeting, natural gas heat 
and hot water, covered 
entrance from attached 
carport and priced at 
$63,0)00. For viewing 
contact Rusty or Bert 
Liungh, 
JUST LISTED 
Large family home --  near 
Uplands School on a qulet 
street. 1300 sq. ft. full bsmt. 
3 bdmns, on main & 4th in 
bsmt. - -  rec room with 
Franklin fireplace, ensulte 
plumbing, double carport. 
Assumable 101/4 percent tst 
mortgage. Asktng S59,000. 
Call Bob Sheridan. 
d 
NEW HOME IN THOR. 
NHEIGHT SUBDIVISION 
Well constructed split- level 
with central fireplace, oil- 
wood furnace heat, car- 
peting, I12 baths, sun. 
decks, and 520 sq. ft. 
finished in the basement. 
For viewing contact Rusty 
or Bert Ljungh. 
HOME WITH LOVELY 
VIEW 
Churchill Drive -- 1400 sq. 
ft., full bsmt., 3 large 
bdrmns., 2 natural rock 
f i rep laces ,  ensu l te  
plumbing. The living room, 
dining room and mstr. 
bedroom have ample 
windows and patio doors to 
capture this excellent view 
• .of the .Skeena .V.alley. ?/ ,  
acre lot, circular drive and 
plenty of natural trees for 
privacy. Good start on 
large rec room with plenty 
of windows and ground 
level door to private yard. 
Call Bob Sheridan for more 
details. 
REASONABLY PRICED 
BUILDING LOTS. 
Priced at $12,500 to $13,000 
these excellent lots are 
located In a recent sub- 
division providing paved 
road, underground ser- 
vices, natural gas, and 
storm drains. For more 
information contact Rusty 
or Bert Llungh. 
A DREAM OF A HOME 
A modern 4 bedroom home 
with o sunken living room, 
open beamed ceilings, 
fabulous gourmet kitchen, 
two fireplaces, two full 
baths plus a 3 pce, down, 
rumpus room, laundry 
room nnd Insulated garage, 
built In vacuum, Intercom 
with radio & 4 speakers 
plus many more special 
features. Contact Rusty 
Llungh for further In. 
formation. 
JOHN CURRIE • 798-2251 
BOB SHERIDAN - 635.2144 
DICK EVANS - i35-7011 
i 
BERT LJUNGH - a35.5754 
RUSTY LJUNGH - I$S-5754 
DANNY SHERIDAN . &3S.S327 
, I * ' 
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Nova Scotians receive boat people well 
By SHARON MeLEOD 
HALIFAX (CP) -- Im- 
migration officials are 
pleased with "the very 
Christian concern for 
refugees" being shown by 
the people of Nova Scotia 
under the refugee spon. 
sorship rogram. 
Bill Hams, manager of 
the Canada Immigration 
Centre at the Halifax In- 
tornational Airport, says: 
"The private sector is doing 
ahetter Job than government 
in this program because of 
their personal contact and 
concern with each person 
coming in. 
"If the refugee is govern. 
ment-eponsored, he is mate- 
rtally provided for butls still 
a stranger in a strange 
p~ce. "  
The religious c~nmunity 
in Nova Scotia is heavily 
involved in the spenser,hip 
program, either dlreetly or 
setting up sponsorship 
groups to take over care for 
one year of refugee families. 
The plight of the Vlet- 
namese boat people was the 
Impetus for federal 
legislatioo in April, 1978, 
permitting five or more 
wageearnora to form a group 
and sponsor a refugee. The 
sponsorship entails being 
financially reapoaslhle for 
the refugee for one calendar 
year unless during that time 
the rolugee becomes self- 
supporting. 
Since the legislation was 
passed, Nova Scotian 
churches have taken the 
program to their 
cungregatlons i  an effort o 
provide homes and 
livelthoods for as many as 
possible. 
In the nearby Enfiold. 
Elmsdale area, St. Ber. 
nard's Roman Catholic 
parish has sponsored a
family of four and a single 
individual, In Truro, the 
Christian Reform Cht~rch 
has sponsored a family of 
four and a group of its 
members has brought in five 
refugees. A church group in 
the Brookfield-Upper 
Stewiaeke area has applied 
for a family of eight. 
"The requests keep 
coming," says Harem. 
The United, Roman 
Catholic, Anglican and 
Christian Reform churches 
have so far been most active 
in the sponsorship program, 
Hams says, "but other 
churches as well have ex- 
pressed a great deal of inter- 
est." 
The Refugee Support 
Society in New Glasgow, an 
incorporated body within 
Trinity United Church 
formed to sponsor refugees, 
has brought in a family of six 
and the Roman Catholic 
B.C. a haven for 
atheists, agnostics 
British Columbia Is the more common than Jews in 
Canadian haven for atheists 
and agnes,lea, says a study 
by a professor at the 
University of Western On- 
tario in London, Ont. 
The report by Jean 
Veevers, in conjunction with 
D.  F .  Cous-ineau of Simon 
Fraser University in Bur- 
naby, B.C., also says 
heathens are three times 
Canada. 
Veevers ays agnosticism 
increases as one travels 
from east o west in Canada 
and that 7.2 per cent of the 
population of Alberta, often 
called Canada's Bible belt, is 
agnostic or atheist. But B.C . ,  
at almost 14 per cent, leads 
the country in heathens, the 
study says. 
archdiocese of Halifax has full-time people to operate a seeing to their medical origin requested when currently living here. "why provide homes and 
announced that sponsorship day.care centre at Chebucto needs, making ~he|r application to He admits there has been jobs for outsiders when there 
activity is taking place at the School in Halifax for refugee Harem points out that the us," "some negative response." are many Canadians out of 
parish level in all of its 50 children while their parents program covers not only the He says Nova Scotia is ex. "There are those who work?" 
parishes from Amherst to study English. There are boat people but ?any pectsd to provide homes for complain aboutthe program "But for the most part, 
Liverpool. currently 20 children at the refugees, and the sponsorn about 700 refugees by citing the current unem- even the unemployed here 
The church has also hired centre with the church also are asked to specify ethnic December, 1980, with 175 ployment rate, and asking are a lot better off." 
Archbishop Sheen- dead at 
NEW YORK (API -- Arch- Communists as creatures In July, 1977, Sheen under- heart valve. May 8, 1895. His family later schools. He was ordained in 
bishop Fulton Sheen, whose 
radio and television 
programs made him one of 
the Roman Catholic Chur. 
cWs most widelyknown 
figures, died Sunday. He was 
84. 
Church officials aid Sheen 
died at his Manhattan home 
after a lengthy battle with 
heart disease. 
Sheen's religious com" 
mentary program, called 
The Catholic Hour, began on 
radio in March, 1930 
sponsored by the U.S. 
National Council of Catholic 
Men. The council estimated 
that the show reached 7.5 
million listeners, many of 
them in Canada. It even- 
tually spread to televLsion as 
Life Is Worth Living. 
As national director of the 
Society for the Propogation 
of the Faith, Sheen was 
known as the instructor of 
some of North America's 
most famous converts to the 
Catholic faith. They included 
newspaper columnist 
Heywood Broun, auto-maker 
Henry Ford II and 
playwright Clare Boothe 
Luce. 
A progressive on many 
social and church matters, 
Sheen was a relentless foe of 
communism. However, he 
drew a distinction between 
the ideology and its. ad- 
herents. 
"The ideology is wicked, 
the people are good," he 
once said. "One may hate 
communism as an evil 
system, but still love the 
made to the image and 
likeness of GOd and capable 
of divine redemption." 
Sheen was appointed 
bishop of Rochester, N.Y., in 
October 1966. Within a week 
of I~s arrival, he became 
involved in a dispute bet- 
wean black militants and the 
management of an Eastman 
Kodak plant involving the 
hiring of 600 blacks. 
During the dispute, he de- 
clared: "Stained-glass 
windows are apt to becloud 
our vision of poverty and 
distress." 
In 1967, Sheen urged then 
U.S. President Lyndon B. 
JohDson to unilaterally with- 
draw U.S. troops from 
Vietnam. The next year, he 
touched off a howl of protest 
within the church when he 
offered a parish church and ~ 
other buildings for use in 
housing the poor, calling it a 
$68,000 "sacrificial gift." 
Sheen's concern. over 
poverty marked his 
numerous books and in his 15 
years of service as director 
of Catholic Foreign Mission 
fund.raising efforts. 
went open heart surgery for Sheen was a farmer's on moved to Peoria, Ill., where Peoria on September ~0, 
replacement of a defective -- born in El Paso, II1., on he attended parochip v 1919. 
lie moved to New York 
after his retirement in 1969, 
where he continued writing 
and preaching on occasion. 
His annual Lenten services 
at St. Bartholemew's On the South African clues- 
Episcopal Church on Park ,ion, Rev. Peter Hamel of 
Avenue drew standing-room-' Toronto, a consultant on 
only crowds, national affairs for the 
Bank of Commerce comes under 
fire from churches on S.A. policy 
"The bank has never In- 
tentioaslly interfered with 
its employees i n making 
their own decisions as to 
union representation," he 
said. 
Harrison said the bank is 
considering appealing lhe 
labor board decision and for 
that reason would not add to 
a prepared statement on the 
Issue. 
Hamel and Webb asked 
moat of the questions at the 
annual shareholders 
meeting, which they said 
By NICK HUNTER 
TORONTO (CP) -- Two 
church leaders demanded 
Tuesday that the Canadian 
Imperial Bank of Commerce 
reveal its policies on em- 
ployees who unlonlze and 
loans to South Africa. 
At a shareholders meeting 
where the Commeree's good 
financial health was 
displayed, the churchmen 
criticized the bank's ap- 
proach to human rights 
questions. 
Rev. James Webb of 
Toronto, aJesuit priest, said 
that if the bank is anti-union 
it is out of step with a Rmrian 
Catholic church policy, 
established at the 2nd 
Vatican Council in 1965, that 
says the right to found labor 
unions is a basle human 
right. 
The Canada Labor 
Relations Board ruled last 
week that the bank had 
discriminated against 
employees by freezing 
wages in branches where a 
union had been certified {~r 
bad applied for earilfieati~. 
Anglican Church of Canada, 
told bank officers that 
church shareholders want 
the hank to divulge its guide. 
lines for making in- 
ternational loans. 
The bank should declare 
its position on loans to South 
Africa and South African in. 
dustries as three other Cana- 
dian hanks have done, said 
Hamel, who was 
represent ing  bank  
shareholdlngs of the chur- 
ch's governing body, the 
general synod. 
Webh and Hamel are of. 
ficinis of a study group on 
church and corporate 
responsibility, which they 
said represents the major 
Christian churches in 
Canada. 
Russell E. Harrison, the 
bank's chief executive of. 
ricer, said a public statement 
on corporate r sponsibility s 
being prepared. But a bank 
spokesman said later that 
this policy may not include 
guidelines for international 
leans. 
Harrison said the bank's 
policy on unionization is that 
"an employee is free to Join 
or not o join a trade union as 
he or she decides." 
was typical. If the churches 
did not raise social issues at 
the meetings nobody would, 
Webb said in an interview. 
"Sometimes you can hear 
audible oppooiflon to v/hat 
we say," said Hamel outside 
tte meeting. "I've heard 
groaning and whistling and 
sometimes they shout 'get 
out.' 
"it didn't happen' today. 
Maybe because it has been 
happening throe or four 
years it is becoming an 
acceptable practice." 
Children of  God use sex lure 
NEW YORK (AP) -- The 
latest summary of teachings 
circulated by the Children of 
God details its recom- 
mended use of sex to lore 
recruits into the fold. 
David Berg, known to his 
followers as Moses David, 
Father David or Me, has 
called the tactic "flirty 
fishing." 
"People today are 
terrifically desirous of sex 
and in need of sex, therefore 
if you don't satisfy, their 
sexual appetite they have a 
hard time believing that you 
really love them." Bera says 
in a new complllalion of 
letters written to potential 
recruits. 
"So sometimes we have to 
sastisfy that appetite to 
prove to them that we really 
care and we're concerned 
that we love them." 
The current mailings come 
from Zurich, Switzerland, 
where Berg resides, says his 
personal secretary known 
only as John. 
The group, founded by 
Berg in California in 1968, 
now is scattered in 70 
countries and claims 8,000 
young people belong, says a 
recent study by the Anti- 
ds Baptist OF YOUR CHOICE 
Pastor Bob Lesyk 
635-2807 
Corner o~ Halliwell and N. Thomas 
9:.J5 a.rn. Bible Teaching 
THIS SUNDAY 
• 11:00 a.m. Family Worship Service 
7:30 p.m. Evanglistic Salvation Meeting WllJoomel 
TUESDAY NIGHT , VO To 
7:30 p.m. Bible Study and Prayer Meeting n 
WEDNESDAY We.h i -  
: 1'. 30 p.m. Ladies Home League Fellowship P 
,~ .  SATURDAY / " -~ .  
~ .  7.30 p.rn. Youth Group ~ " ~ .  
" ~  Christian Counselling KNOX UNITED CHURCH E , 
X[ 4907 Lazelle Avenue i / HRI, c IURCH'   
m erge.cy Wc Ifare a 
Spl!llual Resources C IST  LUTHERA CHURCH 
635 5446or635 2626 tr t and Park Aven ' . . . . .  ~ " " / Corner Sparks S ee Avenue 
Mimster Revereno uave manyn ini  / "~ Rev. Herman Hagen B.A.M.Div.O. 635-3485 / 
635-6014 ~ ~ .  WorshtpService-11a,m, 
" ~ ~ Church School 9:45 a.m. . ~ "  
• . Sunday School, Confirmation 
~ W o r s h l p S e r v l c e  11:00arn / n J -~ l  I .~( '~ '~ n J  ~" ~nn ~.  YouthandAdnitClasee~ 
' " / %~'1 I ~ ,~ u~.sm m V /  %,,~%.,/L.~ "~.  Holy Communion flrst 
, ~ ~ Sunday each month 
~ / ~  I 3341 River ReverendDrive Terrace,R.L. WhiteB'C' JI ' ~ , ' 6 3 8 " 1 5 6 1  I - , .~" 
L. Sunday School 10:00 a.m • J i 
~bl~ll,i~A~ll ~ Reve,end R.L. While ',, ~ .~ '~, I~  - ~\ "'"" 
\~  ~\  I~l ~]~1~/ " ~ M o r n i n g  Worship 11:00 a.m. / --~d~.. _~."~ 
' k~r~7 "~.~ Evening Worship 7:30 p , m . ~  i ! f l l~:-=M[ 
X~.~ ~ e r  Service Wednesday 7:30 p .m. /  " 
s,,nd. y Sct,oo, / 
I I:00 a.m. Morning Worship Service ~ • ~ .  
l ~l'l,ffi,,,, llD,,,,,~4.1~-,d, dr'q~ . . . .  II, ~,~ l:30p.rn Singingand BibleStudy ~, , , ,  . , -- . . . . .  
~IUE!  JUP~ L I~L  IL~l l~ l - ( ' , l l  , , / - . , i , .  1" ,-,L-,, W dn d.yS:00HomeB, J :Stud es / Christian/ etormec/C urch 
" AI • W , " • You "c elcome at Uplands / Corner Sparks and Kelth "~__  ~ Sparks Street and Straume Avenue 
' Rome 635-5309 ~ ~ Sunday School-Terrace 10:00a.m. 
SundavSchoo19'45a m ~ ~ Sunday School Remol:00p.m. 
Mornin,,'Worshin 1'1'00'a m ~ ~ ll:00a.m. Worship Service 
' ] Sunday Serv ices  l O : O O a . m . ~  
" ~  Sunday School. Adults Discussi'on. ~ "~, . 
. ~ "  ~ 1]:O0 a.m. • Holy  Coma, union for the tamily ~ 
• ~ ~ Mm0sler: Reverend Lance Stephens • 635-5855 . / ' .  • ~ .  
• e, , ,  , , ,  House  of Pranse 
3406 Eby Street < 4830Strauss Avenue, Terrace 635-2312 "~ ,, < ' 3 . ,  
su " " : . ~ /  4637 Walsh Avenue ~"A ~ Education&lnsfructlon~Thurs.'7.8 30 
l l: lSa.m. ~ SUNDAY ~r~_~,~ ~ - A class for all ages 
7'30n.m. ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ "~. 
f y:aua.m.L.nrlsllan ~clucallon Hour "~ 
Defamation League of B'nai 
B'rith. 
The B'nai B'rith report 
says the group's materials 
are a mixture of biblical 
misquotat ions ,  sex,  
predictions of earthly doom 
and "anti-lsreal, pro-Arab 
propaganda steeped in crude 
anti-Semitism." 
It also regularly 
denounces all historically. 
organized churches, the 
report says. 
Religion is alive and well 
at Berkeley's University of 
California-- but it's not what 
it used to be. 
Some denominations listed 
by students on their religious 
preference cards: the 
Polyester Pagoda of the 
Palpitating Pulpit, the 
Cosmic Yo-Yo Church of 
Evolutionary Oneness and 
The Holy Order of Our Lady 
of Perpetual Motion. 
Rev.  Gustav 8chulia, 
paster of the University 
Lutheran Church, said other 
categories included Blue 
Oyster Cult, Born.Again 
Atheist, Fat Worship of the 
High Cholesterol Order, 
Southern Pedestrian and 
Church of God the Totally 
Indifferent. 
KITCHENER, Ont. (CP) 
- -  Religion classes at the 
University of Waterloo and 
Wilfrid Laurier University 
are filling up again after a 
slump in the past few years, 
university officials ay. 
David Granskou, head of 
Wilfrid Laurier's religion 
department, says he believes 
the revived interest in 
religion reflects youth's 
concern over survival issues 
- -  ecology, inflation, 
unemployment and the 
energy crisis. 
Wilfrid Laurier graduate 
student Suzanne Sykes ays: 
"If you want o study human 
~eings you have do it in reli- 
gion. There's nowhere lse." 
T~ MOst |lmous hs|,l In Ih! WId| '* 
It's time to call your 
~Vt'Jt'olllt~ Vt,'~lglln hos[t,l.;.q, 
Lois Mnhninger 635.5309 
Evelyn Anweiler 6355571 
TOO MUCH JUNK FOOD? 
Students diet under scrutiny 
EDMONTON (CP) --  The milk, cheese, fruit, 
Each school day, some vegetables, end other foods 
children go to classes badly are not intended as meal 
nourished or with thelr supplements, they say, but 
stomachs rumbling from aremedt0 educate students, 
hunger, parentJ and teachers about 
And it's becoming such a good eating habits. 
problem in this wealthy 
province that special 
programs are under way to 
combat poor nutrition 
among students. 
Some programs pmvlda 
full meals for children who 
would otherwise go hungry. 
Others simply supplement 
student lunches or instrunt 
youngsters in basic 
nutrition. 
Several federal surveys of 
the 1970s pointed out that 
many Canadlans-- both rich 
and poor-- don't know how 
to eat properly. 
As a result of the findings, 
the Alberta agriculture 
department launched Jte 
N~rttion at School pilot 
project in 1973, mostly in the 
Barbara Klinke and Linda 
Roburtaon, echoor nutrition 
coordinators, with the 
department, say that the 
program a lso  provides 
teachers with classroom 
resources such as posters, 
prints,,fllms and slides and 
half-day training eesslons. 
From the provincial 
budget, funds are allocated 
to ~.hool under the formula 
o[ 20 centa for each student, 
multiplied by the number of 
days food is distributed, 
Mrs. Klinke und, Mrs. Rob- 
ertson say that many 
Albertans and thek children 
have fallen prey to Junk.food 
advertising which promotes 
high-sugar foods and 
nutrition," Weetbury 8aid, 
Mrs. Klinke and Mrs. Rob- 
ert~n say that while there 
ettll Is some distance to go, 
there has been a big ira- 
provement since 1976. 
They say youngsters are 
more aware of nutr/tion und 
are bringing healthier 
lunches to school. There also 
are fewer pop and candy bar 
machines in schools and 
parents see to improved 
enacldng behavior of their funding when the program 
childrn, moves to other looat~ons. 
Although the program is 
not intended as a meal That's where groups like 
supplement, it is providing the Edmonton City Centre 
meals to students who don't Church Corp. are helping. 
have enough to eat or who This group of five downtown 
bring the wrong food. churches has had its own 
The inner-city schools nutrition program for 
appreciate the provincial children since the 1975-76 
program, but since schools school year. 
are selected on a rotating 
basis, they are left without With" the provincial 
~ogram now permanent, 
• corporation is helping 
schools currently not 
receiving provincial funding. 
Rev. Arthur Holmes, the 
corporatlon's executive 
director, says that its fund. 
raising efforts will help 
about 2,000 students In 12 
inner-city schods this year. 
The church program 
however, does provide full 
meals at some sohools. 
Merger goes down tubes 
ByBERNDDEBUSMANN On Oct. 26, 1978, the Tunisia and Libya which summit meating in Baghdad, 
BAGHDAD (Reuter) --  
Announced with con- 
siderable fanfare a year ago, 
the proposed union of Iraq 
and Syria has followed a long 
series of previous Arab 
alliances into the garbage 
can of history. 
"Relations between Syria 
and Iraq are normal," said 
lazlneesin properly #annfng ' Hassan Tawalbe, a senior 
leaders of Iraq and Syria 
signed an agreement o end 
more than a decade of 
hostility and merge into a 
single state with a population 
of some 20 million and armed 
forces almost half a million 
lasted less than 24 hours. 
The countries of the Arab 
world share a common lan- 
guage, religion and heritage, 
But political rivalries, many 
rooted deep in history, have 
proved stronger than the ch- 
strong, vious factors in favor of 
The accord was hailed in • unity. 
Baghdad and Damascus as a Iraq and Syria buried an 
turning point in Arab acrimonious 10.year feud 
which decided on a political 
and economic boycott of 
Egypt as punishment for its 
"treason" to the Arab cause. 
All but th ree  Arab states - -  
Oman, Sudan and Somalia - -  
severed ties with Cairo. 
The .Arab world's two 
biggest military powers 
apart from Egypt - -  lraq 
and Syria --  are ruled by Inner-clty schools of Ed- 
monton and Calgary. 
The project became per- 
manent this year and was 
given an annual budget of 
;431,000 for about 100 
schools, including 22 each in 
Edmonton and Calgary. 
Department officials say 
the program recognizes a 
nutrltiooul problem in 'the 
schools, 
and preparing meals. official at the Iraqi in- history, which is full of 
In 1979, Dr. Robet't 
Westbury, then director of 
curriculum for the Ed- 
monton separate school 
board, attacked the lack .of 
concern for good nutrition 
among etudanta, 
"It really burns me up to 
think that in the dcheet 
province b Canada noth~, g 
• is being done about poor 
formation ministry. "There .abortive mergers. Over the 
are ambassadors, there is last two decades, Egypt, 
trade, there are open hor- Jordan; Syria, Iraq, Yemen,- 
ders. There is no movement South Yemen, Libya and 
toward union now but that Tunisia all have been in. 
does not mean It will never volved in abortive' unions. 
take place." 
A Western diplomat The United Arab Republic 
provided a more succinct of Egypt and Syria lasted 3½ 
assessment: "The union is years. The most fleeting 
last year in reaction to the 
Camp David agreements 
between President Anwar 
Sadat of Egypt and Israeli 
Prime Minister Menachem 
Begin. Both countries felt se- 
riously threatened by the ac- 
cord, followed by the 
Egyptianlsraeli peace pact 
last March. 
The reconciliation paved 
as dead as a dedo." union so far was that of the way for last year's Arab 
rival wings of the Baath 
Party, which aims for the 
unity of all Arabs from the 
Atlantic to the Persian Gulf. 
Never given much chance 
of success by foreign 
diplomats, the Iraqi-Syrian 
merger project collapsed 
last July, shortly after 
Saddam Hassein succeeded 
the ailing Ahmed Haasan al- 
. Bakr as oresident of Irao. 
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663 reasons why the B.C. 
Medical Plan fs one of 
the best in the world. 
The B.C. Medical Plan enjoys the reputation of 
being one of the most well-run, efficient health care 
plans anywhere in the world today. 
Govemment leaders, doctors and health care 
experts from all over the world come here to study 
it. To find out what makes it work as well as it does. 
And why. 
Of course there's a complicated structure of 
procedures and computer 
systems but one of me main 
reasons it works so well is the 
~i eople. All the 663 employees sted above, 
Because without them and 
The B.C. Government 
Employees' Union 
We're workin 9 for you. 
their individual efforts there would simply be no 
B.C. Medical Plan. 
It's as simple as that. 
These are only some of the more than 43,000 
members of the B.C. Government Employees' Union 
working for you all over the Province. 
At all kinds of jobs. 
Under all kinds of working conditions. 
All people whose skill, 
experience and dedication 
have made our provincial 
public employees among the most 
efficient anywhere in North America 
today. And that's something to be 
proud of. 
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CLASSIFIED RATES 
LOCAL ONLY: 
20 words or less $2.00 per in. 
sortlon. Over 20 words 5 cents 
per word. 
3 or more consecutive insertions 
$1.50 per insertion. 
REFUNDS: 
First insertion charged for 
whether un or not. 
Absolutely no refunds after ad 
has been set. 
CORRECTIONS: 
Must be made befOre second 
Insertion. 
Allowance can be made for only 
One incorrect ed. 
BOX NUMBERS: 
)'5 cents pickup. 
S1.75 mailed. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: 
Rates available upon request. 
NATIONAL CLASSIFIED 
RATE: 
22 cents per agate ;Ine. 
Minimum charge $5.00 per in. 
sertion. 
LEGAL - POLITICAL and 
TRANSIENT ADVERTISING: 
$3.60 per column inch. 
BUSINESS PERSONALS: 
$4.00 per line per month. 
On e 4 month basis only. 
DEADLINE 
DISPLAY: 
4:00 p.m. 2 days prior to 
publication day. 
CLASSIFIED: 
11:00 e.m. on day previous to de,/ 
of publication Monday to Friday. 
ALL CLASSIFIED CASH WITH 
ORDER other than 
BUSINESSES WITH AN 
ESTABLISHED ACCOUNT. 
Service charge of $S.00 on all 
N.S.F. cheques. 
WEDDING DESCRIPTIONS: 
SUBSCRIPTION 
RATES 
Effective 
October h 1978 
Sing le Copy 20c 
By Carrier mth 3.00 
By Carrier year 33.00 
By Mall 3mth. IS.00 
By Mall 6 mth. 2S.00 
By Mail I yr. 45.00 
Senior Citizen 1 yr. 20.00 
British Commonwealth and 
United States of America one 
year 55.00 
Box 39% Terrace, B.C. 
VaG 2M9 
HOME DELIVERY 
Terrace & District 
Thornhill & District 
Phone 635.6357 
Kitimat 8, District 
Phone 632-2747 
The Herald reserves the right 
to classify ads under appropriate 
headlng¢ and to set rates 
therefore and to defermlne page 
location. 
The Herald reserves the right 
to revise, edit, classify or reject 
any advertisement end 1o retain 
any answers directed to the 
Herald Box Reply Service, and to 
repay lhe customer the sum paid 
for the advertisement end box 
rental. 
Box replies on "Hold" In. 
slructiens not picked up within 10 
Days of expiry of an ad. 
vertisement will be destroyed 
unless mailing instructiOns are 
received. Those answering Box 
Numbers are requested not to 
send originals of dOcuments to 
avoid loss. 
All claims of errors in ed. 
verflsements must be received 
by the publisher within 30 days 
after the first publication. 
It is agreed by the advertise~ 
requesting space that the 
liability of the Herald in the 
event of failure to publish en 
advertisement or in the event of 
en error appearing in the ad. 
No charge proviaed news sub- vertisement os published shall 
miffed within one month. $5.00 be limited to the amount paid by 
production charge for wedding the advertiser for only one in. 
and.or engagement pictures, correct insertion for the portion 
News of weddings (write-ups] oftheedvertisingspaceoccupled 
received one month or more by the incorrect or omitted item 
after event 510.00 charge, with or only, and that there shall be no 
without picture. SuOleet to liability to any event greater 
condensation. Payable in ad- then the amount paid for such 
vance, advertising. 
CLASSIFIED Advertisements must comply 
ANNOUNCEMENTS: with the Brillsh Columbia 
Births 5.50 Human Rights Act which 
Engagements 5.50 prohibits any advertising that 
Marriages S.S0 discriminates against any 
Deaths 5.50 person because of his race, 
Funerals 5.50 religion, sex, color, nationality, 
CardsofThanks 5.50 ancestry or place or origin, or 
Memorial Notices 5.50 because his age Is between 4,1 
. . . .  . . . . .  enc165 Y~ar% unless the cOndition 
P'I~IONE 635.6357 "" is' lustlfled ' by a "bona fide 
CJesslfled Advertising Depl . . . . .  requirement for the work in. 
volved. 
L ,j 
oo,.u.!. 
SERVICES 
24.'SITUATIONS 
WANTED 
34. FOR RENT 
10. 
AUCTIONS 
'481 SUITES 
"~FOR RENT ! 
INCHES AWAY CLUB 
meet every Tuesday night at 
0 in the Skeena Health Ur;it. 
Mere Information phone 635. 
3747 or 635-3023 
BIRTHRIGHT 
Pregnant? In need of sup. 
port? Call Birthright 635.3907 
.3-4621 Lakelse. 
Office Hours: Tues. 11 am.8 
pm. Wed. 9:30 am-5 pm, 
Thurs. 11 am.9 pro, Friday 1 
pm-10 pm or call 635-3164 or 
638.12~7 anytime. 
-ovER EAT i~- i~-s  - 
ANONYMOUS 
meets Wednesday at 8 pm at 
St. Matthew's Anglican 
Church basement. Phone 
635.4427 after 6:30 pro. 
SKEENA CENTRE 
ONCE MORE WE OPEN 
OUR DOORS TO THE 
SENIORS OF THE 
COMMUNITY 
We offer 
COFFEE 
CONVERSATION 
& 
CRAFTS 
In a friendly 
Drop.in Centre 
atmosphere 
7|  ; ' ' • 
, PETS 
38. WANTED MISC. 
We supply 
MATERIALS 
INSTRUCTION 
& 
TRANSPORTATION 
as well as an area for 
relaxation. For more in. 
formation about these and 
other activities, please 
phone 635-2265 and ask for 
Skeena Centre. See you there 
anytime between 8 am and 
3:30 pm Monday through 
Friday. 
Skeena Centre will be closed 
from December 17th, 1979 to 
January 3rd, 1980. We wish 
you and yours a joyous 
season  ! 
WANTED 
DONATIONS 
The Three Rivers Workshop 
for the Handicapped are 
looking for donations of any 
old, broken or used pieces of 
furniture, also any discarded 
wood products we could use 
for recycling or /'enovatlng. 
Call us at 635.2230 between 8 
am and 3 pro. We will try to 
make arrangements for 
pickup. 
MILLS MEMORIAL 
THRIFT SHOP 
Mills Memorial  Hospital 
Auxiliary would appreciate 
any donations of good, clean 
clothing, any household 
items, toys etc. for their 
Thrift  Shop. For pickup 
service phone 635.5320 or 635. 
5233 or leave donations at the 
Thrift Shop on Lazelle 
Avenue on Saturdays bet. 
ween 11 am and 3 pm. Thank 
you, 
Lazelle Preschool 
4907 Lazelle Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. 
There are a few spaces 
avallaable for children ages 
3.5 in this progressive dally 
nursery school. Special help 
available for children with 
mild developmental delays, 
eg. poor co-ordination, 
delayed speech develop. 
ment, etc., not requiring 
medical referral. For fur- 
ther information, phone the 
Supervisor, Nefly Olsen, at 
635-1918. 1'COMING EVENTS 
WOMEN'S 
CENTRE 
a support service 
for women. 
4711 Lazelle Ave. 
behind TIIIIcum Theatre 
635-5145 
~14. BUSINESS 
PERSONAL 
Drop in: 10 am - 6 pm Men. 
Kltlmat A.A. ConstruCtion thru Thurs. 10 am • 4 pm 
Group ln Klllmat: telephone Friday. We offer a com. 
632.3713 fortable relaxed atmosphere 
MEETINGS to meet and share Ideas. 
Monday. Step Meetirlgs 8:30 Children are welcome. 
pm Lutheran Church. Evening Programs 
wednesdays Closed 1:30 pm Tuesdays • Women's 
Meetings 0:30 pm United A.A. lst Wednesday of month 
Church. Status of Women. 2nd 
Fridays-Open Meetings 8:30 Wednesday . single parents 
pm Skeena Health Unit, (led by e single father). 3rd 
Kltlmat General Hospital. Wednesday Men and 
AIAnonMeetings. Tuesday Women's Rap. Thursdays • 
- 8 pm United Church. Women's Night Out. 
SKEENA HEALTH UNIT 
2-3215 Eby St. 
Terrace, B.C. 
635-6307 
CHILD HEALTH CON- 
FERENCES 
Weekly at Eby St. every 
Tues. 1:30- 3:50 pro. Phone 
for appointment. Held at 
Thornhlll Elem., 4th Tues. of 
every month from 1:30 - 3:30 
p.m. Phone for appointment. 
Babysltters who bring 
children must have parents' 
written consent for Im- 
munization. 
ADULT IMMUNIZATION 
CLINICS 
Every Men. and Wed. from 3 
to 4:10 pm. By appointment 
only, 
PRE-NATAL CLASSES 
Held throughout he year for 
expectant parents, Phone 
Health Unit for details and 
registration. 
PRE.NATAL BREATHING 
and  RELAXAT ION 
EXERCISES 
Held every Monday af- 
ternoon I . 2 pm. 
HOME NURSING CARE 
Nursing care in the home for 
those who need it, on referral 
from their family doctor. 
Terrace area only. 
PRE-SCHOOL SCREENING 
CLINICS 
10 months: at Child Health 
Conferences. 6 yrs. once to 
N.,ice monthly. 41/2 - 5 years 
(pre-klndergarten) : Spring 
blitz. Developmental, vision, 
hearing screening done. 
Please phone for ap. 
polntment. 
VD CLINIC 
Phone for apopolntment. 
Treatment available. 
SAN ITATION 
Public health inspectors can 
assist with, sanitation 
problems, such as food 
poisonings and complaints, 
sewage disposal, private 
water . ,  supplies and 
nuisances. 
SPEECH and HEARING 
CLINIC 
Held at 4612 Greig Ave. - -  
630-1155. The audiologist will 
do hearing tests on referral 
by family doctor or com- 
munity health nurse. Speech 
pathologist . therapist will 
carry out speech 
assessments and therapy. 
LONG TERM CARE 
At 205.4621 Lazelle Ave. Tel. 
635-9196. 
Assessment and planning for 
those eligible for Long Term 
Care. 
COMMUNITY 
VOCATIONAL 
REHABILITATION SER. 
VICES 
AID TO HANDICAPPED 
At 205-4621 Lazelle Ave. Tel. 
635.9196. 
Assessment and guidance 
for vocational and social 
rehabil itation done by 
consultant. 
Rape Relief 
Abortion Counselling 
& Crisis Line for 
Women 
638-8388 
Women's A.A. Meetings - 
every Tuesday night at 7:30. 
4711 Lazelle Ave. 635.5145. 
LADLE,% SLIM LINE Club 
meets Monday evening - -  
6:30 pm - United Church 
basement, Kltimat 
WEIGHT WATCHERS 
meeting held every 
Tuesday at 7 p.m. in the 
Knox United Church Hall, 
4907 Lazelle Avenue. 
TERRACE COMMUNITY 
CHOIR presents a 
Christmas Concert on 
Sunday, December 16 at 8 
p.m. in the C~rlstian 
Reformed Church corner 
of Sparks and Straume. 
Bring the whole family. 
(no 14 Dec) 
WOMEN'S NIGHT OUT at 
the Women's Centre will 
be cancelled until after 
Chr i s tmas .  Happy  
Holidays! (no .28 Dec) 
SATURDAY, December 15, 
1979 at the Skeena Mall - -  
Christmas Tree Sale. 
Sponsored by Terrace- 
Thornhlll Band Parent 
Association. (nc14D) 
FREE CHRISTMAS PARTY 
on December 16, 1979 from 
2.4 p.m. Arena Banquet 
room. Santa will be there. 
Children under six must 
bring an older family 
member. (nc 14 Dec) 
I 'ERRACE L ITTLE  
THEATRE will present 
"Gotdllocks and The Three 
Bears" as their Annual 
Xmas Show for Children - -  
at the "Litt le Theatre" on 
Kalum Street. Dec, 15 and 
16. (Saturday and Sunday) 
at 1 p.m. and 3 p.m. 
Tickets are limited and 
will be available from Dec. 
7 at McColls Real Estate 
(opposite Library) (nc14D) 
"THE MYSTERY OF THE 
BELLS". The Centennial 
Christian School invites all 
of you to come and enjoy 
our Christmas program 
with us. It will be,d.v., on 
Thursday, Dec. 20 at the 
school, at 7:30 p.m. 
(nc-20 Dec) 
GYMNASTICS DISPLAY: 
Watch "The Peaks" 
perform at the Skeena 
Mall on Friday, Dec. 14th 
at 6:30 and 7:45 p.m. 
(C2-14 Dec) 
At the Kitimat Museum on 
Friday, December 7, at 
7:00 p.m. the staff of the 
Library will put on a 
children's puppet show 
' 'HANSEL  AND 
GRETEL." 
(nc.7 Dec) 
GEORGE H. THAIN 
Like jewels safe and sounrJ 
forever, are the memo, ,. 
we'll cherish for a 
lifetime; of husband and 
father who was taken from 
us so suddenly. Greatly 
missed by us three and 
family 
Beatrice, Russel and Deanna 
Thain. 
(P1-14 Dec) 
AUCTION SALES 
Every Sunday 
2 p.m. 
Selling cars, furniture, 
tools, hundreds of new 
and used items in stock. 
Open all day Saturday for 
viewing and con. 
signment. 
L.W. Sears 
Auction Sales 
3092 Hwy. 16 E. 
(next to Northern In,) 
635-7824 
(a23,29,30 :
,7,13,14,20,21,27,20D) 
WHOLESALE PRICES 
On all remaining tools, 
gifts and pendulum clocks. 
Plus good selection of used 
furniture. Open daily 1:30 
to 5:30, Tues.-Sat. Phone 
635-7824, Old Totem 
Beverage Building, next to 
Northern Inn. 
Action every Sunday at 2 
i .m,  
(a13.21D) ! 
TO ALL OLD and new 
frlends.-warm wishes for 
the holiday season and 
happiness for 1900. 
Krlena King 
(P3-14,18,21 Dec) 
COLLIER EXCAVATING 
Backhoe Work 
Phone 635.5340 after 6 
p.m. (am I I0 79) 
SEARS 
SALES AGENCY 
Wholesale merchandise 
Auction services 
Ornamental ironwork 
3972 Dobie Street 
Phone 635 7824 
10 am. 2 pm 
Closed Mondays 
, -~  1,1 In  "tn~ 
Carpet & Flooring 
Installation 
You supply--we install 
638-1691 
(am1 10 79) Province of 
British Columbia, 
INSISTON Ministry of Transportation 
THE BEST and Highways 
Terrace Highways District 
Concrete septic tanks in POSITION VACANT 
stock. Get relief with a DRAFTSPERSON 
concrete investment. 
Schmitty's Excavating 
635-3939 
(am 1 10 79) 
WANTED for janitorial work 
two persons. Must be 
bondable, and hard 
working. Phone 635.3453. 
(C2-17 Dec) 
DENTAL  ASSISTANT 
required for Public Health 
Dental Program. Typing 
ability essential. Exp. in a 
dental office an asset. For 
Into plse call: The Skeena 
Health Unit at 635.9196. 
(A3.18 Dec) 
EXPERIENCED camp 
cooks and kitchen helpers. 
For applications phone 
635-9469. 
(C5-19 Dec) 
Help Wanted 
INSTRUCTORS needed for 
English as a Second 
Language,  par t . t ime 
morning and evening 
classes beginning in 
January. Experience in 
ludrning or teaching ESL 
,or other languages an 
asset. Apply to: 
Northwest College, 
Community Education 
Box 726 Terrace, B.C. 
or phone 635-6511 
Ms. Kathy Mueller 
(AT-21 Dec) 
RECEPTIONIST.TYPIST 
required immediately. 
Experience not essential. 
Position calls for intelligent 
person, able to work under 
own supervision. Good 
telephone manner, typing 
speed 40-50 wpm and 
dictaphone experience an 
asset. 
Please phone for interview 
to: Mrs. C. Benoit at 635- 
4951, Federal Business 
Development Bank, 4548 
Lakelse Avenue, Terrace, 
B.C. (P5 .17 Dec) 
SALES CARRIER World's 
Largest Supplier of In- 
dustrial and Auto Main. 
tenance Repair supplies is 
seeking a full time agent in 
the Terrace.Prince Rupert 
area. The successful ap- 
pllcant wil l  have ex- 
perience in sales and an 
ability to operate with a 
l imited amount of 
supervision, in an 
established terr itory. 
Renumeration will be 
determined by background 
and effort. The company 
o f fe rs  outs tand ing  
training, benefits and 
incentives. All who reply 
by resume in confidence to 
Box 1229 C.O Terrace- 
Kitimat Daily Herald, 3212 
Kalum St. Terrace, B.C. 
will receive verification of 
interview December 17, 
1979. (C4.14 December) 
CARRIERS 
NEEDED 
in the following areas 
Thornhill 
Kirsh, Maple, Kuispai, 
Kenworlh, Skeena Valley 
Trai ler Crt, Sonde, 
Toynbee, Old Lakelse Lk. 
Rd., Muller, Pine, 
Paquetle, Empire, Clark, 
Newelh Kofoed, Rtver 
Dr., Seaion. 
Terrace 
4500 Grelg, 4500 Park. 
4500 Little, Birch, 4600 
Lakelse, 4600 Davis, 4600 
Loen, 5000 Mills, 4900 
Welsh, 4900 Park, 
Tweedle. 
If you are Interested in 
any of the following 
routes pluase phone 
o35.6357 
betwi~ iv1  9 r tm !~ pm 
~n(tin) 
The Ministry of Tran. 
sportatlon and Highways 
Terrace District has a 
temporary position• for a 
qualified draflsperson with 
experience in Highway 
surveying. Salary wil l  
depend on qualifications. 
Application will be accepted 
at: 
Suite 300 
4546 Park Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. 
S. Palaposkl 
District Highways Manager 
dated December 7th, 1979 at 
Terrace 
(A4 -14 Dec) 
Needed Immediately 
Avon representatives to 
work in the following areas. 
1) Copperslde Estates 
2) Muller, Valleyview area 
3) Sparks, Munthe and 
Westvlew. 
Please call Norma at 635- 
7496. (ctfn 5 12 79) 
WILL DO babysitting in my 
home. Eight years ex. 
perience and will supply 
references. Phone 635- 
5893. 
(C1-14 Dec) 
"For Safer. Living. Fuel Economy 
& Cleaner Air" 
CHIMNEYS , BOILERS 
AIR DUCTS FIREPLACES FURNACES 
' PRO,VAC INDUSTRIES 
CANADA LTD. 
Services Division 
Specialists in Power.vat cleaning 
96 Starling Street 635.5292 
Kitimat, B.C. VaC 1K5 632.2466 
CAMERA and assc. 35 mm 
Mamlya.Sekor 500 TL. 200 
mm telephoto and close up 
lens; Filter and custom 
case. Sell as unit $325.00. 
Phone 635.4327. 
(P2-14 Dec) 
FOR QUICK SALE white 
mink coat. Valued 
$2500.00, asking $1300.00. 
Phone 635.4226. 
(C5-18 Dec) 
FOR SALE: Ashl Pentax, 
spotomatic 35 mm camera 
with wide angle lens, 
standard lens and elec- 
ffonlc flash; 35 mm Angus 
slide projector and sliver 
40 by 40 screen; 40 Channel 
Midland C.B. radio brand 
new; portable stereo and 
speaker record player; 500 
gallon, two compartment 
• gas tank; men's skates 
size 11/2--never used; new 
broiler oven; baby tub and 
stand, baby bassinette; 
small winch, bearing 
puller1/4" torque wren.oh. 
Phone 635-3238 
(C2.14,10 Dec) 
BOSCH DOUGH MAKER. 
Heavy duty. 600 watt 
motor, standard, S loaves 
capacity. Kneads, whips, 
blends and slices. Oven' 
ready dough in 15 minutes. 
Save time and $$$ (one 
cent per ounce of bread) 
Attachments available, 
revolutionary Magic Mill 
II, grinds all grains, peas, 
beans, self cleaning. 
Weighs 81/2 pounds, grinds 
80 I~ounds per hour. Sales 
Service. Dealer inquiries: 
Okanogan Kitchen 
1172 High Rd. 
Kelowna, B.C 
V1YTB1 
763.0212 
anytim e 
(c4 23 30 N 714 D) 
FULLY  QUAL IF IED 
BOOKKEEPER & typist MIS0.  - . 
willing to work from my 
home. For more in. HALL RENTALS 
formation, please call 635. Oddfellows Hall . 3222 
9780afterS:00p.m. (P5.17 Munroe. For further in. 
Dec) formation phone 635.2794 or 
635-5661 (am-7.8.79.Tu, Fr) 
HARLEY'S PAINTING 
& DECORATING 
DRYWALL, stucco, tile, 
linoleum. Free estimates. 
Phone 638.1095 
(P 11-31 Dec) 
DOUBLE BED with box 
spring and mattress in 
good condition for sale. 
$65.00. Phone 636-1469. 
(C3 -18 Dec) 
410 JOHN DEERE Backhoe 
for hire. Phone 635. 
4081. (cm 5 10 79) 
QUALIF IED Carpenter, 
tradesman fully equipped 
with air tools. Available 
for renovations, custom 
cabinets, arborite, formica 
installations. Will consider 
all other types of finishing 
work. Phone after 6 p.m. 
Ask for Don. 635- 
5708. (c20 2iD) 
REGISTERED Golden 
FOR SALE .Firewood by the Labrador  Retr iever  
cord. Phone 635-2670. (P2. puppies-- $225. Phone 635. 
11,14 Dec) 5623 (c6 3,5,7,10,12,14D) 
Welcome to FEDKA 
FURNITURE MART. 
Now open with furniture 
for the whole residence. 
Finally a large furniture 
store is open in Terrace 
with prices anyone can 
afford~emember also we 
take trade.ins. Just 
arrived for Christmas on 
sale at LOW LOW prices. 
Boston rocker 
Children's 
bedroom furniture 
Desks 
Beds 
Dressers 
Shelves 
Extra low prices 
on outdoor Christmas 
lights. 25 lights per set for 
only $6.00 each set. 
(as long as they last) 
Compare our chesterfield 
prices. More sets are 
coming In everyday. Soon 
to arrive Color T.V. sets 
and stereos. At Pedka 
Furniture Mart 4434 
Lakelse Avenue, in the 
former Fred's Furniture 
Building (downstairs). 
For mot: Into please call 
Terrace Auction Marl at 
635 5172. 
(C8.24 Dec 
URGENTLY 
NEEDED 
Female needs ride from 
downtown Into Thornhlll 
School area between 3 and 4 
pm weekdays. Will pay gas. 
Please call the Dally Herald 
at 635.6357 and leave a 
message. (aft fin) 
WANTED TO BUY 
BATTERIES 
Old car, truck and cat bat- 
teries. Top price paid. Will 
pickup. Phone 635. 
4735. (p14D) 
WANTED 
Spot cash for your: 
BCRIC SHARES 
queensway Trading 
3215 Kalum 
638.1613 
(a6-21D) 
HAVE bedroom for rent 
with kitchen facilities for a 
gentleman. Phone 635. 
5893. 
(C1 -14 Dec) 
FOR RENT: Bachelor 
rooms in mobile motel 
complex N. Kalum Trailer 
Court. Frldge In each 
roQm, ~.ommunlty kitchen, 
t aundry~acllltles. $S0 week 
single, $31.50 week double. 
635-9473. 
(C40-23 J an ) 
FOR RENT: Smaller 2 
bedroom house $195.00 per 
month, warm, only 
reliable people, no singles, 
no pets• For interview 
apply at office 3319 Kofeod 
Dri.ve. 
(P2-17 Dec) 
FIREWOOD for sale 
Mixed birch and pine 
Phone 635 6620. 
( PS.IR Nm" t 
FOR SALE: Registered 
English Springer Spaniel 
puppies. Price $150. Ready 
for Christmas. Phone 
Quesne1747.1169. (c15 17D) 
AM COLLECTING 
Canadian coins. If you 
have sliver coins you want 
to sell, phone 638.1323 after 
4 p.m. Silver dollars $3.50. 
(P5-18 Dec) 
WANTED TO BUY: Used 
furniture such as couch, 
chair, fable & chairs. 
Phone 635. 
$417. (ctfn 11 10 79) 
WANTED 
Spot cash paid for good 
used furniture, guns, 
jewellery, skates, BCRIC 
shares. 
Anything of value 
We buy--sell-trade 
Gunsmlthing 
QUEENSWAY 
TRADING 
3215 Kalum St. 
Terrace 638-1613 
(atfn Tu F 23 11 79) 
HILLSIDE LODGE 
4450 Little Avenue 
S leep ing  rooms,  
housekeeping units, 
centrally located. Fully 
furnished. Reasonable 
rates by day or week. 
Non-drinkers only. Phone 
635-66'11 
(ctf F) 
BEAUTIFUL NEW 3 
bedroom house on quiet 
paved street. Carport, 
covered walkway. Full 
bas~,~nt, with wall to 
wall L,,, -.,, cedar siding. 
Priced to sell. 635. 
4826. (c10 14D) 
SACRIFICE 
SALE 
Assessed mtg. value $49,500. 
Market value $52,500. 
Sacrifice price $43,000. A 
$9,500 savlngl I Five 
bedroom home. One and 
one.half bath, huge kitchen 
and dining room with wood 
heater. Large living room 
with fireplace, carpefled, 
attached Insulated garage, 
2 wells, out-buildings. 5.6 
km north on Kalum Lake 
Drive. Left hand side of 
road. Net taxes $50. Phone 
635.5942 to view. (p20 6J) 
1 
PRUDEN & CURRIE I 
(1916) Ltd. 
I 4648 Lakelse Ave. 635-6142 
Attractive 5 bedrooml 
home on Scoff Ave. 4 pce. 
beth plus ensulte on main 
floor, 2 poe. in basement. 
~lewcarpet on main floor, 
l iving room brick 
fireplace. Cedar rec 
room. Work shop and 
laundry room. Fenced 
/ard with fruit trees. 
Ideal family home close 
to all schools. For a~. 
)ointment to view tail 
Dick Evans. 
FOR SALE by builder. Only 
two left. Prices reduced. 
For more Information 
please call collect. Days 
562-4114 or evenings 562. 
3697. (ctfn 4 12 79) 
A RESPONSIBLE:worklng 
family requires a l  or 2 
bedroom apt, no pets. 
Phore 635-9981 after 3:00 
ask for Gary. 
(C4.19 Dec) 
54. BUSINESS ....... 
PROPERTY 
FOR LEASE: Warehouse Or 
shop. Units 19 feet by 49 
feet by 16 feet. Ceiling 
14x14. Overhead door, 
plumbing and gas heat. 
Phone 635. 
7459. (ctfnMWF 7 12 79) 
FOR RENT: Approx. 900 sq. 
feet on second floor. Air 
conditioned. Located at 
4623 Lakelse Avenue. 
Phone685- 
2552. (ctfn 5 12 79) 
57, 
AUTOMOBILES. 
DUNE BUGGY -- metalflake 
green, mags, diamond tuff 
uphol., street legal, SS 
headers, 1500 motor, T top 
plus sidecurtalns. In- 
terested parties only. 
$2,600. Phone 635-5414 
Days or 635.9204 
Evenings. (plo 14D) 
1979 CHRYSLER New 
Yorker. Fully equipped. 
20,000 kin. Phone 632- 
4055. (c8 14D) 66, RECREATIONAL 
VEHICLES 
OFFER FOR SALVAGE 
LOGS-- TIMBER 
OFFERS: Plainly marked 
m the envelope "Offer on 
P.T. Nbr. 190" wil l  be 
received by the undersigned 
on a tot basis only, up to 2:00 
p.m•, January 10,1980 :for the 
purchase and removal of 
approx imate ly  182.2m3 
cedar, 182.1m3 spruce, 
109.5m3 hemlock, 12.6m3 
I~_!sam and 11.8m3 reject, 
located "as Is and where is" 
end "as found on site" In 
Lakelse Lake Park, B.C. 
(Furlong Bay Campground)• 
Each offer must be ac- 
companied by a certified 
c~eque made payable to the 
Minister of Finance for 10 
per cent of the bid. If the 
successful bidder sub- 
sequently withdraws his 
offer, the 10 per cent shall be 
liable to forfeiture. 
The highest or any offer will 
not necessarily be accepted. 
The Conditions of Sale are: 
(!) All the above.mentioned 
materials must be removed 
from the Park by the suc. 
cessful bidder by April 30, 
1980 and the site Is to be left 
clear and t idy to the 
satisfaction of the Distr ict 
Super intendent  here in  
named. 
(2) Road restrictions to 75 
per cent of legal loading may 
be Imposed depending on 
ground conditions at the time 
of material removal. 
(3) The purchaser agrees 
upon acceptance of his offer 
and at all times thereafter 
well and sufficiently to In- 
demnify the Crown and to 
keep the Crown Indemnified 
against all liability, actions, 
suits, proceedings, claims, 
demands, costs, expenses 
arlslng out of or relating to 
the removal of the logs. 
(4) Approval of equipment o 
be used must he obtained 
from Mr. F.M. Helclt, the 
Distr ict Superintendent 
referred to below, pr ior ' to 
commencement of removal 
of the logs.timber. 
(5) The successful bidder 
must obtain a Ilcence to cut, 
and timber mark from the 
Forest Ranger at Terrace, 
B.C. 
(6) The successful bidder 
wil l  assume full re~pon. 
s lbl l l ty for sfumpage 
payments as outlined In the 
Ilcence to cut referred to. 
(7) Scaling fees shall be 
borne by the successful 
bidder. 
For further Information 
contact Mr. F.M. Heldt, 
Distr ict  SuperlntendenL 
Lake lse .At l ln  D is t r i c t ,  
Ministry of Lands, Parks 
and Housing, Box 119, 
Terrace, B.C. VOG 4A6. 
Telephone 798-2217. 
A.W. Charlton, CHAIRMAN 
Purchasing Commission 
Parliament Buildings 
Victoria, B.C. 
vav 1T6 
67, 
SER¥1CES 
(A1.14Dec) 
LEAVING TOWN must sell. 
1934 Ford 3 wlndow coupe. 
offers?; 1948 G.M.C. a/~ ton 
Stake bed with 1951 G.M.C. 
Pickup; 1962 Cadil lac 
$500.00; 1969 4 door hard. 
top Pontiac. View at 3514 
Clare Avenue, Thornhill. 
(C3.14 Dec) 
1973 TOYOTA PU , new 
motor with 18,000 ,miles. 
Also 1976 Jag snowmobile. 
Phone 635.3760. 
(P5 -18 Dec) 
1977 CHEV V~ Ton heavy 
duty• 4 speed, PS, PB, 
19,000 miles. Michel in 
radials. $5,350. Also 
Vanguard canopy - -  $325. 
Phone 635- 
7459. (ctfnMWF 7 12 79) 
1976 CHEV VAN. Phone 635- 
2723. (I)6 14D) 
1973 MONARCH 12X68 3 
bedroom trailer, furnished 
with washer and dryer. 
Available Jan 1.80. Phone 
635.9605. 
(C1-14 Dec) 
1972 NORWESTERN Mobile 
Home. 12x54, with 12x10 
finished addition. Un. 
furnished. In good con. 
dition. Reasonably priced. 
Phone 635. 
5539. (ctfn 5 12 79) 
1977 ARCTIC Cat Jag 3000. 
Excellent condition - -  
$1,000. 1979 Trail Cat by 
Arctic Cat. Low hours - -  
$2,100. 1978 Kifly Cat for 
kids-- $200. Phone 635.5414 
Days, 635.9204 
Evenings. (pl0 14D) 
BUY OR SELL Marlelle 
Fashion and Gold 
jewellery. Managers and 
salespersons needed In th Is 
area/  "F.o.r "[~(our ...tall 
catalogue please phone 
638-8392 Evenings or write 
Mar ie l le ,  No• 49.4625 
Graham Avenue, Terrace. 
If Interested in learning 
how to obtain free 
jewellery or selling please 
advise. (c20 9J ) 
INCORPORATION 
We prepare your In. 
corporation papers over the 
phone-  fast. :FOr more 
Iriformaflon please call T H E 
LAW SHOPPE of JACK D. 
JAMES, M.B.A. LI.B. TOLL 
'FREE 112.800.663.3035 (in 
Vancouver call 687.2442) 
Chargex and Mastercharge 
welcome. (atfn F 10 10 79) 
LEGAL 
NOTICE OF PARTIAL 
RIGHT OF WAY 
CLOSURE 
Notice is given pursuant to 
Section 11 (2a) of the High. 
ways Act that a public road 
created by the provisions of 
Section 8 of the Highway Act 
within properly described 
as: (1) Commencing at a 
point 265 feet west of the 
north east corner pest of 
D.L. 6543, Casslar Dist. 
thence west for 27 feet thence 
147 ft BRGS 21 degrees 09' 
W, thence 20 ft BRG S 23 
degrees51' E,thenc~ 11'BRG 
568degrees 5~1' E, thence 170 
fl BRG N 21 degrees 09' E to 
a polnt of orlgln comprising 
0.09acres and (2) A 0.14 acre 
parcel commencing 233 feet 
on a BRG of S 21 degrees 09' 
W, from the point of origin of 
the above parcel, thence 11 ft 
BRG of N 68 degrees 51' W, 
thence 20 ft BRG S 66 
degrees 09' W, thence 84' 
BRGS 21 degrees 09' W to 
the E.C., thence 139 ft. to the 
B.C. BRGS 23 degrees 38' 
06" W, thence 20' BRGS 21 
degrees 21' 54" E, thence 11 
fl BRGS 66 degrees 21' 54" 
East to the B.C., then turn 90 
degrees 09' 18" left to the P.I. 
of Curve, thence 150 ft. along 
arc to E.C. BRG N 21 
degrees09' E, thence 98 ft. to 
point of origin is hereby 
discontinued and closed as a 
public highway. 
This section of road Is being 
closed so that houses con. 
sfructed with D.L. 6543 will 
meet the 25 foot offset tule. 
The Honorable, 
A.V. Fraser, 
Minister of Transportation, 
Communication and High. 
ways. 
(A4. 14, 21,28 dec, jan 4] 
Marsh World 
.', " "7  '/: " ~/ !1  !.,/ 
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SWAMP SPARROW (Melospiza georgiana) - This 
secretive liltle bird is about the size of a house 
sparrow but is more slender. Plumage coloration 
is predominately brown and gray with a gray head 
and chestnut cap. It haunts 'the borders of marshes 
where wi l low,  alder and marsh reeds grow. Like 
most sparrows, it spends its time close to or on 
the ground, foraging in the dense undergrowth. 
The nest,.a well-made structure of dead grasses 
and fibre, is on the ground or a few inches above 
and it is usually entered from the Side. Four or 
f ive eggs are laid. 
Ducks Unlimited (Can,,d,I) 
1190 W~vetlew St.. Wirmi,~,g. Man R3T 2E2 ~)  288-'79 
Christmas. Facts And Fancies 
Around The World 
- , i  e O-'-~.ve.--t e O- -~ Jo  -.-,t e O--~.;,iD.--t i~ O--- , , jo . - t  O O--'~.~0 -.-t ~ e 
• The Christmas Seal orig- 
inated in Denmark in 1903 
when a Danish postal clerk 
decided to ask people to 
buy a special Christmas 
stamp to help raise money 
for sick and needy ehildreu. 
• The world's largest 
Christmas wrapping, 42 feet 
long and seven feint in diam- 
eter, was constructed as a 
showroom display at a ga- 
rage in Essex, England, ac- 
cording to the Guinness 
Book of Records. It took 
two weeks to build and 
concealed a Ford Escort car. 
• Flowers are among the 
most popular Christmas 
gifts throughout he world, 
ranging from tlae traditional 
evergreen wreath in north- 
em Europe to the gay floral 
tributes used to decorate for 
South America's ChriStmas 
Fiestas. With Interflora, the 
international affiliate of 
FTD, it is possible to send a 
floral holiday greeting to 
almost any country in the 
world in less time than it 
takes to send a Christmas 
card! 
• JOlly Old Santa Claus is 
not the only one. delivering 
gifts at Christmastime. In 
Scand inav ia ,  they are 
brought by little gnomelike 
'd~E.q;3E: (,,, . ,~ j  'i/f~v,'! 
creatures called "Yule 
Meu," who are said to live 
hidden in the attic all year 
long. In Italy, they are left 
on Epiphany Eve (January 
6th) by a wrinkled old 
woman called Befana, 
wires* arrival is aunouneed 
by a bell. Tl~e Magi, the 
three \vise men, bring gifts 
to Mexican children who, 
instead of hanging stock- 
ings, place their shoes on 
the windowsill. 
• One of the Iongdst 
Christmas celebratious in 
the world takes p lace in 
Sweden, where the hol iday 
lasts au entire month. It 
begins on December 1:?'!, 
with Saint Lucia's feast day, 
and ends on ,hmuary 13th 
Saint Knut's Day, when 
children "pltmder" the 
Christmas tree, eating all its 
candies and cookies before 
removing its ornanlelltS and 
carrying it outdoors witl~ a 
song. 
WELDERS 
Canadian 'Cellulose has immediate openings for 
qualified Welders at its 1,100 tonnes per day bleached 
kraft pulp operations in Prince Rupert• Applicants 
must hold a p•p. 101 or Di~/No.  1 welding certificate. 
Preference will be given to those applications having, 
in addition to the above, a valid DPW No. 3, No. 4, 
T.I.G• and stainless steel certificate as well as ex. 
perience In the pulp and paper industry. 
Excel lent e~plo'yee benefit programs including 
medical, extended health and dental plans are 
available in addition to a wage rate of $11.765 per hour. 
Interested persons should apply, in writing, giving 
particulars of qualifications and experience to: 
R.L. Hynes, Industrial Relations Assistant 
Canadian Cellulose Company, Limited 
P.O. Box 1000 
Prince Rupert, B.C• V8J . 3S2 
& 
Canadian Cellulose Company, Limited 
MINISTRY OF TRANSPORTATION & 
HIGHWAYS 
MECHANIC 
Competition 79:2070A.68 520,628 plus northern 
allowance 
In Stewart under the general direction of the mechanic 
foreman, to act as a working supervisor or "Lead 
Hand" performing maintenance and overhaul work on 
Ministry equipment and vehicles• Duties Include: 
assisting the mechanic foreman or assistant mechanic 
foreman with the planning and supervision of garage 
work and to perform maintenance and overhaul work 
on gasoline or diesel engines, clutches, transmissions, 
rear axle assemblies as used on trucks, tractors, 
graders and shovels, etc. To perform oxyacetylene and 
arc welding as required. 
Qualifications - -  Graduation from an Inter.provincial 
standard apprenticeship in automotive or heavy duty 
mechanics; ten years' experience in the mechanical 
trade; valid B.C. Class I driver's Ilcence with air brake 
The Herald, Friday, December 14, 1979 Page 15 
Check for Super Savings 
ifi the Christmas Shoppers Guide 
Tuesday edition of the Daily Herald 
BDHH B d TqDH   
FREE 
TERRACE HOTEL GIlT CERTIFICATES 
For these Ilems 
, tear teolh , hoar claws 
, wolf tooth , beaver loath 
• moose or deer millers (slngleor pair) 
' Available at the front desk of the 
TERRACE HOTEL 
NORTHWEST PiPE 
AND EQUIPMENT LTD, 
PIPE PLUMBINGSUPPLIE5 PUMPS. 
HOSES NUTSANDBOLTS FENCING 
WATERSOF t t  NERS ANDMORE 
5239 Keith Avenue - N.~. c H,aro 
635-7158 
NOW OPEN 
in the 
All West Centre 
HIGH COUNTRY 
Crafts & Gifts 
OPEN -- M0n, to Fri, 9 am-  9 pm 
Sat. 9 am-  9 pm 
4511t.F Kelth Ave. 638.1645 
ARE YOU READY FOR 
THE COLD WEATHER? 
"WE CLEAN" 
CHIMNEYS-- FURNACES - -  FIREPLACES 
BOILERS RESIDENTIAL or COMMERCIAL 
COMPLETE FORCED AIR HEATING SYSTEMS 
We offer the most efficient way of cleaning your entire 
heating system by using a PRO-VAC Resldmtlal. 
Commercial end Industrial Mobile Power'Vacuum 
Unl(. Also Introducing the new method of utilizing 
compressed sir for positive action. 
"Our service gives positive end efficient results" 
Call the PRO.VAC people today and see for yourself. 
P ha ne: Pro.Vac Industries 
T,.oce 635"5292 Can. Ltd. 
Ser,vlces Division 
Kltimet 632-2466 Kltlmat.Terrece, B,C, 
II I 
BILLIARDS & AMUSEMENTS 
•••:••••:•:•••.:•:••••:•••••:•••:•••:••••••••.:•:•••:•••:•:••••••••••.:.:•••••••:••• 
WE ALSO SELL, SERVICE & REPAIR ALL YOUR 
HOME BRUNSWICK PRODUCTS. 
3213KALUMSTRLL1 ~ '  
IERRAC[ 6 C PHONE 6352473 
Custom Upholstery. Fabrics & Vinyls 
Furniture Repair and Refinishing 
Custom Auto Interiors. Van Conversions 
Custom Quilting of Fabrics 
Pioneer Upholstery 
635-9434 
Weekdays 9. s 
Other hours by appointment 
Claudefle Sandeckl 3901 Doble Rd, 
Since 1973 Terrace, B.C, 
MR, BUSINESSMAN! 
This Space Is Reserved 
For Your Ad, 
EASTSIDE GROCER Y 
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT 
Open 7 days a week 
with Jerry & Mary 
to serve you 
WEEKDAYS 8-11 WEEKENDS 9-11 
4438 LAKELSE AVE. 635.2104 
YOUR FRIENDLY CONVENIENCE STORE 
NORTHERN LIGHT 
Stained Glass 
*Classes /~-?,->,. 
*Repairs "".-."' ~,--; 
*Supplies • - ...... ~,  ,//~j-.-, - , - . -~  , . .¢. ,  • ~ / . _~-  . ~ 
.Custom orders ~-~: ~ ' /  ~'fi 
4820 Halliwell Ave, 638-1403 
SWISWJFT.y THRUWA Y MUFFLERS ............. 
i ~  Winter Months 
Nov.- Feb. 
8:30 a.m.- 5:00 p.m 
Closed Sunday & Monday 
638-1991 3010K Kalum Street 
VAN'S CONTRAOTING 
lg " :~lestoratioas, Hope Chests 
f]~,. ~ Custom Made Furniture, Refinishini 
"'~ ~ ~ General Deildin[ Coetractin! 
2510 S. Kalum 635-5585 Terrace 
~ ~  1.^T HA5 [VtgTIt/It~'," LTO, 
i-s3 -1 , , , .  
&gWq nterprise= 
MUSIC FOR ALL OCCASIONS 
Wayne 13$.S114 
Days 635-6235 Ernle 435.9153 
GLACIER 
L _,,),'~ 4410 La[ioe AveHe 
A ,~'Y" Terrace. ;.C. 
sd' 
A Complete Glass and 
S Aluminum Service 
The Hera ld ,  F r iday ,  December  14,  1979 r 
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Letters 
to ...:.,- ...;! ::' ...... . ..,~. 
¢: ':;. 
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'!~: : ...... 
'.:::.. 
CONTEST 
RULES 
Letters must be written by children in their 
own handwriting. (Pre-Schoolers may ask 
their parents for help.) 
Limit: One letter per child. 
All letters will be published in our special 
Christmas Supplement Dec. 21, 1979. 
Prizes awarded on a draw basis. 
Contest closes Dec. 14 at 5 p.m. (Late leffers 
will not quallfy) 
Letters must contain Name, Address, Age 
and Phone Number. 
Only children 12 years and under qualify. 
lorth Pole after 
=ail to 
anta 
) Terrace-Kitimat 
Daily Herald 
3212 Kalum St. 
Terrace, B.C. 
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I st Prize . .  
a =100 gift certificate 
at All Seasons 
Spoding Goods 
J 
n Priz e 
a s75 gift certificate 
at All Seasons 
Sporting Goods 
rd Prize 
a :50 gift certificate 
at All Seasons 
Sporting Goods 
